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The Contemporar¥ Case for Violence 

PROFESSOR ALI A. MAZRUI 

Violence is often deGmed legitimate or funot±oonl only it· it· is qriGnt~d towards· 

a social revolution and systeffiic change, It.is.because of this persistent- but 

by no means inevitable - linkage betw~en.violence and revolut~on as.rallying 

political ideas that contemporary perspectives on v~olence have been influenced 

so profoundly by Marx and his successors, What have tended to be overlooked are 

the functions of violence on an evolutionary scale o~ change, Certain positive 

changes in societies are achieved not by a sudden eruption of violence, but by 

the .slow process of· havi~g to ciilpe ·with violence over several decades or generations. 

We might here then.distinguish between the transformative functions of violence 

and the inteSEative functions of violence, The transformative functions are those 

where violence helpscto bring about' sudden or.rapid systemic change, In 

discussing them, we shall have t~ bear in mind two v~riables which Marx and Lenin 

between them contributed to revo1ution~ thouibt'- class struggle add imperialism. 

Though the two variables are inter-related and behind imperialism is the class 

.. struggle of the metropolitan countries: themselves, in much··of the Third World it 

is imperialism which'has had the greatest transformative impact, It is the 

transformative functions which have produced a'tendency to equate political or 

civil violence with revolution, The integrative functions of violence, on the 

other hand, are much slower. The role of violence in the evolution of nationhood 

and enlargemer;t of social ei!lpath?' is a process which takes several generations, 

The ro~e of violence in regiona~ .~ntegration, across several states, is also an 

area of.gradual ratper than sudden change. This pap:r will concern itself with 

both the transformative and the integrative functions of violence, 

One further factor perhaps needs to be borne in mind. It is a simple point, 

but not always remembered,. Violence is not merely a cause cif change; revolutionary 

or gradual · - it is even more.often an•effect of other social factors, Much 

of the violence of the twentieth century is the violence of popular causes. From 

the struggle.in Vietnam to the ·student revolutions in Europe, America and Japan, 
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poli~ical consciousness is at a_levei that is at once violent and morally inspired, 

The violence here is perhaps the syniptoin of tl:ie social malaise; the moral fervour 

is often a prescription of how to cure it. The students ars'preoecupied with 

the crisis of relevance in cultural values and social mores, Their tendency to 

take to the streets in ri~ting bands of noisy youthfulness, and their uglier 

tendency to resort to arson and physical b~tality against those who disagree, 

must all be seen as symptomatic, The problem in such cases is not the violence; 

it is what has gone wrong either in relationships between generations or, 

alternatively as the students themselves assert, what has gone wrong in the 

heritage of the society as a whole, 

It is because of these considerations that social violence mirsht be regarded 

as being very often a dependent variable, while the denial of social justice 

and economic --weifare are more basic social determinants. Men fight because there 

is hunger or economic ambition in the world or because there is injustice in 

htiman relations, They are seldom unjust or ambitious because they fight. The 

direction of social causation has to be clearly understood. 

Imperialism as Frozen Warfare 

The thesis that the problem of world peace is basically a problem of 

relations between social groups in individual countries rests on a number of 

pillars, one of which does in turn rest solidly oh Marxist-Leninist assumptions. 

_The point of departure of the Leninist interpretation of the cause of war 
r . . ' ' 

is the familiar Marxist concept of class struggle. Class struggle itself arises 

because. of unequal distribution of economic benefits and denial of social justice, 

The intensification of class struggle could mean civil war, 

Civil wars can either be 

by the participation of other 

internationalised, or·they can be externalised 
. the Ni~erian Civil War, 

countries in· that war, as in the Spam.sh Civil War, 7 
and the Vietnam War, Hhen a civil war is externalised, war is frozen domestically 

while violence is diverted and exported, The country's involvement-in an inter

national war casts a momentary blanket of postponement over the domestic cracks, 

Cecil Rhodes, the founder of modern Rhodesia, said. in 18651 "In order to 

save the forty million inhabitants of the U.K. from a bloody civil war ••• you 

must become imperialists." Lenin was to quote these remarks with relish. In 
. ' ~~/ part he found the statement apt in explaining why Marx 1s prediction that the poor 

capitalist countries· would get poorer until they became revolutionary had not 

been fulfilled. Lenin answered that the exploitation of the British Empire 

·abroad had saved the British worker at home. The capitalists in England exported 

the phenomenon of exploitation to the colonies of Asia and Africa and the internal 

divisions in the metropolitan power were prevented from widening for the time being. 
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o'Ia.BUt'thin~~folloWing:world~War'II;~the:British Empire in·Asia1disintegrated, 

'lrl.t 0~rid1 bareiy:: ten ·years ·later • the' process' of disintegration' started in Africa, as 
0 'weil'; ' 1 The ~-llri tish1 Empire' as a· 'diversiona:i:y·, tactic' to': keep!.the workers' quiet 

had'!' riow'· been': neutralistid: 0 The: lower-. ol:asses !. should: now. at: last . perceive ,,their 

-.:r.tn·•:'lunderprivilegedfposi tion' and"• revolt' 'against: it". once. and for. all:. c~ d:w::l':!l 

r1.r~!);., . .,~ .... --•· ,--
An eminent African ~~ian-socialist, Kwame Nkrumah, the' former President 

I r ~f Glia:~a~" hii.s
4 

argued· that' the,. corifrontation ··in' the· m:etropoli tan . countries can 

·>!!-• "still ;:now· be 'averted ··not -by' imperialism' in'.:the' old· sense·. but by ·.the new ·phenomenon 

I·•.;;,, o"f ~neo.:colonialism."t'> This· new · phenoinen'on"': allows: for ~the ·possibility. of. exploiting 

other people'-abroad rwi thout. actual-ly 'ruling 'them.-•n- Only. when neo:..colonialism in 
1 " .. . _ ...~n,;r~.ir.·,a~ 8 'tiirn·'conie'a: tc)a'n end wiil-"th'e" monopolists" •in the" metropolitan·:countries ~"come 

f s) ~ . .I ~ __,_ ~ ,. • - --- - -~ ' ~ .. • ' -

face· to faoe with their working'class'•in'their·own·countries,•and a new struggle 

o!i~~~will.arise.within·which.the liquidation.and,collapse_of.imperialism,will be -, -- -- (1) ----- ·-~-·• ... ...-• . .- - ~ ..,._ ..,.,. .. ,, u....--\,. . .., .... u_ o..O<..o..lo.-.,.! . .J~"i•·'.l. !i';,_l~iJ J..;.. 

!l•·Jocomplete.~., 0 -1 ,rr~,> .. ocf 1- 1· ~~·•f"l"- • 1' j' ! · · ·• · 
" - • '"A.-~ 1., ., •. .._ -u... · . i¥•.,...., ~ ~fu~::'.!. ~ _. !..:~ .J. .. l·)\!C>q r;J.:::;: :1'J""..!, ' ... ~lJ fl.! ~; ~ 

A state of civil war in an economically divided country bears similarities 

with Hobbes' use of the term "state of war". To Lenin it is not the absence of 

a system of authority, as in Hobbes,".:."which'_cr~a.tes..!_afclimate ·of·suspended _civil 
--~- --~------~- ----

~:_war. ::<:It lis ct~e c abse~o~ J of_:_ :_c?.~o~i,<:_ }:_q':_i,ty ,.::'l~L Sf><;,~f!l L~~~.t~-~~ :,c-..~ ~.t,~n Lenin as 

in Hobbes;the state o_~t-w-~c~:_e<!_t.-~Cl~.c.~f!~O~!_';;.t:;c,~~ ~~~- ~'~ ~1,:-~~~}:r,~~~~,.:out; 
!'J.!!~lC'!it(could be srcivil.war in,suspended,animation, awaiting.th~ right signal. to activate 

' - .--- -- - -~·o"'- """'""'"' _..,..,, -_.-.; N'-'~~·"" '-''"--' ~- ... ~~J.'\.4.!. .. •._ t..:!./ &..~ ..,),..~!., 

:it. 0 ,That;iscwhy_latter~day ~sts and neo~arxists have sometimes described 
.- ---- -· --- -·-·-·-·~·--· ~- ... - ..... ..,,J.., ... -,~.._,...,t.'"'J~ !:.~. ;.:...1.o4· .. J r:•;...i· ... u~ 

or:j this,kind.of,situa~_ion..a_l?_ struotured·violence.._:.:.:;v ~:;Jij-0 l·m: ,co.J-::1:; h 1 t.J:ol! 

cr!j !!.S ur97civii~"wartcan~be'frozen; structured; or•be' in suspended:animation, so 

t:-::-.~can•'kn ~international 'wax; (fuperi8.lism !itself Jhas ·come :.to be :seen· increasingly 

as'Ia''caserof :frozen:warfaxe, between the !imperial tpower J and :i tscvictims. e• Krishna 

Menon when he was·'-Iridia 1 ~ Defe'rice 'Minister :first:popularised:publi~~y .:.!_~he: idea of 

1 o~x· colonialism. as .;'Pel.'lllane~t ~ aggre~~~C!~·~~- :t:..l';l:r;or;~~t?::;~~d 1i?,"::<;.~}.?~.:J~~~s ."t :oncept of 
, f'C•n:;!J -~permanent aggression~; to . reporters .. before. he ll,tti ved, at .. the United Nations in 

·-- •·-- --···--" ................. """'"' ... ..•. ,<> . ., ... ~...L/ ~.t.: .:....-n .... .-u ....... :.:;. w;,.,1; .n 

1962 to defend,India.' ~c~':!n~~a~~C!~-t~~ ~?.~! r.!!:.!~~~~;:t~~.t:,~a;11 ~~~:~r;~;n~;:,~f 
Portuguese colonialism in Goa had been a case of frozen aggression. India's 

-I!"!'!".!"".t:-tJ n.c. .:r:IOr,:r:.;:~ "~.:~W .:Jr.r 1.':"'nic~!..:~'t ·.G n~}~c·.ti t).t r .... ::f'-'•nrr:~ -P,tfl':.~ •• ....,.rn•'!. '•T 
decision to t.erminate the Portuguese presence in the· sub.;.continent was an act to 

t: eu<Jn!..t".i t•l;J:'J'::':Y f!'3'll':ll"''1 'le ::--o.L ... ,..""" ... ·9i'l1ulr""\ r-.-J~ nn ... ;." .... ,t ~~~t .. ,-"L .-............. 1 ~ .... ,. 
end Portuguese aggression, rather than itself'an"aggressive initiative against 

.t:l')_··~qq,..!t r.srJ .: ... ~~.,.~ lJ,JC:"1l z.l CJ:rl·.:.~ .. ~;:"I:.•i.ac:J! a~:_~.d:~ ~-t:J.L'~Jr:c,..,.,r-...... }'_1!"'_ 1,., """ . ...__(f 
. the Portuguese. . - · ' ·-• --~·" ~• .,__ - ~--~•J•-, 

:•:,:· n-;.;a-J ,..; ·\:.J'ltr.J'Ll-1 Inl'!3f!":!l ~'J ,cbll::-_, ctJlr:c.fc:) -:!!:·~•'1 et!J \:I1'!~i!'t :on nt j·l 

, ~~vl!.!'!.i l"'l The. n<_>tion 1 o~·.'lP~rrf!~~n~i~~e;~s~?.n". ~~~~-.,~~~~ ;e a,,;~~zc~t<:m,.~~ 1 the old 

;tr" he; Western; notion that. aggr:e~~~?~ ~_a.~l~~ ~~ng~r.,~~~;~s~e~ ,~':le ti1~~e:.~~m~;:tely 
<10~ successful 1 ~= Acoo~ine; ,~o l ~11i~ .> o.~~~!'..: :.'-~~~~-~, 1 .~~c.~~?o~ 1 b~~~e1 a -.::-~}~S":·::~~~;ortugal; 

.-c!~ Portl!gueseJ aggression.:e~~e~ __ _!ly ?~!2-.~~~~o:t,1; f9:Jo~1 c~.~e.?.~o.?~T?1 \,,~~-i~?~on 
-------against-a-non-sovereign.country •. _wnen_to_this_was added the sist.er notion that 

-- .~---- ----~ .. -~--~--- ....... 
!lt·f' ... c-?~ ,..~ ~.rr~.'"• ""'""- r.. ... - ..... ~·-.-~1:;. _,_ "·--·- _ . _ •. •. . . ft:1 

b.~ (l)r~,)Neoi.Colo~ialieiiis'The''Last St~-- of: Im ~ialismi (Lo~don,JNelson, 
cc..!u ol9651~P~-:,25; ''1"'..,.;..:. ,o ..... _-~·1 ":·:-.~&.o.JJ..nJ .t..o '1(·.J.Lu-;x: . ..,v.•,nn •.:u t~10 r:.c:a!o:)tH 

-~·.L ·'! r\:.~f ,b~-:.'!n()blt\1 'no!m,l) f'~.t~.! i." !->n!H ,r..F.rL'l":cfll. ,3,\1 
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a state could not commit aggression against i~s own sovereignty, Portu5al 1s 

occupation of Goa or Dutch occupation of \olest New Guinea was legally safe to the 

Westerner as soon as it appeared "permanent". This reasoning the new !J-Ctors 

-on the international scene _now reject, for since ~ffective colonial control 

amounts to a permanent violation of racial sovereignty it must remain. permanently 

an "aggression". 

This is not to say that they do not concede what may be termed "colonial 

sovereignty". It is surely on the basis ·of such a sovereignty that many of the 

new states could insist on making Britain answerable fo~ Rhodesia as a colonial 

responsibility. Such concessions to "colonial sovereignty" are considered 
consistent 

temporary concessions/with the fundamental stand that colonial sovereignty is 

in violation of racial sovereignty and ought to be speedily terminated.( 2) 

If then imperialism is frozen warfare, a diversion from the risk of domestic 

war in the imperial power itself, imperialism is basically an externalised civil 

war. 

Imperial Retreat.and Domestic Fragmentation 

The trouble with the ~!aridst position on war at its most orthodox ·is its 

insistence that the most important cleavages are those which concern class. 

That is why Marxists have tended to see the impact of imperialism on·the imperial 

pot~ers mainly in economic terms. But tribalism ·in Africa, racialism in .the 

United States, and other varieties of militant ethnicity elsewhere have in the 

modern period been at least as profound as forms of internal cleavage as the 

class dimension. The re-structuring of domestic ~rangements in the days ahead 

has therefore to take this factor int.o account, and might at times involve 

creating new classes in order to mitigate ethnic tensions. 

If international wars are externalised domestic cleavages, one would expect 

a new resurgence of domestic ethnic tensions when international wars are reduced. 

Does the present world situation lend support to such a thesis? 

If imperialism amounted to frozen aggression, and was therefore an external

ization of domestic tensions, the disintegration of empires should witness a 
' process of re-internalizing those tensions. This is indeed what has happened. 

It is not merely the former colonies which, on imperial withdrawal, began to 

face the danger of fragmentation. So have the former imperial· powers in Europe. 

The reduction of Great Britain to an island power in Europe has been an important 

contributory factor to the intensification of Welsh nationalism. An even more 

startling development has been the dramatic rise of Scottish nationalism. The 

(2) This concept of "permanent aggression" .is discussed more fully in Mazrui, 
Towards a Pax Africana: A Study of Ideology and Ambition (Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson and the University.of'Chicago Press, 1967), chaper 2. See also 
W.E. Abraham, Mind of Africa (London: Weidenfeld, 1962), p. 152. 
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United Kingdom, which had for so long been considered· one of the most deeply 

integrated of all nation states, is now facing a real threat of post-imperial 

fragmentation. The troubles in Northern Ireland are also rela~ed to the 

phenomenon of widening cleavages within the former imperial country following 

her reduction in ·stature in.world affairs and the shrinkage of her national 

purpose. 

Empires' disintegrated partly as a result of the triumph of egalitarianism 

as ·a moral :imperative iri international affairs. This tl;'iumph is to some extent 

dysfunctional for countries which previously externalised their domestic cleavages, 

because it has discredited territorial expansionism and re-enforced internal 

cleavages which derived their strength from a. sense of relative deprivation, 

Fragmentation within the boundaries of the imperial powE!rs themselves is, in 

other words, a special case of the global triumph of self-determination.· 

Yet even within the ranks of imperial powers some distinctions ou~t to be 

recognised, Those imperial powers which were· deeply divided internally in the 

period prior to de-colonisation found, .upon de-colonisation, a measure of.unifying 

relief, One major example,is France, which,experienced a sense of fragmentation 

more in the-course of trying-to hold on to Algeria than in the course of relin

quishing her imperial role,· What had happened· in France by 1958 was that domestic 

cleavages were no longer easily camouflaged by a sense of imperial !Dission, The 

discrediting of expansionism, and the long drawn. out c.osts .of the war in .Algeria, 

neutralised the efficacy of external aggression as a diversionary tactic to contain 

internal tensions, Yet even in France - ·where: ~~ le~st the myth of global 

grandeur of a nee-imperial kind has yet to die in spite of the departure of 

Charles de. Gaulle - signs of new forms of post-imperial s.ectionalism are beginning 

to be· discernible, 

The Dutch situation in relation to Indonesia was somewhat comparable to the 

situation of the French in relation to Algeria,· The ·frozen aggression of an 

imperial role had towards the end of the colonial period ceased to disguise internal 

tensions and had only servlid :·to deepen them, So the loss of. empire momentarily 

mitigated some of the consequences of that deepening cleavage, But basically 

that loss was bound to release-new forms of sec.tionalism. 

Even in the former colonies, the elimination of imperialism as frozen agg

ression has had the e·ffect of re-opening domestic areas of conflict. Tlw nationalist 

movements in Africa, for example, included within them the beginnings of a process 

of detribalisation, as members from different tribal groups joined·together in 

militant opposition to colonialism. Since the imperial withdrawal, there have 

been signs. of a partial political re-tribalisation, In Nigeria, the Ibo, for 

so long part of the vanzyard of African nationalism, found themselves retreating 
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"frcim"l e~ly 1966: back) into l an\ ethos 1 of ,the: paramountcy ,of!_~th!!!~- i_r:t.!:r_:~_t!l, 1 

Wfintnithe~painful'-drama.of conflict and civil;war,came,,to an.e~usted end.in 
" ' ---- _,_ --.P-.·-.J."""'"• .. 

J anu:ll-y --l9-7o'~-! In Kenya0' Lu(>< ethnicity 1 has. probably 1 significantly. deepened since 
-~ • ··- 1_... •• ... - - ., 

rn iiidepe-ndenc'e ;~ pai-tly in' defens1 ve! reaction .to_, some.·. go_yeJ:'nm~!lt P?~~~~~::' ,~ ~~ in the 

~b'itence' cif''the!' diversionary I unifying .formula .of ,opposition sto .an imperial presence, 
--- - ~-- ··-- ,~ .... - ··~-- . 

Again if imperialism was the externalisation of domestic cleavages '.both in 

tc:llf tl{e-7ilnperia.J.lrpowers· ·and ''among •the different. groups .. within it he, colonised countries, 

~!ln:';the'end rc)r teinpire 'is in reffect a 'process .of lre~omest;cati~~~~.~;l~~~~':~':.· e,~cotland 
• cs.::cv~.:ltand' ::Iiiarra' therefore -both·. become·! symbols_ of, this, retur_n :c t~, th~r~~l!.~~I?!'ls.:..of., contiguity 

Itand =':Prinlcirdiai'. local'r disparities .-n .r r.l-:~J h-:&j toH !:C~:ro:: 111 r.:m J' l "GlJH'- xr 
.r:oi.:t~: .. "~'! ... ').f) '!l..rf ... +rr.,., .. , ·_~.., (' ... :"'! ':!! ... :- ... '"T, r'.t. .,_ ... "'f',. __ _ ,- .t ... r .• ~ • - # -

. Nationalism itself is often'a medium ·or externalising internal'. cleavages, 
n.t ... :1 ill_·;t ....... -:;clr.:t :J").r"~W'C-~ r~~ ..... O( .... ~~ ... r-tj- ""t\ --'•.--.c. ........ ,.... ... l .. . _, ... ._- -··. -

This applies to mature nationalism in old'states·asfwell1 as:emergent·nationalism 
• ,r:,Oj,.Jc!ll •. ~.: .. ;jt~.b-"1,{i'1U Jo ,.c'....,.,:-~~•.'1-~ f"-r-"~ -·rH·" #" ..... ,.., .. "!. ,. _ • • 

J.n new ones. On balance it is probably true'to·say that AmerJ.cans:are•a:more 
00 et niitionalishc~people'than,Bri tons, bif: this is ~true:• thE)tre~so~-'!l~g~! .. well be becau~e 
!":!t the;UrrltedlStatesihas been:rilOreopluralistic,internally,than.Great Britain, It is . 

- - .. ~ ----·- . ··---""""'"' .............. 
i'nl;;1in::r~lati'vely-easy :to tsee 'why ;a 'country, should~ become;_moi;e.n!!,t~?n~!~~i~.l~~,~~ t has 

~ol: .c:ta.~sen.'s;; of external t insecurity. ~::.\o/hat' is' apt to' be { overloo~e~ !~.:. t~! .~1. ~~untry 
-nl!•ca~?also·become more'riationalistic if it.develops,arsense.of.internal insecurity. 

ol;tc•ccbc~mii;x' het'erogenei ty :multiplies' the !number: of p9s~ible: conri~ct si tuati~~~ between 
... - -.~---- --·· ;.1'-"'•'"'"'''"'"_, 

c:r .. • • gr~ups; I The needt for: devices fwhich' would, h~lp ,,the ,r~solu~_io_!l_,?.f ,~_!l~s~.,~_i~licts 
-l"I..._.,I· ,.,,. ·-~·, ~-~-.. ·-, · · - _ r 

•·- ·- becomes greater than' ever ;::1c·~u ;_no! or!~ l:n., , mc.boleru~r;:o:~ 1o vni.H.D-•'lot!1.b 

cls~fr:co c.:: nl:t~!!= •;--:r.!lclB'l!.i':lb £ r:.a t:olo~?~·:..u It.rr.t~.tY..~ 1o v,:.:.'3n:i'l1!· en: l:~~i:!G':!.tt .... :t 
.. ,.,,. . ..,__,..,~ ... -· 
Abduction ·and~International Terrorism t•m'il n~ t:W.1 :!:Ji.' .. cnc.'::>r.c::t (S•%:nl 

·.:.c nu.!-::!' ..... 1'•!-t 4:~,+ 'le. o.tl,-:"l n" ~ff. .., ... .... ('., .. ~ .., ,., __ t~ 'I"' .,. ___ ..,. - - • • 

The link between local and international violence .. lies'not merely·in the causes 
I}L!l:tn1I~'!Jd' e~n ~.!l.U."t:r.£jn!::lr'f.!._r~_i·i!"c-'f!"',;.-t~~,... _ ·~\ r-r"""'") •• ,. - ., -, - ·.. . ..... .. ., - ·-

of conflict but increasingly also in"i ts methods rand" strategies,,., The ·nineteen-

sixties witnessed two innovations which may be of long tem' 'significance.' One was 

orU o;t li{j.acliing'and-its··use···inrcapturingdnternational attention for.local causes, 
-- --- ~-- ...... _ .-.. ·-

ns The r other "Was the (abduction 'cif ·foreign r ambassadors r or, other diplomatically significant 
,.._ - .. -...1- • ··--'" .... '• ....... 

fL:C'l~lll &:{iidi:,;idu~la·-a:s 'hostages for :.tlie :release of .localtpoli tical.prisoners. or. for other 
-o ~·• ... --••_,. _ .... """-".A.-.J.-

'1: (l ~r:;J l'o·c<il' calises, 'lt :Both f tactics axe: rel~ti vely; rudimentary, and . still sparingly used, 

..:!Iibdt'they~have:potential!for;further elaboration·as,tec~i~;;-~~:~rl~~i;~;~;.ionalising 
local issues or emb<irrassing :local ~.tyrants, ~ll!:!l.l:n cj t:ru::>d er..-r-: :::eo! j nrl t 

-:;.~n n~~c~1The freed6m~movementslin~SoutherntAfrica;are still1inexperienced and relatively 

.tr.l!l:llol.tw i'iriaophisticated;o But thetidealof"abducting a;visiting-Pr~:~d~~t·:~~~the.Ivory Coast 
_,_____- - . . ...... .. ...~ ....... ~. -·· 

n::~oO'l:z ~'o~'of: M~l8.wi' in· Pretoria; i 6r! captUring • the ~~esident 1 illpbaf!(;I~O.?;.t o!.t.~~~-~~ ted States 

nl '!? i~" sottth.. A.fricaj'-' would: have great l potential' for ,focus sing. world .attention on 
-- . -- ·- ~--· ...... _ -·" ........ 
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three types of warfare was, of course, nuclear war, with its power of ~assive 

destruction and the capacity to· encompass widely dispersed .areas. The age itself 

is called the nucle·ar age, and yet the warfare ~epresented by it .is the least 

experienced within that age, It is .. the fear of nuclear war, rather than its 

experience which has affected the. age, 

B,y contrast, warfare symbolised by the tank 'and by the sten-gun has been very 

much part of the post World War II period, The tank signifies what is sometimes 

called "conventional ·warfare", though what is conventional is itself subject to 

the mutations of time •. The .most important outbreaks of conventional wars since 

·the second World War include the. Korean 'IYar, the Suez Adventure of 1966 when Israel, 

Britain and France attacked Na.sser 1 s Egypt, the June ·war of 1967 between Israel 

and Egypt, and the clashes between India and China and India and Pakistan. 

An even older form of conventional warfare is civil war. A relatively.recent 

African experience·was the Nigerian Civil War, conventional both in ~ts being intra

territorial and in the armaments it used, Another major civil war, which has 

already cost a lot of lives, is the conflict between West and East Pakistan, 

The third type of warfare is guerrilla and terrorist movements, symbolised 

by the sten-gun, the stealthy steps in the stillness of the !light, the sudden spurt 

of fire on an unsuspecting target, The new version of this last type of warfare 

was most elaborately .conducted by the Palestine commandos in 19,70. This was the 

tactic of attacking civil aircraft, sometimes on the groun.d but more sensationally 

in mid air. After earlier, more timid ventures, Palestine commandos hijacked four 
' ' ' ' 

~lanes on September 6, 1970 - two American, one Swiss and one Israeli. According 

to some reports, the-hijacking of the Israeli plane was thwarted by a somersault 

trick performed by the pilot •• One of the American airplanes was taken to Cairo 

and. after the passengers had been permitted to disembark, was blown up in one . . 

dramatic explosion, The remaining two planes went to Beirut and Amman and the 

passengers were for a while held hostage, as ultimately su~cessful demands were 

made for the release of other Palestinians held prisoner in different parts of 

the Western World, 

What do these hijacks .carri~d out by the Palestinians really mean in the 

history of combat tactics? The Palestinians in their divisions have, for the time 

being, suspended such operations, But in the years ahead the tactic may be retried -

either over· Palestine, or over South Africa, or conceivably over some Latin American 

coriiltry. 

The' aerial terrorism which the world witnessed in September 1970 was guerrilla 

··warfare transferred from the forests to the international skies, As in the case 

of guerrilla' tactics in a ·domestic situation, the purpose of aerial terrorism is 

to manipulate fear as a mechanism of combat, ·rhe grand design· is to undermine 
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morale, not only among the soldiers but also among the citizen body. An atmosphere 

of general insecurity, promoted bW spectacular acts of destruction, or specially 

dramatized acts of brutality, is contrived in· order to drive ·the enemy into a 

desperate readiness to seek a settlement, v~t the Palestine commandos were doing 

in September 1970 was to use the international skies as fair ground ·for--terrorist 

activities, .since the streets of Israel were not accessible to them for domestic 

terrorism. 

Aerial terrorism as so far illustrated in.its initial phases, is by the very 

nature of things, international. Either the plane itself might be·travelling across 

territorial boundaries, or the passengers on board might be nationa~ly mixed, or 

both those forms of internationality might be present. · 

Aerial terrorism is, in some important respects, symbolic both of the commun

ications revolution in the world and of the conversion of the world into a global 

village. ·The communications revolution plays its part both in regard to the degree 

to which a hijack attains spectacularpublicity,.and with regard to the greater 

reliance of influential sectors of humanity on air transport. 

But· does aerial terrorism not succeed only in· alienating world opinion? 

Questions of this kind miss the whole point. In a propaganda. campaign to win 

sympathy in the more influential parts of ~he world,· the Arabs would be· no match 

for the Jews. Quite apart from the greater sophistication of Jewish communities in 

the Western world, there is the quGsticn of. sheer access to the influential media of 

the international system. The dispropo~tionate Jewish presence among writers and 

intellectuals and academics in.the United States has often been noticed. c. Erio 

Lincoln refers to the financial resouxces which have ·enabled the Jews to 

exercise considerable influence on·news media., The Palestinian purpose of aerial 

terrorism· in 1970 was not, therefore, a quest. for sympathetic publicity, but an 

attempt to arouse popular anxiety. The Palestinian commandos were forcing more 

and more people'..;·ordinary travellers on civil aircraft- to develop a vested interest 

in a solution of the r1iddle Eastern problem, Those people might have hated the 

tactics that were being used; they might have disliked the Arabs more than ever, 

they might have been drawn closer to Israel in s~pathy; and yet all those tendencies 

would not have been inconsistent with a growing desire by more and more of the jet 

set of the world to see this whole Middle Eastern mess sorted out once. and for all. 

This brings us to the world as a global village •. The sten-gun approach in a 

domestic context conventionally limited terrorism to internal enemies; the sten-gun 

approach in the skies could globalise guerrilla tactics. The Middle Eastern problem 

has never been really local, The original cause oi'the present problems - i.e. the 
. . · than 

creation of Israel -was an act of the· international community, rather/an outcome 

of the domestic·. balance of forces between localised Jews and localise'd Arabs, 
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The world was involved in the mess from the start. The aerial tactics of .the 

Palestinian commandos in September 1970 were, at least briefly, effective in 

remin~ing the ~orld that it was still part of the mess. 

~n fact at least three unhealthy partitions· have caught up with those that 

brought them.into being, at roughly the same period. 9ne was the partition of 

Palestine, the· other the partition of Ireland; and third, perhaps, the partition 

of the Indian sub-continent. All are haunting the conscience of the world in their 

consequences. The world entered the decade of the 1970s with sharper reminders of 

the repercussions of those three partitions. 

An alternative possibility is that hijacking might decline in importance in 

the 1970s, and that other innovation become mor~ important - the abduction of 

individual diplomats or diplomatically important indiviquals. In 1971 a visiting 

American Senator - perhaps even Edward Kennedy himself - could conceivably have 

been abducted by East Beng~is ~s a way of getting the release of the Awami League 

le~der, Sheikh !'fujibu Rahman, from the shackles of West Pakistan. From South 

Africa to Brazil, from Bangla Desh to Belfast, the technique of abducting important . 
individuals either for reasons of publicity or for other concessions from local 

tyrants, will probably escalate in the decade of the 1970s. 

Violence and National Integration 

We now move from the transformative functions of violence to the integrative 

functions. Internal conflict within a country is inherently disirttegrative, yet, 

paradoxically, no national integration is possible without internal conflict. The 

paradox arises because while conflict itself ha~ a capacity to force a dissolution, 

the resolution of conflict is an essential mechanism of integration. The whole 

experience of join~lY. looking for a way out of a .crisis, of seeing your own mutual 

hostility.subside 'to a level ofmu:tual tolerance, of being intensely cons~ious 
of each other's positions and yet sensing the need to bridge the gulf - these are 

experience~ which; over a period of time, should help two groups of people move 

forward' into a· r~l~tionshi~ of deeper integration. Conflict resolution ~ight not 

be a sufficient condition for national inte'e,rati.on, but it is certainly a necessary 

one. 

· The process of national integration itself might be deemed to involve four 

.stages of inter-relationship among the different ethnic or cultural groups in a 

multi-ethnic society. The minimum degree of in'tegration 'is ·a relationship of 

.bare coexistence between distinct identities within the borders. These groups 

need not even know o£ each other's existence. There are a number of· tribal communities 

·in almost every African country which have no idea where the boundaries of their 

country end, which tribes are their compatriots and which are not. Their co-existence 
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with a number of other groups in the same ·national entity is not always a conscious 

coexistence, but it is there all the same, 

The second degree of relationship between groups is contact, Groups have 

at least some minimal dealings or communications with each other, 'rhey need not 

be on friendly terms, Tribes at war are still in a·reiationship of contact, and 

by that very reason are at a higher stage of integration in spite·of war, 

A third degree of integration between groups is a relationship of compromise, 

B,y this time the dealings between. the. groups have bcome sufficiently complex, 

diverse, and interdependent to require a climate of peaceful reconciliation between 

conflicting interests. The groups still have clearly distinct identities of their 

own, as well as distinct interests, but the process of national integration has 

now produced a capacity for a constant digcovery of areas of compatibility and 

accomodation. 

The final stage of national integration is the stage of coalescence. This 

is a coalescence of identities rather than a merger of interests, Diversity of 

interests would continue, Indeed, if the society becomes technically complex and 

functionally differentiated at .the same time as it is getting nationally integrated, 

the diversity of interests increases as the distinctiveness of troup identities 

gets blurred, Capacity for compromise is still needed at the stage of coalescence, 

but the conflict of interests is no longer a conflict between total identities,(3) 

Conflict develops as the process of integration moves from stage to stage. 

A relationship of bare ca.-existence has little conflict potential: B,y defini

tion, conflict plays little part. in converting a relationship of separate co

existence into a relationship of contact, It begins to play a. crucial part in 

moving from contact to/relationship of compromise, and then from compromise to 

coalescence. It is the cumulative experience of conflict resolution which 

deepens the degree of integration in a given society, Conversely, unresolved 

conflict creates a situation of potential disintegration, The groups within the 

society could then move backwards from a relationship of, say, compromise to a 

relationship of hostile contact. 

At what points in this four stage process of integration is violence most 

pronounced? There are occasions when violence erupts at first contc10t, as when 

(3) v/hat is a total identity? Illustration is in this instance the best defi
nition. ·An isolated tribe in relation to other tribes has a total id~ntity of 
its own, but the Hot1l Workers Union in Uganda, or the American Political Science 
Association is only/partial form of identity.· The process of national inte
gration is a partialization of group identities - as the tribes or communities 
lose their coherence as distinct systems of life. But the process of national 
integration is not only a partialization of all their affiliations; it is ·of 
course also a quest for a new· kind of total identity. Success comes when par
tially eroded group personalities coalesce to form a new national entity, 
This part of the paper has borrowed generously from Chapter 5 "Conflict and the 
Integrative Process"in Mazrui, Violence and Thought; Essays on Social Tensions 
in Africa (London: Longmans, 1969) Pages 103-105, 
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a tribal community feels imperilled by the arrival of foreigners, and proceeds 

to take violent steps of defence, But the move from co-existence to contact 

need not be accompanied by violence, It is the move from contact to a relation

ship of.compromise that almost invariably entails an intervening period of vio

lent confrontations, Much of the inter-ethnic violence in post colonial Africa 

is the violence between the stage of inter-ethnic contact and the future stage 
' of inter-ethniccomprom~se, 

Political analysts have sometimes assumed ethnic intermingling would of 

itself result in reducing ethnic tensions in Africa, Those who haye analysed 

the role of the military in Africa have at times. taken it for granted that mili-
. . 

tary life and its opportunities for ethnic mixture provide a model for inter

ethnic fusion, This mixing does of course take place. The error arises in the 

assumption tho.t ethnic intermingling,itself reduces ethnic tensions and ani

mosity, In practice, ethnic intel."lllingling first results in increased tension 

before it finally rea.ches a plateau of normalisation and ultimate ethnic inte

gration, Both in Nigeria in 1966, and in Uganda in 1971, we have illustrations 

of high and violent ethnicity driving its impetus precisely from the tensions 

of pre-integrative interaction, 

Violence can also· be an indicator of the st• ge of national integration 

achieved, I have had occasion already to draw a distinction between primory 

violence and secondary violence within the territorial state, (4) The most 

basic form of violent conflict, judged in these terms, is that which concerns 

the territorial survival of that state. \Jhen one group is so resolutely opposed 

to another that it resents having to share the same frontiers, political clea

vage is at its most profound. It affects not only explicitly integrative 

issues, but also. raises the question of whether a ruler chosen·from one particular 

tribe has a right to exercise authority over any other, 

Secondary violence, may be defined as that which does not threaten the 

integrity of the state, but arises from conflict over its internal organisation, 

the formulation of public policy, .or the distribution of public goods, One of 

the greatest dangers confronting Africa is that cleavage,over such secondary 

issues.is very often tribal in origin, and inv?lves fundamental questions of 

(4) See Mazrui, "Leadership in Africa: Obote of Uganda".Inte~national Journal 
(Toronto) Summer 1970; Mazrui, "Social Cleavage and Nation Building in East 
Africa" paper presented. at the Seventh \4orld Congress of the International 
Political Scie.nce Association, Munich, September, 1970; also John D, Chick and 
Ali A, Mazrui,' "The Nigerian J:rmy and African Images of the Military" paper pre
sented at the Eighth World Congress of the International Sociological Association, 
Varna, Bulgaria, September 1970. B,y extension one might also perhaps speak of 
tertiary violence, using this as a residual category to cover those forms of 
violence which have • in· the short run at least - no overtly political objectives 
or repercussions, 
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group iden·tity~ This mez.ns that, once seconaa.ry Violence occurs,· it frequently 

has primary .implic,,tions as well, and these may, though not necessarily, lead 

to the dissolution of the state. ·l 

Party politics 

secon, .nry violence, 

in Nigeria before the first coup was genernting increased 
' • • ' • • • • (' • • ~ ~ ... ; • < 

and ye~ containing the dangers of primaiy'violence. If the 

pre-coup regime in Nigeria achieved nothing else, it certe.inly contributed to 

the spread of nDtionally-oriented political actiVity. The defensiveness of 

the North against ·the South had originally taken the.form of separatism. 

Following independence the·Northern·strategy became:that of.infiltrating the 

South. ··The interest of the Noi'th in consolidating.its federal power was per

haps the most significant integrd;ive factor· in Nigeria's history until that 

time. But-'tb.e nationalisation of politics in. Nigeria was growing.faster than 

· the countrY's cap~city for compromise. The system's ability to resolve conflicts 

had. not become sophisticated enough in Nigeria to . cope ·~1.i th the tensions of 

increased interaction between its sub-units, 

Tribalism ~n Africa is unlikey to. di~appear within a single lifetime. 

Pessimistic, as it may seem, the first signs of disappearance m.ight have to be 

sought in the changing motives of political' violence from primary' to secondary. 

Secon<lary vioience is violence between partialised identities,. and that itself 

is a move towards. national integration. 

Violence and Regional Integration 

The four stages of co-existence, contact, compromise and'coalescence are, 

to some extent, .applicable to regional as well as n;e.tional integration, but the 

factors which initiate change from one stage to another are different. 'Where

as in relations within a single country the stage between contact and compromise 

has a high potentiality for conflict, in relations between states it is very 
·' 

often the sta8e between compromise and coalescence. It is not Without signi-
, . 
ficance that the two most ghastly wars experienced by the human race so far 

started off as·Eur~pean war~. Of the three older continents of the world

Africa, Asia, and Europe·~ Europe was in·fact the moot deeply integrated. Yet 

it is from within the tensions of this integratad"continent· with centuries of 

interaction and compromise; that major conflagrations have erupted. 

·. Sometimes 'th~ teris':ions arise oecause the-structure of comprom.ise assumes 

co-operation; when in fact the structure is a c~-operative framewor~ for com

.. Petitive relationships. Such fam.ily rivalries can evoke greater passions . ~ . - . - . .. .. . . ' 

than rivalry with a distant enemy. Cana~ians, for example,_ p7pbably feel more 

strongly ag-ainst American econom.ic dominance in Canada thlm they do against 

the more remote cl.ange~ of Commun:iEt China.· ·President de Gaull:e .'in power was 
' . . 

certainly· more suspicious of "Anglo-saxon" intentions within 'the Atlantic 

Alliance than he was of Soviet policies. 
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In the East :lfrican community, few things have contributed more to, .say, 

Ugandan national consciousness than Uganda's competitive relatio~ship with its 

immediate neighbours, Each country has no~ only grown more protective of its 

own interests as opposed to the interests of the others, it has sometimes 

developed a more enduring psycholoGiC8l complex and suspicion of the motives 

of others. This can convert regional economic cooperation, as a stage of 

compromise, into a breeding ground for economic, nationalism ~Tithin each member 

state, The degree of nationalism varies with each nation state. Usually it 

varies in relation to the benefits which each derives from the cooperation. 

Within the East· African Community, Kenya, the main beneficiary, nas tended to be 

less defensively nationalistic. in economic matters than either Uganda or Tanzania, 

But Canada may well be the greater net beneficiary in the economic relationship 

with the USA, whatever its loss in political autonomy, Yet it is Canada which 

is the more defensively nationalistic of the two. 

East Afrieans have for quite a while now had dreams. about federating _into a 

single state, because they have shared an economic community for a ~hile. Yet the 

spirit of economic rivalry fostered by the community itself may have harmed the 

cause of fede~ation. The period of compromise relation~hips may indeed later 

generate enough integrative momentum to cross the boundary at last into coalescence. 

But in the :j.nitial phases the tensions of compromise are such that they pull a 

regional entity backwards i;owards_bare contact. 

Similarly, the role of conflict and violence in regional integration is again 

somewhat different from its role within a territorial entity. , Compr9mise relation

ships within a multi-ethnic state are stabilised more effectively, as the state 

moves towards national coalescence,, than they can be in a multi state region without 

a commoa gover~ent. Methods of conflict resolution in a region which has no shared 

structures of authority have to be mere subtle, often more fragile and less effective, 

than methods of conflict resolution within a multi-ethnic state • 

. ·However, violence, with.economic interaction, ~s probably one of the two most 

-effective agencies of interpenetration in the·politics,of regional political systems. 

Vio~ence loosens some of the inhibitions against interferences in other people's . . ' 

affairs, and tends to create a compulsive case for allies in a power struggle within 

each of the states, 

If we look at the Nile Valley as an emerging regional system, we see the 

interpenetration between domestic politics in the Sudan and the Egyptian presence 

to the North over some issues, Aid in military situations, diplomatic support in 

moments of political wrangles, have all contributed to deepening a shared political 

experience between Egypt and the Sudan in the years of independence, Further south, 

a civil war has been raging in Southern Sudan, That civil war, again, has opened 
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.. up . .opportun.ities for penetration by others into Sudanese affairs. While in domestic 

politics it is not conflict, but conflict resolution, which promotes national 

integration, in regional integration conflict itself could, by being penetrative, 

also be in some cases integrative. The Valley of the Nile might be converted 

into a regional political system not simply by the flow of its waters, but also 

by the flow of blood. 

Though not always consistently, Milton Obote, as President of Uganda, aspired 

to keep out of his neighbour~qu~rrels. Obote assumed that until Uganda attained 

her own national cohesion, she could not afford to be involved in other people's 

adventures. His statement, defensible as a moral assertion, was unsound as a 
• political proposition. It is precisely in-situations of amorphous national identity, 

and imminent social violence, that quarrels of one country spill over into another, 

and trans-national interpenetration is facilitated by intra-national cleavages. 

Obote himself kept repeatedly reassuring the Sudanese that in spite of ethnic ties, 

he did not intend to make Uganda a base for the liberation movements of Southern 

Sudan. At times Obote fulfilled this promise; at other times he fell short. A 

Ugandan factor was never· entirely absent in the Sudanese civil war. 

Now, the question arising with the 1970s, is whether there will be a Sudanese 

factor within Uganda's own power struggles. The tribe from which General Amin, who 

succeeded Obote in January 1971, has emerged is the Kakwa the bulk of which is in 

the Sudan, though it overflows into both Uganda and the CongQ. \·/ill General Amin 

seek to have KEU~a in his army, irrespective of whether they are Sudanese, Congolese 

or Ugandan? There is even speculation whether General Amin started to recruit 

Southern Sudanese before the army coup of January 1971. There is some evidence 

that 600 Southern Sudanese were employed soon after the coup, and many of them 

became part of Amin's· own "palace guard". 

If there is now a Sudanese factor in the Ugandan crisis, just as there has 

been a Ugandan factor in the 'Sudanese _civil war, the situation is one more illustratior 

of the role of violence in creating opportunities for in·(cerpenetration between 

contiguous nation states. •In the African situation, violence reactivates primordial 

loyalties among peoples with the same ethnic or lingaistic ancestry, divided by 

artifical colonial boundaries. Dy reactivating such bonds, violence may itself 

be laying the foundation for deeper forms of integration in the region as a whole. 

The realities of ethnic interconnections might once again be given due credence 

in the tensions of regional integration. 

Conclusion 

Violence plays critical functions not only in revolutionary change but also 

in gradual and evolutionary social mutation. 
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The revolutionary schools.. of violence have borrO\~ed substantially from Karl 

Marx and his successors. In the Third liorld an :iinportant thinker in recent times 

has been the late FrantzFanon, the ·_we~t Indian psych~iogist from Hartinique•, 

wlio was drawn towards fighting for Algeriai~ independence with the National 

Liberation Front; v!ithin a fe,;; years Fanon's. name .has ris~'n very rapidly to 

become a leading thinker of th~ revolutionary ~:chool of the 'Third il~rld; with 

sped.al reference to movements ~o-nnected w:i th anti-colonialism and 'anti-racialism. 

For Fanon, colonialism itself is once· again a form o·f "struc-tured violence", and 

must precipi"tate counter-violence: ' . 

. ' . 
. u;',.; colonialism is not a ,thif1king.machine,· nor a body endowed 
·with reasoning faculties, ·.-It is violen'ce in "its natural state: and 
it will only yield :when _confrci_nted with _ljreater violence.•i (5) 

pays 

FanO'n, drawing substantially from African and West Indiari experience, also 

attention to the. passionate ·ci~c~s ·and pcissession bi spiri t·a which have . ' . -· 
sometimes characterised the shadowy phases of black life, These tumultuous moments 

I 

of ab~ndon-, 

fratricidal 

of dancin'g and son. , ·had been known to escalate in exhaustion into 

combat. Fanon sees in this very phenomenon the st~ff. of which real 

violence is .ultimately made. ·'He wants these emotions politicised, and given a 

sense of direction. 

. ' 
.. 

"W~ have seen that this same violence, though kept very.much 
under the surface all through the colonial period, yet turns 
'in the void. We have also seen that it is canalised by the 
emotional outlets of dance and possessioh by the spirits; we have 
seen how it is exhausted in fratricidal combats. Now the problem 
is to lay hold of,tius viole~ce which is changing direction. When 

. ·formerly it wz.s appeai3ed by myths· and exercised its talents in 
·finding fresh ways of committing mass.suicide, now.new conditions 
will make possible a completely new line of action." (6) . .. 

. Purposeful violence to Fanon therefore becomes _a purifying experience for 

those whose energies were before misdirected, and those who suffered under the . . 

disruptive im~ct of colonialism. 

Although _Fanor:i' WaS not im African in the usual' ·sense, he \-laB of African 
-. 

descent. He also devoted his.own·energies to a major African and colonial war, 

the Aigeri~n struggl~-for 
. ·,, ' . 

much the most important in the African continent: 
' a tri-continental. 'entity, 

. . 
independence, If the Third World is conceived as 

' .. 
sisting of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, we might say that. Africa's most 

important contribution'to.revolutionary militancy_in the Third World is the 

poiitical thought of Frantz Fanon. 

_., -· -,, . 

(5) Fanon, The V!retched of.-the Earth, translated .by 
(New York: Grove Press, 1963) page 48~ .. 

Constance Harrington, • · 
·:-. 

(6) Ibid., page 15. 

con-
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Latin Ametica's contribution is, in the final analysis, the political 

' ' 

thought of Che Guevara, As a theorist, Fanon is much more original than Guevara, 

Bu"t. both ·.Fanon ~nd Guev~a·-~ew the eXperienc,e of: being involv:~d in insurrection, 

Both knew the fear and excitement of violence, and t~e overpOI·rering symbolism of 

blood which is_politically spilt. Both were aware that guerrilla tactics are 

the tactics of the underprivileged, the under-armed, the under-financed,_ the 

under-nourished, Behind this band of ill-equipped fighters is the invincibility 

of the people, To use Che's formulation! 

"The guerrilla band is an armed nucleus, the fighting vanguard 
of the people, !t·draws its great .force from the mass of the 
people themselves, The guerrilla band is not to be considered inferior 

·to the army against which it fights simply because it is inferior 
in fire power, Guerrilla warfare i!3 usad by the side ~rhich is 
supported by the.majority but which possesses a, much smaller number 
of arms for use in defence against aggression," (7) · 

As for Asia's contribution to the militancy of the Third World, the_ most 

towering figure must for the time being remain Mao Tse-tung, The people of the 

Third \·lorld are the majority of the human race. f'iao played up the question of 

numbers, not only in the moral sense that "the majority are right", but in the 

military sense that the rnl!'.sses are powerful, As the Peking Review put it once 

in April 19601 

.'.'There was a theory current for a time among ·some people in 
China before and during the War of Resistance to Japanese Aggression, 
which was known as the 'Weapons-l'lean-Everything Theory'; ·from this 
theory they concluded that since Japan's weapons were new and 
its techniques advanced while China's weapons were old and its 
techniques backward, 'China would inevitably be subjugated', 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung in his·work On the Protracted War published 
at that time refuted such nonsense, •• Comrade Mao Tse-tung pointed 
out that the most abundant source of strength in war lay in the 
masses, and in the people's army organised by awakened and united 
masses, the people woUld be invincible throughout the world," (8) 

Violence as an integrative phenomenon has as yet found no such major 

prophets, For the very reason that violence as a phenomenon within the process 

; 

of either national integrat~on or regional integratior. plays its part independently 

of the intentions of those who initiated the violence, this area of experience 

has yet.to.find a Frantz Fanon, aChe Guevara, or a f:iao Tse-tung. Violenc~ on 

the evolutionary.scale has the_dullness of gradualism, and the banality of 

unintended consequence~. It connotes no anger against class privilege, no 

militant indignation against imperialism. It is the sum of those slow human 

(7) · Che Guevara, Guerrilla ·1-larfare, A Pelican Book, 1961, page -15. 

(a) "Long Live Leninism!" Peking Review, April 1960, 
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experiences in a given society which force men to find ways of resolving 

their conflicts, and of reducing their propensity to be brutal to each other, 

As for the violence of regional integration, ranging from the record of Europe 

as a continent at once deeply integrated and deeply divided, to the experien~e 

of the Nile Valley seeking to emerge as a regional political system from the 

very experience of violent interpenetration, we have again the dynamics of 

evolutionary gradualism, Out of the blood and ashes, the torment and anger, a 

region at last finds its own identity, and history assembles the generations 

toge~her at last, 
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I. The Effects of Nodernization on Civil Violence 

· Both civil violence* and, ; erhaps more significantly,· the glorification 

of civil violence increased significantly in the 1960s in societies of almost 

every cultural shape snd developmentDl level, Between 1961 and 1968, 114 of 

the \•lorld' s 121 major 1·oli tical units endured soine significant form of violent 

civil conflict. Three-quarters of ·the countries of the wo:cld apparently 

suffered more political instability - aosassinations, coups, riots, civil 

~rars - in the 1960s than they had in th8 1950s. 1 This violence was in some 

cases justified on instruments.! grounds; in other c8ses, as in some of the 

writings of Fanon, it was held to be virtually good in itself. ·J\t least some 

of the writings of 'lhird korld revolutionaries on the subject of violence in 

the 1960s could have been lifted almost verbstim from the writings of 'l'hird 

Reich propagandists of the 1930s. 

This recrudescence of civil violence stimulated various efforts at ex

planation. One belief which had been widely held, at least in the United 

States, linked civil violence to poverty. This presumed relationship was 

often advanced as a major rationale for efforts to promote economic devel

vpment abroad and to eliminate ghettos at home. Once civil violence begnn to 

get serious scholarly attention, hmcever, it s.oon became clear that there was 

very little di:cect relationship bet1·1ecn it and poverty. (If there had been, 

of Cc ur·se, world history 1wuld have been even bloodier than it has been.) A 

satisfectory explanation of civil violence·had. to be grounded on 1-sychological 

as well as mnterial cc•ndi tions. In most cases !JJen resort to violence because 

they are dissatisfied, Em,,· they become dissatisfied because their achievewents 

and capabili tics fdl belo>~ tbeir nspira;tions. 'l'his gives rise to a sense of 

*By civil violence I mean violence which differs from international 
(or, more correctly, interstate) violence in that at least one participant 
is >lot a govenJment and.which diL:ers from criminal violence in that it is 
designed to affect the rnake-up or functioning of the political system.· 
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"relative deprivation", whicb in the absence of other means of reducing the 

gap between aspiration and oapabili ty predisposes men to violence. 'l'hic the

oretical· approach, which t>'as elllborDted systematically by Ciurr, has dominated 

most conteiiiporaiy scholarly work on civil· violence: 2 

Given this framework, the next 'luestion becomes: in what ways do the 

aspirations of large bodies of men for social, economic and political goods 

outruQ their capabilities? 'l'he most common si tu.c,tions c•re those in which a 

group's: 

(a) aspirations increase and its carabilities remain constant; 

(b) aspirations and capabilities increase, but the latter at a slower 

rate thon the former; 

(c) aspirutions rem. in cons·tant and its capabilities decrease; 

(d) aspirations increase anc:. its capabilities inc:r:·ease at first and then 

decline. 

Under tbese conditions the group ,)'lill be predis1osed to civil violence. If, 

on the other hand, the capc·bilitiec. of tLe g:r:·oup increase faster tr1an its 

aspirdion~, or iL they decline n,ore slowly than its aspirations, or if both 

asrirations and capabilities remain constant (even though a gap may exist 

bet• .. Jeen them), the r-redis;.osi tion of the. group to engage in civil violence 

;lill be lm!. 

' 

Civil viol.ence is thuc; '"ore likely '··•hen ascirations and capabilities are 

changing and ;,hen the ga-, between them is inc:c.easing. '!.'hi~ is, of course, 

precisely what takes place during the process of social-economic modernization, 

(.;hanges the·n occur in the aspirations enll ca.pabili ties of Erost groups in society 

vii th ~ esrect to tl :eir economic <•ealth anCc income, social status, and political 

power. Increases in literacy, education, anJ mass media consumption, exposure 

to modern values, icceas, and styles of life, increase the desires of the 

affected social groups. 'lhe capabilities of these groups may in some cases 

rur,dn const1mt (Case A), !'!ore generally the capabilities also increase but at 

a slmrer rate than the aspirations (Case B); educdion outruns employment; 

mass media exposure grows JJF;re ra1·idly than }'er capita gross m tional " Loduct. 

In some cases, as in the early phases of modernization in the c,untryside, some 

groups may suUer an absolute decline in n:aterid \•rell-being (Case C), In other 

inste.nces, economic development may proceed at a good pace for a few yeai'S but 

then be followed by a Ciowntum, •1hich mey ho·ve particularly drastic effects on 

certain groups (Case D) -- the classic J-curve phenomenon. 

hare srecii'ically, tLis theoretic .. :l a::•l roach su_ gests four general vro

positions on the relationship bett{ee;c civil violence and social-economic dev

elopment or modernization,3 

(1) Q.v_il violence i§_._, O£€ _ _cbaracteristic of societies in the middle ofJhe 

pr·ocess of r,;odernization than it is of societies which arc either highly modern 

• 
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_or highly traditional, 'lhe available empirical evidence ovelwhelmingly supports 

this proposition. 1'-Jodern societies have much less civil violence than trans

itional societies. 'L'o the extent th2.t it is possible to measure civil violence 

in tr<Jdi tional societies, the available evidence indicates th,-t they are more 

incli~ed to civil violence than modern societies but less inclined to violence 

than transitional societies. 

(2) Civil violence is mo_r§ __ £p_aracteristi_£of s9ciei;ies with raJlid_],~tes 

-of social-economic modernization thun it is of societies with slower rate.? of 

socio-economic change, Less empirical evidence is available on-this pro

position, but thE' preponderance of whet there is appears to support it, 

(3) Civil viol~~-i~--"'9.!!' . .£ha1.acteristic of societies with unbalanced 

processes of modernization in >Ohich t_he rates of social mobilization (which 

PE.'?SUJD2bly inC.E,"_!l.Se aspirations) §_X.£§'_\ld r_ntes of economic developiJJ€nt (which 

increase <;:a;Jabili ~ies). 'lherc is r,:uch empirical eviuence on this proposition, 

but it. is to so0i1e extent contradictory. ln gene:r·ul, hov;ever, the weight of 

the evidence appears to be in favor of the proposition. :F'or countries at the 

middle-level of social-economic modernization, for instance, it has been 

sho;m that the "mont detrimenta.l combination of factors appears to be a rapid 

increase in vroportion of the poj,ulation receiving primary education, but a 

slov1 rate of percentaGe change in Gilt per capita. 'ihis s€t of circumstances 

is most conducive to_political unrest among the transitional group of countries,n4 

'(4) Civil violence is more characteristic of societies in \Jhich the cap

abilities produced.J?y modernization are distributed mo:.:·e unevenly among 

social gro:yps thun of societies uherG such capabilities are distributed more 

egual;!x. The aspirations of one group almost invariably increase if its 

members perceive that the capubilities of a similar or neighbouring group 

have increased. J:.Conomic development itself often involves increasing dis

parities of wealth, income, and po>~er among soch.l groups in society. It 

thus also often promotes civil violence. Lgain, the rr;oderate amount of eD>p

ir-ical evidence t-ihich is cwailable sur•ports this proposi tiun. 

In the economic fi6ld r.wdernization involves increasing urbanization, 

industrialization, per C<Ti ta i;;come, non-agricultural emplo,Yment, occupa

tional diversity, In politics modecnization involves the expansion of gov

errllllental activity, of contacts between national govn·m;snt and people, of 

political consciousnesc;, and of the involvelilent oi individuals and social 

forces in natio.al voliticc;, in cbort, the ex,andon oi political partici

pation. In I1:ore modern societies a larger proportion cf the )'Opula tion parti

cipate in the political syster,J, larticipation, of course, can tal:e a variety 

of forms. Contacting olficir:ls, organi:;ing J:Oli tical grour:s, propagandizing 

for candidates, parties, or policies, wo:rking in government, implementing 

party ana govenunentd progra . .s, voting, ana, at times, demonstrations are 
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non-violent forms of political paxticipation. Riots·, coups, guerrilla war-

fare, insurrection, assassinations, and, at times, demonstrations are violent 

forms o" political pc,rticipation, Individuals and social groups wYich suifer 

relative de1Jrivation in the economic area are more likely to resort to peace

ful forms of jJoli tica.l r,a,_ ticil• tion to close the car between aspiration and 

capability if channels for such participation are open to them. If such 

channels are not available or if the de}.,rivation is- sufficiently intense, civil 

violence is likely to re8ult.· If their de1rivation involves political cap

abilities - lack of freedom of speech or the right to vote, for ex~ple -or 

sheeJ: personal security,. civil violence may well be the only perceptible way 

in ,;hich they can reduce tbe gap. 

By broadening the gac betueen asr:irations and caloabilities, social-econ

omic modernization increases the rrob,;bility of civil violence. . By broadening 

the renge .of political participation, political 1nodernization increases the 

scope of civil violence, unless broader institutional channels for peaceful 

participation also cc;;1e into being. 'l'he cou1bined effect of both social-econ

omic and political modernization, however, is to undermine traditional pol

itical institutions and to make it 1nost difficult to create broad-based pol

itical pc.rty systems and other forms of paxticipatory politicd institutions. 

The idea of npeaceful change" or "development Hithout violence" thus becomes 

almost wholly unrevl. 'ibere may ~Tell be violence without development; but 

thers is virtually no development without violence. In today's developing 
. .. 

>Torld, moot of that violence assumes one of three forms. 

II. 'I'he l'.Xp8.nsion ,of Praetorian Violence 

, raetorian violence is group violel1ce to achieve specific gains - po~Jer, 

office, money, recognition - from tbe political ~ystu" t<ithout changing sig

nificantly the overall distribution of these values in the syste,n. lraetori&n 

violence is, in this sense, intras~em violence. In the best tradition of 

Samuel Gomfers, the groups Hant ''more", E;ntl they pursue "mor-e" through means 

of force anct violence, >rhicb, in turn, reflect the mtture of tbe political 

system in "'bich they e.re operating. Unlike revolutionary or comr"'Unal viol-

_ence, preetorian violence does not challenge a iunctioning set of political 

institutions. It is, inste<,d, testimony to the absence uf a functioning set 

of poli ticc.l iHsti tutions. 1 .. 0 con;;ensus exists on thee appropriate organ

izations ru1,, procedures fol channeling particir,.- ·cion, selectine, lebders, and 

determinine_ policy. In this vacuum eacb social gra·C!p on,_, institutional force 

uses the spGcial \i€hpons at its disposal to achieve the s ecial thints which 

it wants: "the wealthy bribe; students riot;. workers strike; mobs dem

onstrate; anu tfHc military coup". 

'i'radi tionEl political systeJ1iS r;my be praetorian in character, but; more 
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generally, such systems do have legitimate structures of authority. If these 

structures ar,' feudal in character or otherwise relatively decentraliz.ed, they 

may be able to adapt to tbe e:;-;pan~ion of , articipation produced by modern

izatiqn. If, h01·1ever, tbey arE centralized, bureaucratic, .or absolutist in 

character, their aGaJ.tation to broader political participation vlill be diffi

cult if 1.•ot :Lo.possibh. lhey are, instead, likely to be overthrovm by a mil

itary coup or urban insurrection, ~;hich destroys the traditional basis of auth

ority without creating broader-based modern participant institutions, In such 

systems, the a.uthor·i ty of the government de; ends more on force th. n on legit

imacy, and in the absence of the latter social Jorces resort to force in order 

to achieve their e;oe.ls. 

<·h2.t effects does modernization have on the pc<•.terns of praetul·ian viol

ence? lls wodernization proceeds, I110re gruu]JS become socially 1.1obilized an0 

involved in politics. ils a result, the methods of violence diversify an,; also 

become broader in scope. In the early phases of ;wcl.ernization in >: 11raetorian 

society, ]JOlitics is consiiratoric1l and the military coup d'etet is the dom

inant political technique. It is, hovever, a technique which can succeed only 

so long as poli tied y;articipa tion remains limited. As societies modernize 

an<i. participation broadens, the coup becomes a less effective and a less fre

quent io. m 01· I·olitical action, On a global basis, coco.ps are much more pre

vRlent in countries &t lm;er ratter than higher levels of economic development. 

1\s societies become modern Hi thout becominG peaceful, riots an6. other forms of 

mass violence displace cou1·s anci other form" of cons~>ira.torial violence. The 

coups thnt do occur in more highly developed societies, hm·,ever, usually 

involve greater amounts of violence than tbose which occur in lesE developed 

.countries, 

1\s political r.articipation expctnds in a practorian systelH, so also does 

poli tci>ll violence, 1his can lead to any one of three outcomes. It is con

ceivable tha·i fOli tice.l eli tes in the society cr.n develop a consensus on a 

rie>< basis of legitimacy and brine; into existence wore broadly based political 

institutions· providing channels ioi" r.eacef,>l politi?al participation, 'l'his 

reduces the level of violence in the syste~ vrhile at t;oe se me time , .. ermi tting 

the hlrther ei<Pansion of poli ticel pa.rticipe.ti..n, In pa.rticuL. r, societies 

with democratic r,oli tical institutions h,ve less political violence than soc

ieties lackiti@ such in:oti tutions. In fact, r·o>~ever, societies vbich heve 

rwched midc<ling levels of' Gconomic cl.evel6pn1ent ancl social mobilizatiun without 

having devclor~ed tbe insti tutiona1 ·structures for l>lOr€ widespread I,oli tical 

r;articipatiun are likely to have extraordinary difficulty in doing so~ 'lhere 

ar'' very few cases in ,;hich this has ha,.pened. iilmust invariably, as in the 

case of 'l'urkey, for instance, the system suffered only a ra<>dest amount· of 

praetorian·violence between the breakdmm of the traditional institutions 

and tlw creation of a IQodern party system. 
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If political institutionalizction does not occur, two other alternatives 

r2m~in. Conceivably, both the amount of violence and the amount of parti

cipation in the system can continue to increase. 'I'his >~ould a;.pear to be what 

has taken rlace in BOlivia <luring the years· since tl1e overthrmv of the HNR 

government in 1964 - a classic cas·e of a highly mobilized society with each 

social force intent on getting its goal in its ow way. ~'he result is a con

dition of semi-anarchy in vlhich, among other things, social forces regularly 

kidnap cabinet ministers as a means of con,pelling the government to acquiesce 

in their demands. The alternlltive path, chosen, for example, by Brazil, is for 

the gove~nlilent to engage in repressive measures to stop the expansion of pol

itical perticipation. Such governments are generally unable to apply massive 

coercion against dissent, and the result is an increase in the intensity of 

violence if not in its scope, (In general, political violence is greE•.ter in 

societies vhere the.government.is neither highly permissive nor overwhelmingly 

coercive.) In its efforts to cor·e v1ith violent op; osi tion, the government may 

•·ell, as appeers tu be the crse in Brazil, Guatemala, an(:. the Dominican r:ep

ublic, pe:crnit or even encourage some forms of unofficial pro-govermnent viol

ence as a counter to the violence of anti-gove:mment extre11lists ~ In the abs

ence o1 successful efforts to create participant political institutions, the 

process of filvdernization in praetorian systems tends to lead either to more 

extensive anarchy, to more intensive repression, or· to son,e combination of 

both. 

III. 'l'be By-Passing of Revolution 

" revolution involves rapid, fundamental, and violent change in the basic 

values and concepts of legitimacy in a society, in its political institutions, 

social structure, economic relationships, lefodership, and governmental activ

ity, in short, th<? demolition of the existing social, economic, anu political 

order ancc the effort to substitute an entriely new cne. ,; revolution, in this 

sense, means such occurrences e,s the French, hussian, ChinEse, i'lexican 1 Viet

namese, and Cuban Revolutions. Jcevolutionary violence is anti-system violence. 

]'be revolutionary Appeal is to sociol clas ~ es, and successful revolutions 

typically involve a coalition of urban and rural groups, middle-clDss intell

igentsia EcJ:lu the peasantry. :: revolution is clearly one way, albeit a x·ela

tively rare one, oi HOciernizin;; a traditional society and of substituting 

modern political institutions fo~· traditional ones. 

The 1960s opene<i bright with the l,romise or threat of revolution. Castro 

appeared to be a. model \ihich could be duplicated many times over elsev:here in 

Latin limerica. 'I'he objective conditions vere ripe. Oppressed peasantry, 

alienated miudle class, dictato~ial governments, u.s. presence - all these 

plus soaring birthrates only exceeded by rising exjJectations seemed to insure 

that the 1960s 11oul<l be the Decade of Revolution in Latin Ame:dca. Nor Has 
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Latin America entirely alone in this respect. 1'he turmoil and conflict th" t 

went with independence in Dfrica created conditions Khich appeared to make 

Jlfrica, as Chou ill-lai said, "ripe for revolution". In the Hiddle ia.st and in 

South i\sia, the potentialities for violence, given the inequities in the coun

tryside and the tensions in the cities, also aJ..peE:red to be extraordinarily 

high. 

Yet ~he Revolution or revolutions failed to materiliza.. In Latin 

Mnerica, in particular, revolutionary guerrilla movements flared up in 

ilrgentina, Brazil, Feru, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela, Guatemda, and Uruguay, 

but by the 1970s almost all these movements had been contained, weakened, _and 

in many cases virtually decimated. 'i'he I·oster of guerrilla leaders killed or 

captured wac impressively long: Che was not ulone in his martyrdom. Given 

the earlier expectations, this absence of revolutionary success would seem to 

require a major effort at ex;lanation. 

In part, of cvurse, the problem may be tlwt the expectations were from the 

sta·t lDcking any grounding in reality. J··,any revolutionaries anc anti-rev

olutionaries may huve been unduly beguiled by the seeming ease ''li th which 

antiquated establishments could be toppled. If Castro could do it, why not 

everyone else'? iNen so perceftive a student of p01·1er as Henry Kissinger as 

late as 1>69 could contribute to this image by WI·iting thd "the guerrilla ~Tins 

if he does not lose; tbe c0nvention~cl arr,;y loses H it does not win. 11 There 

is clearly some truth in t· is observction. lbe govc=rnment does lose so long 

as its authority and ab. lity to govcrlli throughout its territory rewain under 

continued armed challenge. But it is <~lso ~;erhe.ps even more true that the 

guerrilla loses if he does not ~1in and the goverrunent ~Tins if it does not lose. 

The aim of the government is to remain the government, to continue in control 

of the bulk of the social, economic, and military resources of the society: 

which is precisely ~1hat tl1e euerrilla wants to· achieve. 'I·he guerrilla, on the 

other hand, remains a shadowy, hunteu, struggling remnant on the margins of 

society, often only one BJnbiguous ste~ away from banditry. 'l'hroughout history, 

most guerrilla ,,,ovements have f&iled, and guerrilla leaders usually end U]J on 

the gnllows rather than on the throne. In the wake of Castro's success, 

K'hrushchev's fulminations, anu iiao's doctrine, both the supforters and oppon

ents of revolution in the e<ccrly l:l60s ter.ded to forget that history has not 

normally been kind to revolution. 

Unreal expectations of success, howevo:, do Dot in themselves explain 

the reality of failure. 'l'berG axe mole substantial explanat:cons, of ~<hich 

five may be particulai·ly relevont. 

(l) Urbanization. Almost all modernizing countries experienced massive 

migrations froa, the countryside to the city dvrint the 1960s. '1'hese populetion 

movements gave ri' e to many im'I1ediate social; anu economic problelT!S in and 
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around major cities, In the longer run, they may give rise to political 

problems as well. Eut in the short run, the migrotio~s reduced the revolution

ary. potential in the count~side without increasing it in the cities. However 

horrible the conditions of life might appear in the. urbe.n slums and barrios, 

the ove~;helming majority of migrants ~elt themselves to be substentially 

better off in the city than they had been in the countryside. ~'he flovr out ·of 

the countrysic;e <ii" not oi ten mean a net reduction in the rursl popul£.tion, but 

it did ease the demogra;.hic..:economic res sun on the lanu in high density 

a:r:·eas &.ncl it also served to rer>~ove from the c ... untryside many of those elements 

- especially energetic unCi ambitious younger'males - v1ho might otherwise have 

pecome revoluti~na:r:y cadres. Urban migration in the 1960s, as it had so 

often earlier in history, served ir; some measure as a functior.al substitute 

for rurGl'revolution. 

(2) Land <eform. 'l'he appeal of a.revolutionary.moveTilent to peasantry 

is almost directly a i unction of inequality in land mmership and inequity 

in land tenure. 'l'he fe>,r cif rc;volution in the early 19G0s prom:;,ted govern

;,,ents in Iran, Venezuela, Feru, Colombia·, anG. Chile, 1-;ith vcrying degrees of 

commitment and of success, to inaugurate lano reform i!Jrograms designed to 

bring about greater equality in land ovmersllip. In some cases, as in .Ceru 

und Colombia, thJ?se programs seemed to c .. i11e ju' t in the nick of time to c. unter 

gro\1in3 guerrilla moVbilents in tlH-: countryside. In othEr cases, as in the 

1969 Lan<i to the 'l'iller Lee \V o~ South Vi"tn "'• it >rould appear that the gov

erruHent learned its lesson a little 'too lrite to be truly effective. In vir

tual],y all these instconces, hm1ever, the case fo~ larw. reform was ' t very 
overthro'i 

simply on the {:,L,und tLet tJ-.c al te:tn9tive vas clearly tl',e violent x;ovolutionary/ 

of ·Lhe cxistinD system. 

'lhe ability ot 'rhird .. o:r:·ld govu:llli•<.nts to c : .. ry out effective land. reform 
• 

programs de}endeci upon: (a) the.commitmcnt of the political leadership to this 

goal; (b) the availability of resources (e.0., from oil or aid) to finance 

the program; :ncl (c) the pouer of the government to Lll~ ose the _,rogrom on the 

recalcitrant cnu. reluctant groups in the society, l'his last condition was 

more likely to exist in dictatorial regimes tban in deraocxatic ones, 

Consequently, a government vhich is able to remove one source of revolution

ary discontent by c;.rrying o•Jt effective land r:efonil may be unable to remove 

another source of revolutionary discontent by opening u,_ to disadvantaged 

groups ;•ore 1-!iccespread channels of IJax·ticipa tion <rithin the poli tic<ll system, 

. (3) "reemptive Nationalism, li successful revolutionary movement needs 

a foreign enemy r,s 11ell as domestic unes. Nationalism is the ce;;;ent 1-rhich 

at one point becomes necessary to join urban middle clas: and rure.l peasantry 

into an effective poli tico.l-mili ta:r:y alliance, 'l'he extent to ;;bich a foreign 

·presence - econonlic investment", mili taiy bases, j:oli tim.l influence - is reel 

anu visible furnishes popular targets for revolutionary &ctivi t)'. "F'ililJinos 
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unite!" as one· slogan put it, "You have :uothing to lose but the JIIDericans!" 

In the late 1960s, the· reduction of the U.S. milita:cy presence overseas helped 

to remove this stimulus to revolution. (l,s ) rime , .. inister Lee Kuan Yew once 

remarked, the only 1007" certain wa:y of promoting a guerrilla insurgency is to 

invite an bmericsn militaiy piesence desizned to prevent one.) :.ven before 

this had occurred, ho;reve:J:, 'i'bird· . orld gmt0rrunents bad '"oved to ascume the 

nationalist mantle themselves. ·l'his •ms as true of military regimes in 1 eru 

and JJolivia as it was of the h<OH conventi' mcl i'Jarxist regimes in Chile and 

i•lgeri . • .lhe change in the ·character o:c t!Je Gold WE~ an(:. the donestic oppos

ition in tbe United States to further foreign entanglements gave governments· 

the opportunity and the courage to act and to t:.lk in nationdist manner 

1·1hich \Jould have seemed beyond the pale a few yeao:s earlier. 

(4) Counterinsurgency 'l'echnigues. Logical consistency is no more likely 

among the governments of underdevzloped countries than among those of deve1~ 

aped societies. Nany governments 1rhich regularly resorted to nationalist 

appeals and rhetoric were not above accepting discreet aid and advice from 

nee-colonial pO\;ers on the effective ~1ays of defeating revolutionary movements 

militarily. 'tbe 1960s undoubtedly saw a quanturu jump in the effectiveness of 

counterinsurgency weapons, teclmiques, and doctrines. 'J:rc,ining programs for 

police a.ncl military units, incre,ses in the size of such units, the upgr>J.ding 

of intelligence operations all made 'life more ancl r,lore difficult for guerrillas. 

In i eru, Colombia,· Guatemala, the military through a variety of means, not all 

of theJ,l ver attractive, effectively decimated and divided the guerrilla move

ments ~li th which they Here confronted. V~hile obviously there were mP.ny 

factors involved in its success (incluuing a :rior lanli rdor·.> ''nd the absence 

of a credible nationalist anJeal), even the Bolivian army provecc to be a 

match for Che GueVaL'a.. 

(5) Revolutionary Doctrine. 'l'he i960s smv the emergence of a ne>~ doct

rine of revolutionary ~ra.r 1·1hich, 1 erhaps more tban anything else, I·hyed a role 

in iea. ing to tlw defe«t of ~·evolutionary movements. 1his doctr·ine, reflected 

in the writings o'L C!Je and tebray, mc.:cked a. ;najur Latin 1\Iuerican deviation from 

the classic '· sian doctrine or revolutionary warfare as it had been developed by 

I'Jao, Ilo, :mtl Giap. ~'be new doctrine put the emphasis on the iLlportance of sub

jective factors of >~ill anli det;icetion as o.guinst objective social conditions. 

It stressed the role of the .suer:dlla ~ itself as against the haoist 

stress on the need for popular support. It exalted ,,,ilitary factors over pol

itical ones, including the significance of the guerrilla force as· cm1pared to 

·the pa:cty organization. ·It also, at least in G'uevara • s formulation, put an 

emphasis on a continental apJceal as against ne.tionalist appeals in individual 

countries. 'ihe extent to uhich doctrine sbEcpes revolution is open to debate 

in any .J.articulf'T case, but certFJ.nly l!Jany of tbe error·.• ;,hich Latin ''merican 

r~volutionaries committed in the 1960s - incluuing those of Che himself in 
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Bolivia - could be explained in terms of adherence to this militaristic doct

rine of insur·t;ency as co:>•l""red to the earlier Lliminist-Laoist emphasis on pol

itical action.* 

'l'he lack oi success of rur •. 'l-based revolution in the mid-1960s led to a 

shift in emphasis toward what is no;; usually referred to as "urban guerrilla 

\Varfcn·e"; '"be great revolutions which have occurred in tbe hodernization pro

cess so fa:L have involved pe,rallel an.:, in ·~ue course, cooper .. tive action 

b;y urbun middle class or industrial ;mrkers, on the one han•:, anu £·ure1 reas

antry, on the other. 'Ihe shii t in locsle of tbe guerrilla fighters froliJ the 

countryside to the city raises the q1:estion oi the possibility of an exclusive

ly urban revolution. Can there l:e a Great .iievolution, CO!l•l'a:r-able in its 

SCOl•e &niJ consequences tu ths l?rencb, "ussian, Chinese, or l'lexican Revolutions, 

without the p2rticipation of the reasantry? 

1be answer to this que.tion which the revolutionaries .themselves furnish 

is virtudly a unanimous "No". Latin 1uaerican guerrillas, including those 

fi{jhting in the cities, vie11 the countryside as the decisive arena in the 
! 

struggle with the established order. '.Lhe ;nove to the cities is held to be a 

temporary detour on the road to rural rcwolution. ·rhe urben strug(!le enables 

the revolutionaries to score symbolic victories against the establishment to 

generate publicity and l·nblic aware:mess oi their existence and role, to steal 

money, to mc:Le friends among potential sympathizers (politician&, businessmen, 

journalists) in the <osta blishr,lent, to. embarrass tlce governw=nt ( c .g. through 

kicmapri11g <liplomats), ancc, per·haps most i,Olportantly, to demoralize the forces 

favoraule to the statuB quo and to L loel them to Lwre extrel•ee and brutal 

measures O• repression, ,;hich IdlJ., in turn, antagonize· even their own sympa

thizers. '111e ultimate victory, Jco••ever, uKst r'?voh.tim1aries see;;, to· feel, 

must still be won in the countryside. 'lhe countryside, as Brazilian urban 

guerrilla leaders have axpree1sed it, "~Till ultimately be the more im;,•ortant 

arena of battle." Its DtlvantB.ileS to the e;uerr·illas a.re th,it; (a.) ·"the most 

exploited class in Latin 11merica is the peasantry; " (b) "the country is a better 

:place to wage guerrilla warfare;" (c) "the r;1achinery o.c the dominant classes' 

pover i~! stronger in tits cities;'~ (d) •;the working clELSS il! Brazil is very 

small;" (e) "many of the workers J1a.vc only rscently co;ne fiom the Cvi ntryside 

•• are just entering tbe consumer economy, ;.,hich seems a ste,, u•' for theDJ. •• 

/and/ are getting some privileges - they have mor·e privileges than their broth

ers in the: countryside. "6 

*is.radoxically, this shift in revolutionary doctrine also had a small parallel 
in the changing emphasis in US counterinsurgency doctrine as applied in Vietnam. 
Ini tidly, this doctrine, pickin~ up the oceon and the fishes analogy from 1'•1ao, 
had stressed the imrortance 6f I,oli tical · ction 8l1tc "';inning the hearts an<> the 
minds oi. the people." In the ruid-l960s, a "r~visionist" counterinsurgency doct
rine emerged, Ici"imar]ly from th~ HLku Corro:r-ation, whidllikE' the Che-Debray rEv
olutionary doctrine, put the . rimary eruphasis on the mili tery organization und mil
itary cap1bili ty. 'ihe dramatic failure of the "mili tary"theory of insurgency in 
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In a similar vein, Venezuelan guerrilla leadem have argued thst a revolutionary 

a.nny can only be built in the safety of the countryside: "11e ~lill have to 

gather it in the mountains, not the cities; 1;e will hsve to operate ~1here the 

enemy is v1eakest and where He can go on groe<ing, getting stronger, ;.1hile draw

ing the enemy out and weakening him." 'l'irne, as another Venezuelan urban gue=

illa leader j;Ut it, "is an :ilrrplacable enerny in the city while in the country

side it is often on the guerrilla 1 s side • , •• 'l'he basic thing is the develop

ment and tot&l ~tabilization of the rural guerrilla •••• ,7 

here again the revolutionaries cuuld be suffering from tfieo inadequacy and 

inappropriateness of their mm doctrine. l'heir doctrine says ti~at the revolution 

has to b made in the countryside, "the ~<eakest link iL the in:perialist chain"; 

tlieir exf;erience has sllovm that it cannot be made tbere, at least at the present 

time, 'I'he processes of urbanization and development suggest th·.:t in most soci

eties the probability of rural revolution is steadily decreasing, Is it now· 

likely that, des1·ite what the revolutionaries themselves may assert, the future 

of revolution, if it· has a future, lies more in the burgeoning cities of the 

Third World than its depopulated countryside? 

'lhe urban revolutionary faces many problems of tactics and organization. 

B,·,t his basic problem concerns th~ nEcture ,,f the constituency to which he 

wishes to appeal. .il revolutionrcry has to have a constituency which he can 

mobilize for 1-oli tical support and rnili tary action. 1'o date, urb&n guerrillas 

have notably failed to develop an,; tc maint~in a social base with some sub

stantial Seg111ent of the urban por;ul.:ttion. 1'hc i:lost promising constituency, pre

sumably, lies in the urban slums ana amonb the larg~ercentage of the labor 

force which is unemployed. The most recent migrants to the cities, however, 

are likely to feel better off tban they did in the c· .• untryside, arE wore 

likely than other groups to be employeu, and arc YJot likely to be politically 

conscious. 'ihe "second geners.tion" should provide better potential for rev

olution. Eut even here the revolutionary a.rpeal has to con;pete with the poss

ibili tiEiG io:c incrcmentul adjustment otnd im;: rovement in tk cities through pub

lic programs an<l private efforts e.nd tbe expectations 1-ihich m,•y ru,;ain for still 

further possible iLprovewent in the future, In the countryside in most 'lhird 

orld countries, the active and =titious peasant boy, as in S:mth Vietnam, has 

to choose between "movinc to ,;aig"n nnc~ joining the Viet Cong." Once in Saigon 

or any other mD.jor city, the alternative of joinint th8 revolution remains but 

it nrust now ·co; •.. pete 1;i th a variet. of other real ancl potential options. hob-

iliting an urban constituency thus poses major problems for the urban guerr-

illa. He is in conditions where, in Debray(u ,.,ur.ds, he lacks a 11social 2,nd 

economic base" 2.nu as " result his activity becomes limited to "haras~ment and 

Latin J<merica may have its parallels in the relativs lr·ck of success of the 
"mili tary"theory. of c. unterinsurgency in Southeast Asia. 
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St:.botG., e", - 'cir.-ban tcr.wrj_sm, in shvrt, is eLsy; urbEn revolntion E-xtrG.,:ely 

difficult, 

:he , cssibilit;y of peccsant ·revolution is LJirii; into history. _;ven no~1 

Che i:.:; •·.tlitost t~~n remote n romentic fieure aG '!.&.}:r}_ta. lut tbc possibility· cf · 

urlx\n rc;,volution cannot be so ·strin~~catly rcjectect~ 'In the i~t~st, the (+1-cf:o.t 

.ura.l 

refoi·E, anc:. urb• .. n n,iL:ration nw;y ;;rovide ·,,lte:cn. tive :r·oc•.tes :_hicl; the buH· of tt•e 

.!.hire} <.·orld countries li£.y ·i'ollo\·1. '.d!ey WEY thus foreclose Or seVerely reduce 

t:·,e J-r·obnbili ty of futl<r.c revoll•tions alon,; the line:, o, the urb n r:liddle clasL -

peas=t revolutionary coalitions 10bich hlNe existed !llL succeeded in the pc·st. 

Yet urbanization is onl~· an element in woderriization e<.nd th2 r.:henoUJenon of 

urbonizH.tion ••i tr.out inoustrialization may open up Ihird oTlei eo •ntries to the -

c•OGsibili ty of ne••r types ol sucial r·c·v:.lutiun al·s nt from t e. histo:q of tl•e 

early £n .. d.eJ.niz€rs. :.;..ucb revolutions mc.~y be necesso.ry t, c , ·rlEt6 the 1Tocess 

of li:,x~e:cnizalion ' .. :bic: tl"·e urbun mif..ration beg211. 

In 1;:6, , a r<. d1cccl /razilian 1 riest, c01mnentin;C on the student revolutionaJ:y 

movement, reit;arLed. sedly: 

'l'hey say it is a <;_UeStiOri of Violence, 'rh<oy say we shodd be B!;hinst 
violence. c ne kin .. : is to rlace a bumb ill th< .. Lni ted 0tates .. mbassy. 
e:nother is to pel'lni t a society tbe.t r.rurders children by denyin(~ tJ em 
food anu ;; edicine, thJ, ·•. conJer,;ns chil<lren k a life ui tliont joy because 
.t};ey cannot ;Set into scbool. 
·.Jhen students come t, me a.d sey the:; \~ant to iualce the revolution, I 
tell t;;e''' to g§ shead. )Jut I don't lbirik they •,rill make it. I think 
it's too late, 

In most '.L'hird '.·orlc: countries, it indeed may be too late for a r:•easant 

revolution; but it covlc:. also be too earl:;• for an urban one. 

IV. 'l'he lU.se of Communal Violence. 

In connnunal violence, ethnic, religious, ·or racial groups challenge not 

tl;e structure and purl ose of the l;oli tical system, as in revolutionary violence, 

but rather its scope. .heir de, and, typically, is ior· autonomy or independellce. 

ln this sense, communal violence is extra~st~ violence. In some cas ss, the. 

antagonism of the communal group is aimed directly at another comnnmal .:;roup, 

and CotilliiUUcol groups, like any other groups, can engage in praet<J:rian violence 

to secure immediate encls. l:nderl~· in1c most com .unal violence, ho·.-,ever, a:c e ;,;ore 

fundamental issues. Who constitutes 'tlle people" who sre to provide govern- · 

,;,ent by the IkOplc":' dho bdonss tu "the nation" on ;;hich tbe nation-state 

rests? '.c'hese issues had little 1neaning or. relevance· in trac:i ti0ncl society. 

1'hey are of cri ticc·l inpOJ. tance in u llLl~ernized, participant society. 

Violence among ethnic, racial, CIIld religious groups was on an upward 

swing throughout the 1960s in societies et nll levels o.c socio-economic dev

elopm<ont from central hfrica and Burma through ,-:alaya an. Ceylon to Canada, 

hdgium, and the United :Otates. Its principal manifestations occurred in 
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areas which historically have been the meeting plactls ol t;;o major· cultures or 

races along what mifcht be termed the demogrshic faults of.human civilization, 

llmong those larger antagonisms <~hich cut across natimt-state bounda:des are 

those bet<~een: i'·ialays Wlil Chinese (Halaysia and to a lesser extent 'Hwilm1d, 

ln<ionesia, &nd the 1hiliEines); Hindus ancc i·~osl€ms (India, i'akistan); :~rabs 

and Jews (l·alestine); 1\rabs and Balcks (:Cudan, Chad, ..;tbiopia, Cameroons); 

Balcks and , hi tes (:oouthern ;.~hodesia, .o •th sfrica, ::ngola, ;·:ozambique, the 

United ~tates); Latin and i1!orth .. :uropeans (Belgitim, Canaaa); Blacks and Last 

Indians (Guyana, 'lriniaa.d); aotestants an:i Catholics (Lortbern Ireland), 

In addition, cuuntries like ".urma., .i.hail&nd, Ceylon, b.kistan, Ir--q, Cyprus, 

Yugoslavia, and ... ost oi the countries oJ Balck ),frica have comrnun&l differences 

;;hich are often no less likdy to produce violence for being peculiar to the 

individual country, 

Communal tie0 are asc:r·iptive, anc: Yence peoplr:_ often~ tl)ink o:~ ·L em -as 

tra,:•.i tional in cheracter. 0orru.·;unal conflict, consequently, is thought of as a 

r;rore tr<e·.cli tionel· io;:m or C'ji1flict than, say, conflict ahong social classes·, In 

fact, ho<~ever, communal cheracteristics may be ascriptive, but communal con

sciousness is created ancl malleable,. It is, indeed, oftGn intensified by end· 

in some cases L·itiated by the process·of m>dernization. Social-economic 

changes 1·1hicb may decrease the probability of revolutionary violence often 

increase the likelihood of commuml violence. 

uodel'nization mcy stimulc te conilllunal C•onflict in a variety of >:ays, 

'Ihrough the Lievelopment oJ transportation anc~ communic,;tion, it tends to break 

d01m group isolation end to urastically increase intergroup contccts end comp

Etition. 'lhis inevitably generates fears anJ suspicions and makes it possible 

fo;::· groups to cu;,,pere, unfavorably, tbeir share in v lues "'- ,;ealtb, po>•ec, 

security, knowledge, respect·- with those of other groups;. '~be ei'forts to create 

a nation state, 11!>ere one c~id not exist bE:fore, also raise new issues to in

flame group conflict, :Oo long as the state diil not penetrate- the society' and 

the people. c.id not participate in the state, weny of. these problems could be 

avoided. OnC'e the state begins to play a ,,;ore i ·.;portent role in society, 

LJUestions ·concerning n8 tiom;l symbols, language, educe cion policy become of 

critical .li;:portance, ·1he fact tlwt n~tL nal unity itself becomes a goal of 

60Veinment ·pol.icy an<'~ organiz<1tion stimulc.tes conllicts among groc1ps as to 

''bat their roles should be in a unified society.* 

*There is an interesting parallel here to ;1hat happened, in the United 
States at least, in the efforts to unify tf,e armed forces. 'l'he intense 

· interservice rivalry of the hte 1940s and early 1950s was primarily the 
product ofp~g~~nificaUon" licts of 1947 and 194§). Less intense efforts to 
achieve unity c,mong the military 11ould have produced· ruoro harmony among the 
mil~ tary. 
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As a modern economy emerges side-by-side with the traditional economy, 

t!.e extent to ,,hich different communal .groups share in that economy also 

raises issues of training, jobs, pay, anci housing, which did not exist »hen 

all groups had only a traditional sector in "hich .to pm:ticipate, ..• conomic 

development often changes previously· existing economic and. political. relatior1s 

among groups. communal' group which has j.layed the ciominant roh in e prim-

arily agrarian societ} finds itself th;reatened by r, previoud,:' subordin2te 

group which is better able to asume leadership roles in commerce and ind

ustry. , r a group. which >Jas previously rural moves into the ci tie·s (Prench 

Canadians, U, C>, Jliegroes, ;•;alays) ancl .mcreasin~sly sees itself the victim of 

discrimination m exploitation by the groups wllich had·earlier established a 

jj,, ir:itircl rh··~G ui' ;,:odeYniz:··lion, ;.oi:cov.:r, usu,:lly sEes the emergence 

of e. metropolibn or cosmopolitan modern elite of civil servants, military 

officers, businessmen, and profession. 1 men <~ho ·he ve been abccoad anu ,.,he 

share an understc n::.ing of and comrui tment to mociern ideas, Le test phases of 

"'odernization see an expansion of social,mobilization and political p2rtic

ipation to broader strata of the population many of 1-1hom do not and cannot ·. 

share in the cosmopolitan culture, s tl-.ey. become more urban and literate, 

bowever, these r•eople often become f110r. fervently committed to their 

communal culture, '"he eli tes which ealier had been united by the modern 

culture of the colonic:l r.ower find, it necessary to become increasingly res

ponsive tc :md identified vri th the culture of the communal grmc.ps in their 

society, 

hare generally, most forms of repili social and economic chnge engender 

feelings of uncert: inty, insecurity, 2.nd alienation in people, · 1'hey rrodvce 

a need to have a ... eassurinc: identity, 'mli the ruost immediate, ,.undamental, 

and unchullengeable identity for a person to ·er,.ph' size is precisely an 

ascriptive one which is his by birth an<J. which consequently cannot be t.;.ken 

sway from him by the social-economic chsnges which may thr!;'aten or lead him 

to change his occupational, geographical, anci social class identities, "n the 

nationalist :chase '.-efore independence and immediately afterward, communal 

d:lfferences aie submerged in the struggle ~;ith tl,e colonial po>rer, JSter 

independence, a ch.rismatic leauer often establishes primacy and offers leader

ship vri th >rhich large el€''"'nts of the r .. opulation can identify, In this ]!hase 

also, sochcl goals - the e ·hievement of ;rab or ;ofrican i!Ocialism - often pro-

vide a tcn,porary focus for loyalty and ~;.athousiasm, hen these goals are not 

achieved, hO\.,evei·, \ihen the leader loses his d·'·"ismfl, ,,hen the nationalist 

struggle fades into the pa• t .. nd the social revolution recedes into the futur·e, 

comwunal identities come to the fore, 

Comr;:un&l violence comet·.• .. in 1:1 ny forms. "h. urbfm riot ty. ically invol

ves Cih·ect attacks by ;,•embers of ens conllllUYwl group on tbe persons or property 
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of members of another communal group. It is, in large vart, inter-group con-

'·; 
flict. the government mtw be vnLI indeed. usually is dominded by one of the 

groups, tr,,t it is not usually the direct target of a group. It is generally 

perceived as biased by one or both 12-rties to the conflict but it also usually 

defines its 01-m role simj,ly ao th rotection of ublic safety. "'he main

tenance of law and order, as conceived by the government, usually has a diff

erential imp2.ct on thcc contesting (,roups, but in thE rrimary instance, at 

least, the c~roflict is c;mong the groups rether than bet\J::en one group and the 

government. comruunal-bacecc urban terrorism, on the other hLncl, is usually 

directH'. primarily a.2ainst thE govenunent. So also is the sepatatist war, 

which takes the fo:rm of an uprising in a rewote geographical area on behalf 

of independence or autonomy, 

~ommunal violence has sever,,l ch(,:caoteristics e~bich distinguish it from 

praetorian and rcovolutionary violence. In the first pl&ce, it is chcTacterized 

by a high_degree of : o_brization, It involves fundamental questions of 

identity, anc< t:;e we-they distinction is clec:r-cut an<l ove:criding. ln other 

forms of soci«l violence, member~hips in competing groups can be of varying 

degrees of intensity, and large numbe1:s of people in the society may not iden

tify vith "'llY of the · ~·rties c.n the conflict. ln nost non-communal civil 

conflicts, more peo1 le are n€utral th£.n v· y•ticipcmt. • . .ut in a communec,l con

flict, individuals hr.ve no \•ray of being in the middle or , ccO],ting a neutral 

stsnce, One iG ei the .. _ balck or "hi tc, l'I oslem or iiindu, Cbinese or l'ialay, 

irotestant or Catholic, and as the conflict becomes more intense and violent, 

there is no way in uhich a neighborhood, or e. family, or an individual, can 

escape the consequences of hie unescapable ascriptive iclenti ty. 1\nd since 

identitie8 ar·e inilexible, so too a:c·, commitments, In a sociel, political, 

or ideological conflict, ositions can be modifieu =cl conversion is possible. 

· :cevolutionary can maLe his pence ~ii th the esbblishment; a bourgeois can 

adept to life in a socialist society. ~i.n c: eo. mune.l c .>Ji.lict, n the vther 

bc.n• , cumrromise is difficult and cunvErsion im: ossible. ldenti ties cnu com11:-· 

i ti11ent;~., cnn seldom be abo:nci.oned and almost never merged. 

econd, communul violence is normdly j,._de_o.logice.lly ambivale.".1· Hevo

lutionary ancl praetorian violence an rl'ltion;.lized anci explained in political 

and ideologice.l terms ,,hich can b0 useu to ,.dn suE>ort fron: hesitant group"?. 

r·urel revolutionary ,,ar, for instance, ccm be usefully thought of as a mil

itarized election cc'"'JDign to 1·1in, through J:Tornises emu tbreats, the support 

of peasants in the countrysi.de. t.fon-particilJC•nts, in turn, can evaluate the 

strug,sle in terms of tllei:c ideologies• conservative, liberal, socialist, com

munist. , xcept in one or ho specisl c.,ses, bow~vc:r, the ,olitical ideologies 

furnish little [;uidcmce a,, to vho is ri,,ht anJ wxon~ in communal conflicts • 

. be cne clec,r-cut exce. tion is \!here a co!DiuUfl<·l minoLi ty '-:xcludes from }Ol

itic,_l 8nu economic 1:o;;er a co!lllllup£,1 majority. Liberals anc rrob' bly most 

leftists wouoild normally find tbeir ideology le , ing them to SUPi'ort the 
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~ajority, lut the reverse case where a corrmunol majority discriminates against 

a communal minority poses greater difficulty, as do the n,any instances where 

smaller cormnune.l minorities want autonor'lY or full-sce.le independence froi,l 

c,mtJ:·ol by la.rger communal minori tiec. here is the line drawn between self-

de1;ermii:aHon lllld balkanization? If the Ibos have a right to secede from 

,.igeria, do not the ,;fiks, Ibibios, and Ijaws have a right to secede from 

.C:iafra? "oli tical theories anu. voli tice 1 ideologies, ~;hether i.ce.rxist, liberal, 

or conservative, have no easy ans;;ers to these questi ns, 1-:ttitudes towards 

who is right and who is wrong in communal conflicts are, hence, likely to be 

more highly influenced, as one wculc; expect, be' comraun~'l affinities with one 

c;ide or 21nother, or in the absence of these, b;' siJ,,J_.le C nsiderations of 

fO\/er l,Oli tics, 

ith rare exce1•tions, in short, olitical ideologies provide no sure 

guide to ''ho £ •. xe the good guys Hnci ~·ho are the bad guys in conmmnal conflicts, 

In ,_art for this reason, the ;Jar·tici;ents in meny communal conflicts often 

try to make the conflict look ideological. 'l'his is -r.articularly true in 

national independence movements. Fhe \VfulEJYan insurguicy was often portrayed 

a:> more co;•ununist than Chinese, ancc the insurgents in 1. ortuguese Guinea flS 

more nationalist than .:.cl nte, In these anc1 other cases, communal minorities 

within a colonail territory attempted to dress up particularistic interests 

in universalistic terms. ·L·hroughout much of the '•bi:r·d orld what appear at 

first '<:lfmce to be ideological-revolutionc1ry c. nflicts often turn out to be 

<crounded in ethnic, racial, o:r· rGlicious differences. The coi!Ullunal wolf 

dresses in ideologiccl sheep's clothing, 

his tendency is in turn related to a third characteristic of communal 

conflicts, 11hich is precisely the extm~. to which they are i:.Ei:rtic~l!!£i~ti_£ 

onu hence isolata ble from bro&der concerns. Collliilunal wars involve discrete 

:~eofles not generalizable interests, 'lhey do not raise issues which are per

ceived as directly relevant by peorles lacking affinity <:ith the communE>l 

groups. hence the great powers can be more cetacbed about communal \Vars than 

they can be about revolutionary or even praetorian cmrflicts. lf, for in

stru1ce, ige:.:ia had suffered the sartJe amount of violence in tbe form of a 

socLl revoluticn rather tb,,n £. cor,1'Jl.ID;;1 C• e1flict, it is virtuully incon

ceivable tb2·c toth the tnited States and the oviet Union cculd have been as 

unco:;:ned as they were e out the outcome of tbe cordlict. ith rare exce:,:tions, 

conanunal wa:r·s clurin~s tbe last twenty years bave not received a la:rge amount 

of world attention, deslite the prolont:ed duration anti extensive casualties 

_,hich some of them have involved. It is, indeed, rather striking that the 

label "forgotten war has, quite an,ropriately, been independently ?.pplied 

to. the ::ihan and Kachin stru1;gle against the f,urmese government, the Kurd' s 

war against lraJl, and the southern tribal insurrection ,.gainst the ,_.udtmese 

governmEnt. J3iafra ~:nu :t!engal are exceptions to this rattern, which may 
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reflect a grovring international cvncern about communal \;ars or simply the fa.ct 

tb-ct Nigeria and }akistan are, after all, reasonably i.,;]Jortant countries. 

'l'o the extent that communal cunflicts are isolatable and hence ignorable, they 

pose feVTer threats to teneral VTodd secur·i ty tb&n other tyr:es of civil cvnflict. 

Fourth, conunun:,J c -nflicts tnically ·involve larg_e_fl!Jl£1J.!l~Of violence 

and often particularly vicious forms of violence. 'lhe \iOnl "genocicle" has 

been bandied about rather loosely lately, but it is in this tyr:e of conflict 

that it may still rel:>ain some rElevance. Ii the enemy c•mnot be converted, 

he must be eliminated: such is often the logic of the participants in these 

conflicts. Statistics on the casualties in communal VTars are notoriously im

precise, but. it is reported, for instance, tbat something like a million 

people vmre killed in the ';oslem-Hindu struggles at the time lndia received 

its independence, that 100,000 died in the __ ,aren fighting "gainst the Burmese 

betHeen 194b and 1952, that another 100,000 wer_e killed in the fighting of 

the Hagas against the In<1iru1 government, tkct the Geac:. in the VI: er bet>Teen the 

Kurds anc· the Iraqis numbered a c1uarter of a million bet>~een 1945 and 1968, 

that t;;ice tbat number of ].eople ~;ere killed in the fighting in the ud2n 

bet,reen 1955 :•nd 196e; that tllree or four hundred _thousand >~ere killed in 

''igeria; and that the deaths in the Bengal ar >~ill soon approximate that 

level. 

;, fifth cht'I·acter·istic of COITil.;una1 conflicts, particularly when they 

tc.ke the fo1.m o.i serJar-atist ¥rars, is tbci.r· -long duro.t~2£· The tyLical 

commune 1 war drags on for an ,, h1ost interminable length of tirne, with the 

level oi violence at times very lo;r or non-existent but then flaring up gsin. 

Com:cromise settlements in such conflicts ar-e sxtraordinarily difficult to arrive 

at and Hhen they are negotiated, they often break doV~n - >~i tness the r·eriodic 

collBpse of the agreeu,ents le8ched beh, en the :.urds and the lraqis or bet-

ween &reeks and 'IUI·ks on l.yprus. 'l'o be sur~, the :Citcfrc; cordlict >~as one of 

the ·f e:-\·I· WR1:s of hny sort ( communul or non-commune~l) in r:ecent years which 

Cfmc to a definite, nineteenth-century style enJ, 1dth the formal surrender 

of one side. :But this is a clear exception to tLe usu. 1 (attern. 'l'he comm

unal insurrection is no;:-mGlly loc,:ted in a rcwotc r: ,.rt of the country, >There 

the <oovernment may ;iell he vrc diiiicul ty exercising its autho:ci ty evm in the 

best oJ circumstances. '1'he government,, of underdevelope-d countries cen 

usuElly fight only underdeveloped wcrs. Undoubtedly this fact, more than 

anything else, has made genocide less common than it mie,ht otherwise have 
of either side j;o >Tin mili tarily and 

been. 'Lhe wars, however, drag on, since i-c is beyond the po>~erjo:i both -to beyond 

comr,romise politically. 
· · the power 

'lhese characteristics add up· to a rather ~-lE:~k picture of communal 

cc:nflict.. 'l'he resolution of such conflict is extraordinarily difficult, 

particularly for governments ;;bich a:re themselves deficient in legitimate 

authority and bureaucratic effectiveness. here there is sustained violence 
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between a territorially segregated communal group and the government, the 

lEast costly means o,_ resolving the conflict will often be separation into 

two distinct- nation-states. v.here JcEopie ar~ intermixed, r·opubtion traJs

fers anc, then territorial seiJaration may be the answer. In generE.l, the (,_an

gers ol ba.lk1mization L•-ve been overestimated as against the costs involved 

in attcmpting __ to keep hJO very differ€nt pcof.les in one integr:cted state. 

If th _ t effort is to be made, it nm:-m<'.lly requires: (a) a certc•in r,easure of 

politicol (iecentralization, cclld (b) some fo:cmalD sbc:rin~ in the central 

institutions of power. 

Jjemocratic r~gimt:;s ano. cor:-;ii!Unist regimes ar_.r,eor to have be'en ELOre success

ful than narrm-rly based authori'ta:cian govemments in -·aintaining co;rnnuhel 

peace. A cominunibl sys·cem, dtn ell, i.u:mishes an ideoloBiC&l bas:l;s for 

governmental legitim<:cy, anc, hence there can be, for instance, a Yugoslav 

state without the pretence tbat there- is a Yugoslav nationality. .cemocratic 

systems, on the othe:c- banc, provide a recognizable formual for sharing in power 

and a familiarity with the rEquireu;ents fo:c corupromise among (!roups. 1'he point 

is often made - ::ne- it is often v:.lid - th8t competitive Elections cc~n inflame 

comlilunel feelings as demagogues ,-nd extremist gr-oups a: real to ;1hat appear to 

be the best easily Hlobili'zable cons ci tuenciec,. ~~lector-al competition, ho;~ever, 

can also be structured so as to minimize tbe effectiven<ess oi coramunal GI-, eals, 

and decocratic systems have a :u~asonably t:;ooC:. Tecord in keet·int comr1iUnal viol

ence- st lo-_ levels. C£,se c,,n be "-alie th ·t in ,al&ysi·a, India, Ceylon, Leb

enon, l;uyB.ne., COlTh'Junul violence lilit;ht v.•ell hc,vc been ruuch worse if it bad not 

been io! the opportunities p:ovided by the electoral 1-rocess. In these systems, 

indeed, the old cliche thc•t bomogeneity and consensus arc necess>.r;;r prere'-~uisites 

for echieving den;ocracy may ··be -·st-'ood on its bee.-; inste<•d, democ:c-acy nwy be 

d.;senti,91 for. minimizing disunity. 

V. -_,_he ,offects of C;ivil Violence on i'iodernization 

be 1 rocesses of developmt-nt or modernizDtion in the bird orld, thus, 

seem likely: 

(a) to :c·rouuce ·inC:£(8Ging anar·chy or increasing repression in societies 

Fhich h:·v~ been cbc:radcrized by praetoriun .violence; 

(b) to rbmce significantly the : :cobability of revolution involving 

a coalition of peasantry cmd urkn middle class, but to open- the possibility 

of c. ne;~-style urb2n revolution; 

(c) to stimulate further- communal violence, 

Ii this be tLe general influence of developm<;nt on viol0nce, ·>!hat effecto, 

ar-e these patterns of violence likely to hcve on development? , ome forms of 

l-Oli tice.l violence cleady stimulate i'olitic2,l mobilization, institutional 

development, economic growth, c.nd so cL 1 cohesion. . .. xternc,l wais often do all 

of these things, and in the 'l'hird orld in ;eceilt years, high militar-y expend-
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i tures have been associded ~1i th high rates of econoJi,ic development. A succ

essful revolution is itself a manifestation of a hi[h level of 1:olitical mob

ilization anJ in the twentieth century has usually rroduced greater socid 

cohesion f.·nci led to the creation of a stable arHl hit:hly institutionalized 

system of one-·,,c:rty rule. ~:he eLects oi revolution on econo;;:,ic ctevelo. Elcnt 

Y'e.ve be:~n somcwh::d: mure 111ixed, but by ,.·nl~ L..:rgc :.·:ost-revolutione.r~~ .socic~tiE:s 

bf ve attained hibhly resJ::ectc:ble rates of econo.: ic gro.,th. 1.n so: :e JJieasure, 

both ioreic;n t<8I an<l internal revolution see:•: to k:ve significant ;.osi tive 

consequences fox devdo;,ment. 

At th, present ti•A:, ho•·:ever, these ar:: not the furms oo. politic: l viol

ence \•:llicL th, ;:rocesc.es oi dev,lo;ment see...: l•os·t liiccly to jTOcluce. l.-rae

torian violr::nce, I,oli tic 1 r<.:pressivn, [lnd cop;_. un ..... l c·~-nflict .::·1.e much lllor-e 

likely ·ea ensue. ln some instru1ces, a repressive authori tarien government 

may, <:·S in Greece unc': Brazil, be dJle to maintain a substanti£·1 rate of econ

omic grm1th. ·lhe "ur·c gcnerc.l im · et of both 1•raetorion ;,nd conununal violence 

on social-economic noderniz<•tion, r•m;ever, c~.n hardly be anything but delet

erious. CommunalCbnflicts in ihird orld countries are likely to be prolonged, 

debilitating struggles with little 1"rospect of a resolution Ea.tisfactory to 

either sid.e. Go!lllliunal identities are malleable, but the tendency ap;:,ears to be 

toward the emergence of narrower and more J;"crticulax-istic identities ins teed 

of broader ones. .d its ~1orst, praetorianism ce.n le8d to a totcl breakuo~m 

in public order, such e>s has occurred in Guatemala anu .i:olivia an<l ~.prears to 

be occuri.in(! in the ~-ominican Rev•blic ancl UrugU!:>y. ln these cases, the rev

olutionaries-turneCi-urlxn-terrorists c•.orJtribute to the disruption of existing 

society \ii th little rret,,nse o.l c ntri utint:; to the developn,:nt oi a sub

stitute. '.lhe result is a Hobbesian 1vorl6. 1;i thout security, >Ii thout trust, und 

VJi thout hope. -"he civil violence 11bich development pioc,uces is not the viol• 

ence which l,roduces development. 
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One of the few assertions with any claim· either to general validity or 

firmness which I feel entitled to make on civil violence and the· pattern of inter

national power relationships, is about the diversity and elusive character of civil 

violence1 the complexity and contradictory character of international power 

relationships and hence with the essentially indirect; ambiguous and largely un-.----
predictable and uncontrollable nature of. the connections between the two, For 

instance, this summer of 1971 is characterised by bpth a proliferation of civil 

violence (from coups d'etat to ethnic wars, from Ulster to Pakistan) and a major 

shift in international alienments, The first would seem to show. the limits, if not 

the hollowness of interstate diplomacy, the second shows its powerful reassertion 

in the case of the world's three largest powers as against the old missionary 

• ideology, Which of these trends is more important or (perhaps more relevant 

question) what is the relationship between them? 

The answer is made even more difficult if one believes, as I do, that the most 

decisiv~ element for the evolution of the international system, in the light of 

which all others have to be seen, is the retreat of the United States from the global . ,.. 

role it assumed after World War II, This trend, which started·several years ago 

and has barely begun to unfold, is not directly related to civil violence as such, 

But it pas its immediate occasion in the experience of the United States in Vietnam 

i.e. at the very least in guerrilla war if nqt withpeqple 1s war.and·revolution, and 

its deeper cause in the decline of governmental authority and_domestic consensus, 

and the general atmosphere of. frustration in the American public with America's 

international role, The fate of diplomatic alignments, of the military balance 

and of the intervention of outside powers in civil·conflict may be affected above 

\ 

all, even though in an indirect and diffuse manner, by the diverging trends of political 

authority, of popular attitudes and of trans-national communications in different 

types of regimes and societies, 

Obviously the power of great powers cannot be divorced-from their successes 

and failures in influencing the rest of the world, Even if one considers only the 

mutual relationship of the two super powers in the strictest economic and military 
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terms, the allocation of their resources, and their strategic posture towards each 

other, will be affected by their respective relationship to China. Ultimately, 

while only the most adventurous speculator would envisage a civil war in the 

United States triggered by its .. experience :with revolution abroad, or (less fantastic 

scenario, to be found in Amalrik1s book) a civi:!~~ in the Soviet Union triggered 

by a war with China, the possibility of involvement abroad leading to civil unrest 

Rt home, the fear of the contagion for the metropolis of revolts in an empire are~ 

classic preoccuptations which are as relevant today as any diplomatic or military 

calculus, But they are much more difficult to analyse, predict and check, 

·Side by side with the physical balance of power, there exists a psychological 

balance based on intangibles of value and.belief "The presuppositions of the 

physical equilibrium have changed drastically; those of the psychological balance 
• 

remain to be discovered" (Henry Kissinger), 

Two questions, then, seem to emerge. The first is about facts, about the 

combination, in the present worid, of civil violence and diplomatic manoeuvers 

about the respective rbles and importance of intervention and escalation, inter

ference and mediation, revolution-making and peace-making in civil' strife, 

The either is about the global evaluation of these facts, about the degree to 

·which they really matter for the balance of power. 

There are two current views of the international world, each of which provides 

a coherent answer to both questions taken together. For the first school, 

civil conflicts affect the international balance becauJ?_e_.;they are part of ooe 

international ci1rjl war. This view stresses external influences in civil strife 

through the·notions of subversion, revolutionary war, indirect aggression, 

counter-revolution, etc. It sees them as part of oneprotracted conflict which, 

like the arms race, is ·a search for victory through indirect means as' a 

substitute, or preparation, for direct war, For !he second school, widespread 

t~day, this ·global struggle which made every domestic situation internationally 

~evant, was a myth, Both the causes and the importance of civil conflict are 

essentially local, ·Domestic regimes are, in their own way, as unmanageable 

as nuclear weapons. Domestic instability and nuclear stability are best left 

to themselves. They do not really affect the•international game which is a 

classical or dramatic power play of national interests moderated by their very 

diversity and by a corunon concern for·not rocking the boat, 

Predictably, this paper takes a third, more empirical, view based on the 
• I 

multiplicity of ways in which the elements emphasised by the fiJ:S.t t>-ra - the 

global and the local, the national and the ideological, the material and the 

p~ychological - are combined ·from case to case, 
'• 
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It does seem plausible, as the second view asserts, that diversity in 

international communism and multipolarity in the international system on balance 

encourage the dimensi~n of state versus party, of national. interest ve:rsus 

missionary ideology and that the strength of nationalism does make imported 

revolution and counter.o.revolution more diffiuult than either side originally 

believed, Yet the multiplicity of commUnist powers may lead, in Brian Crozier's 

formulation, to "competitive subversion" rather than abstention: state and 

party, national interest and ideology, oppose but also exploit each other~ 

We all know by now that a territorial state necessarily bends 1 ts ideology, 

no matter how universalistic, to its specific perspectives· and, conversely, 

that in an interdependent world without an accepted centre of legitimacy, 

conceptions of national interest are influenced by subnational and· transnational 

· feuds and solidarities. Civil violence may not be engineered from outside but 

it may be propagated by the force of example and exploited for diplomatic and 

strategic purposes. The fate of Vietnam or Rumania, Israel or the Sudan, the 

state of the nuclear balance, even of the moon race, all have effects on the 

feeling of confidence or impotence of the U.S.A. and u.s.s.R., on their hostility 

or co.,.operation, effects which can be neither calculated nor ignored, 

A few distinctions 

A few distinctions are necessary to point up some of the lines of commun

ication along which civil conflict and the international balance interact,· 

I ':, A first distinction would involve the forms of civil violence in degrees of ( 

f.J;tJ""~ intensity one may distinguish between civil conflict, civil strife ahd civil war. . 

~;yJ~_In .terms of means, one could go from individual violence (which can have important 

~~ political consequences) through terrorism to insurrection, guerrilla, or even 

~ internal conventional_warfare between a state and a rebellion. Obviously . 

developed societies, like. the_United States, are experiencing civil conflict and 
------

the spread of_ individual and.small-group violence but not, so far, civil war or 
---------------·-------------------------
revolution. _. . ~-~ 

----··---------------·~··--

'? tr'f ,o An even more obvious distinction is between phases. A classic question is 

11\,I.(}Jrl~ whether international involvement is more operative in initiating civil warfare 

~- (the "push" theory) 'or· in transforming or terminating it, through· generalisation 

~~or mediation (th!:_~:pull" theory). What matters is that we should distinguish 

between prvJccupation with civil violence as such and preoccupation with its 

causes and effects. 

One of the reasons why it is so difficult to speak of the way civil violence 

affects the balance of power is simply that, strategically or economically, 

civil violence is as important as the country where it occurs. Of course 
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violenlJ.e as s~ch, or .its toleration, has important psychological effects. But, 

1n the first instance, the great powe~s will be interested in t~e alignment of 

a given country beca~se of the importance of its geographical location or weight 

of resources. i/hat matters most to them is to secure or deny access to what it 

offers and, if this is important enough, they will try to influence its development, 

irrespective of whether it is threatened by external aggression, civil violence 

or even, in so~e cases, peaceful change. 

Their attitude, in this case, will be determined above all by the pattern of 

international alignrnentsand by the place within it of themselves and of the 

country where. civil violence occurs; Two dimensions of the international system 

can be ·relevant and affected: the power structure (or the number and heirarchy 

of the powers) and the relations of conflict and co-operation among these powers, 
=~--------------------~~~----~. 

Combining the criteria of number and of the prevalence of conflict or co-operation, 

we have: 

Empire 

Bipolarity 

Balance of Power 

Unit Veto System 

(everyone for himself) 

Federation 

Condominium 

Concert of Powers 

Collective Security 

(each for all, all for each) 

Given its multiple dimensions the present system combines elements of all these 
PFevalance of bipolarity and 

types with a;condominium evolving towards a multipolar balance, and concert, of 

powers, In. addition, some great powers find it harder to control. or isolate some 

smaller ones, and this brings in elements of self-reliance and collective-security. 

Another distinction between systems which are homogeneous or heterogeneous from 

the point of view of legitimacy, adds to the confusion. Each of the. two classic 

types, the multipolar balance 

ation of the 1950s, was based 

of power of the 19th century and the cold war confront-

on one of these 

we have both, so that the lines between camps 

opposite principles of order, Today, 

and spheres are blurred. Powers are 

both allied and enemies. The multipolarity of the system makes their commitments 

ambiguous, yet its divi~ion in camps makes their involvement in domestic conflicts 

inevitable at least to the extent that they will be subject to appeals from 

parties to civil conflicts,which, for the sake of their-own legitimacy, they cannot 

completely ignore. The Soviet Union and the Sudan is a case in point, One can see 

instances of increased triangular competition, of mutual neutralisation giving 

greater freedom of action to a country with internal conflict, but also to greater 

claims, at least on the part of some powers, to a more exclusive authority in their 

own region, l'1ultipolarisation may mean regionalisation or a carving up of the 

globe between regional leading powers. 
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• '· On the other hand.trans-;~at~o~~ tren~s,t?wards gl~bal •?~~unica~io.?,:: ?'~~ 

solidarities 1to national ·mo~i~~s~t_!on. !n u~de:rj~:::e~<?PE!d coun~~~~.s :~ d?mes~ication 

in developed liberal societies and conservative a~~horit~ia~i~~ 1in develo~ed 
communist ones, may lead to different results. At the level of trans-national 

- . ~ ·1 ... 1' 4 {'r ' ··r! . , .i. • t ' ..... j ..- ' ~ ... ~ n.. . r·~:i ' .. ~ . 
turmoil, the distinction betl>Teen Violence and politics or domestic" and· international 

·:.. M"~ .) -.... J I .. l ·. ~ I "'- - • j ·t .If :.;. J 1 ' ... • V :'1: ...1 '· • ' J • .... 

issues becomes very difficult to make because they all seem to be part of the 
.· O'. j. P" 1 ..... , •,,""") . 1 ' .~· :';.:.t~· "\· ........ '·. i' 'n') ·'l :,. .. • ,.t .. : 

same contradictory social process which sometimes takes evolutionary; sometimes 
.· J]f"~,r t ' ~: J _;, •" • f ~ i' ~- •, ,_L.._ • ., · t·1 "~ .,.... .·1· ;J~·, 
revolutionary forms, sometimes'subterraneous; sometimes exPlosive ones. 

• • t o •1 - , I: "'- 1 i f ·• 13 I • ·~ • ·, ' 

• ··Hence,. in trying to link,types.of. civil strife and types of. international . - - - - - - -.. - . . . ... - ~ ..... .. . .. .. _, ~ . ~ ' .... 
sy~tems,_.><e must.pay,at_t~t!~ion, as, .,M!-t~ht;ll pointedJout,.1 ~o two types of li~ges: 

the-rational active ones by which states and international structures,influence 
- • - ' ,, .. ,. •'··• • t .. -. : '14 • 

civil yiolence, and the social-psychological ones, by which.its.waves,are trans-
• - i - - ·-•·-~ I 4 

mitted.to other societies. To the first category belongs the.whole scale.of 
- .. ' -- .. ' .. ' ,J .... ' .. ,,• • 

. ;intervention, formal or info:r;mal .. , through diplomacy, force,.money, instruction., 
. --- - .... i. '-- . .. • ' • ' - . .... ' .. -"" ''·J - t 

propaganda etc. Different powers may, try to isolate the conflict or to. gen.eralise 
• ' • • ' <I '' "-" ~ oo.i 1.... ' .I 

it, to support the government or the rebels or to mediate between them. The inter-
t •• ,. • • . . ' ' 1 ~ t , .. 1 . ~ !..! .:"': ;. i •·. ... .. :" 

action betl>Teen their attitudes towards civil wars a.nd towards each other may lead 
• . ' olt : : :. '! .. ·~ -:n:J . . r:; r • . ! .: f'i... • 'r · .. : ~··. ;. j ~ ... , ·~ • . ""... ..... 

to four types of pattern 1 
-:'t. J .u. L f ..... _ ..i. J"i: ' 'T·~! ~~!~! - :I J j ~ : j : : .~ f ·- I I J .. l i 
J International Civil \var:10-"'·S~pport _?fr_:ach other's rebels , ' . '-. . .. : . Holy Alliance: n:! •t 1~ ~o~u.t~l. supp~:J.,of,,gov!rnme?~s 

r . r ... Conce~t: .l : l ~- t f Attempts at meQ.iation, arbitration etc. ) 
.......... a . . ... .... .. ' \ ... ~ '• _o 

1n .. Abstention:" j ,,. 

To the second:' category'belong the links between' societies,·. eitl'ier between· t 

groups linked by. ideological, :economic' :racial;· ·ethnic' religiOus •'' or:. other> forms 

of bolidarity or dependence; • leiading·:to priorrinvolvement·Jor interpenetration'

or the contagion etillimperfectly understood, of spontaneous moods, limitation; 

emulation etc. These may lead governments against the calculations of national - ---· inte;rest or .. the balance of power,·to intervene.one.way or.the.other, thereby 
1 -- - .. - • - • '"- • • ~ ·• • -. • 

indirectly.modifying the pattern.Then the.nature of civil .conflicts, the charac.ter • ... - -· ~ ............. ~ .... - ... ··-··· 
of, the groups.or views involved, and,,the structure,of.transnational society,. 
~ 1 - . . • ... •. ' ---- ~-- • • -' .... • -

1 particularly inideological and economic terms, became crucial for tbe.operation . -. . ' - ... ... . ~ - . . .. ·~ 

.. r 

's~·. faXt there has1 been a rough coincidence between the central strategic:'~ 
balance and the' industrial world, between· strategic· and social1stability •. The·. 

Third'World has, again r·oughly been nonaligned and· the· scene of. the great majority 

of violent conflicts domestic and international~ . \Vithin this broad .. generalisation, 

two things are' certain:. first, so far,+ within the. bipolar 'system·, one can distinguish 

three'' pyPeS of regioris.' First", there are those directly linked· to the central~ 

nuclear balance, where conflict has· not c·ome into' the· open .be. cause 'it. would have 
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meant immediate escalation and general war (e.g. civil war in Germany), Intervention 

to prevent it would have been certain, but the. character of societies and regimes 

made it in general unnecessary, 

Second, there have been those at the other extreme, as inAfrica, where 

societies have been very unstable.but the great powers have not been. directly 

involved, Here from coup d'etat to.genocide, violent conflict has been able to 

follow its whole course without provoking escalation or large scale intervention 

or affecting the balance of power. Third, there have been those areas, like 

Asia or the Middle East, which were sufficiently ·important for the super powers 

to be involved, yet where their presence was sufficently ambiguous for nobody, 

including themselves, to know in advance the d~ee of their control over their 

allie~of their commitment to them, or of the risks of confrontation they 

were willing to run against each other, These are, of course, the most dangerous 

regions because unstable societies and territorial disputes c~e with strategic 

importance and with great power involvement, 

~~second certainty is that this situation is changing. The balance of 

. ~~r-~~ less strictly bipolar, Even between the two super powers it is shifting, 

Of AA( ~if not at the nuclear level at least because the territorial and political sides 

~,vJr ~of the balance (a tight control of the Soviet' Union over the communist world, 

~~ ~ versus a more flexible and diffuse dominance of the United States over the rest 
V' 

of the world) has been attacked from various sides. In addition, industrial 

societies are attacked by forces of erosion in the West and· explosive ones in 

the East. What is· the possible impact of these two basic phenomena. -the 

multiplication of centres of power and the crisis in theoutercircles and perhaps 

the centres of the super power spheres • upon the danger map-in the intemation

alisation of civil violence? 

A few trends 

The Cold War started with a civil war in Europe;; it sank into the general 

consciousness of Western public opinion with a coup d'etat also in Europe. The 

issues of foreign intervention •against subverabn, of outside help to insurgents, 

of the communist technique of bloodless seizure of power assisted by the threatening 

proximity of the Red Army were very much alive in·l945~48 on the European continent 

itself, However, in spite of propaganda and economic warfare obviously designed 

at least at weakening each other's regimes, the sense that in Europe the lines 

were drawn and that the real struggle was fought in· Africa and Asia, over the· 

fate of colonial and· post-colonial regimes, became widespread on both sides in 

the middle fifties and probably .reached its peak, .under Kennedy and Khruschev, 

in 1960-61, By and large, the picture of stalemate in Europe and war by proxy 

in the Third World has been an adequate one, But this notion of competition 
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for the Third World has been changed to a double realisation (not always on the 

same side at the same time) that underdeveloped countries were both less easy and 

less important to control than one thought. As usual, with the exception of 

KbrUschev 1s succ.essive enthusiasm and disillusionment with Africa, the switch 

seems tobe more pronounced in the case of the United States which seems to 

osdJlate between direct,· physical involvement and disengagement than in the case 

of the Soviet Union which, in spite of numerous errors and setbacks, seems to have 

been more cautious.but persistent, 

Both in retrospect and today, it is difficult to separate fact and myth 

in the attitude of the great powers to Third World revolutions and their involvement 

in local conflicts, It is remarkable that while the domino . theory and the 

notion of a w0rld-wide struggle have been increasingly unpopular among Western 

Liberals they are voiced today with even more conviction by Guevarist revolutionaries 

and rarlical historime than by French colonels or their American successors. They 

see 1'\ struggle between imperialism and revolution dating back at least to 1917; in 

a more discriminating way, they see the United States constantly engaged against 

revolution either in order to protect its economic interests, or defend the· status 

quo, or oppose communism. Perhaps the "game of nations" is still played as 

actively as ever in Washington in spite of the changed mood there. Certainly, 

the other side sees the hand of the CIA in the wave of "right wing" coups in 1965-6 

(Ghana, Algeria, Indonesia, Greece etc.) and probably in the present turn to the 

right in the Arab world. 

In both cases, Western liberals would be inclined to see little in common 

between the various situations and to believe that American involvement and the 

indirect effects of American policy (for instance the influence· of firmness in 

Vietnam·over the outcome in Indonesia) are less important than local factors. · 

Similarly, the old belief that all civil conflicts have been based or fomented 

in Moscow or Peking is subject to re-evaluation. Three parallel debates have 

taken place among Western specialists:about Stalin's attitude in the early postwar 

years (particularly towards China, Greece and Western communist parties), 

Khrus.chev's speech of 6 January 1961 about ways of liberation and the Lin Piao 

"encirclement of the world's cities by the world's countryside" statement of 1965. 

Of course if one leans towards the non-activistic interpretation of these 

controversies, one must emphasize that the moderation one positsin the actual 

behavio;,_r of t·!oscow and Peking is based on a realistic, perhaps even over-cautious 

evaluation of the risks of escalation of conflict. Nobody should impute to 

Stalin a lack of desire to use military power for changing other countries1 regimes, 

to Khruschev disbelief in the progress of revolution or to ~!ao a rejection of 

violence, Indeed, for the SDviet IIniQn anv conflict within the "Socialist Community" .r 
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a 
is in principle/civil conflict •·here the iL111erial power is entitled to intervene 

and x·e-estabJJ Rh authority, For ChinB., the more passive the encirclement 

strategy appears, the more seriously '"e may have to take the character of the . ' 

international .civil war: the. aim is less to conquer this or that country than 

to win the global battle at the centre, psychologically to encircle the "cities" 

by demoralising them and to demoralise them by inciting them to overextension 
' 

and then moving to replace them ><hen they disengage, 

All this means that, either because they are more cautious, or have 

better local allies, or are more confident in the ultimate trend of events, 

~~mmunist. powers haye generally been 8J;l o to fight their wars by proxy. This 

has made local succGs 

costly. By contrast, the United f!cate:-;, whHe more defensive politically, has 

been more directly and openl;v i n-[".erve··-.+ j opj st mj li tarily' even in civil conflicts 

where the dangers of communism, let a].o;c.e of foreign intervantion, were only 

potential, as in the Le ban on ( 19~ .. '3 :) -:-:.: :>.n Dc!Ili~ ( 1965). In the third world, 

during too decolonisation and eadj' ;:J"St-c•.clcnial period, communist movements 

have usually been on the same sic.ce 2.s nationalist ones, even Vlhen they have not 

dominated them as in Vietnam. 'l\1 tbA extent that it protects the status quo, 

the United States has to intervene no~e directly because it backs the weaker, 

or at least less.organized, side, 

In Eastern Europe, by contrast, the Soviet Ui1ion has repeatedly intervened 

militarily because in civil conflicts nationalism operated against it. In 

Western Europe, nationalism is ~<eake~: United States domination is more 

flexible, more indirect, or less politisal; transnational ties and solidarity 

compensate for political di vergP''··:J.i.ea: ::Lt..d. the social forces allied to the 

Uni t!Jd._ States are in general st;:''''IC''-'·' t:1:en ·i:hose opposed to it. Hence while 

more adventurous than the Sovieo; Unl•Y' :L1 the third.world,· the United States 

has been infinitely more tolerant. i:1- i.ts mm"sphere" ~<i th its industrialised 

allies. Is it because it did n.0+, i1CJ.w' to intervene by force or because of a 

greater respect for the politiuoJ. P'-'vGess of Western countries ><hich made 

overt manipulation less acceptatle? The record in relations ~<ith Latin 

America is too mixed to ><arrant a categorical ans~<er. 

If Europe became mo:r;:e unstable., veering to revolutions or civil ~<ars, 

~rould the attitude of the Uniterl Stat,os remzdJL.:!;he--same? Conversely, if, _in 
e-

the third ~<orld, splits bet~<een post:::colonial, nationalist g0ye~rnmellt$ and 

communist or revolutionary movements develop (as in the Sudan) ,/i~~~~~v_i_::t 
Union_and even China have more conventional state interests and more conven-.-- ------------ -------------- -------~-----

tional military means, w~o~u=l=d~t~h:e:~:~r: __ a=·~t~t=i~t:u:d:e~t=o~c=i~v=i~l~c=o=nf~l=1=·c~t~s~c~h~an~ge? I am t 
\,. --------- "\"" ·not predicting a general turning of +,he tables - a revolutionary Europe,. a 

conservative third ~<orld, a regionally restricted United States, a globally 
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•J:;!;!;l'o C:'.Y.t1 u,:,n?JI.r..rlo :J.uohso or. rlt.tw ;d::J d::lr.\·.~!oo:!or.::~ nl r.ol~n~ne!nl :to.h·oa 

interventionist' Sovietf Union 'a~d a' Holy' Alliarice.:o:t:lented China r ~but certainly l 
· c ther~ )·are~ enough'1 trends~ inr thes~ "dii'echo'oo 1 to 1inaJ<:e it' worth lo~king :at~ 'their 

' •----_,_m • .•-.-- -~-·"'t.J~f {'!.J.• t:Nn:-.,{1,...-lo. t'-r:rro<: fiJ. ,.. ... (1t::I'J~ ,,~ ....... r~ ,......:..._ nor: ........ r ... ~ l.mpact·as one1 problem .... · ~.-............ ..~ tlJ ··~· • ..... c..w •w 'J ~J-.1-~"-' ......... ~ • ., t ·- -~ .., ......... .... 

"':'c.:;·,~:n ~~-~,~.'at r .. :;n~Ie1v qHn·.:··-!!r:Jn .f'nn tlci!s~l:'l".oJo:z 1 ttl: rO :"ll tnc ~t.--:rq~O no 
Third Horldisation of the-West? 

c .;;:.-~ ... ;,1,) .&.V .•• v~v.:i(4~.,L.:;.ol..!.-.'lf \IWit :{.'"Jld.t et OS' •. ' :.t.t f.!~Jt!(\1·~-.r'Ie,'"j;; \.,";,)Jl t:l:(•:fa evr .... 1 

, !:' t'!Je po_s_:t-~l_l_du_s_~ri~J--rY~s_:t ~~-· t~e, pos_t_:-,co_l_d _w~rJ Eu:r_o~ ~-e .~x~r~_~p.,.c_i_ng ,._!;he 

t:r~:t>i!th~ of _so!lle, of.J th~J pr_o?~el!l_BJ§!C:_f~~e! £ p~i_?d_s f_9.~!l!_~_d..;~o ~!Jav_§!_,_~_ef__:t_l.b~':,!n_~; ,.<i 
y_EJo_s_:t__:.?! .:> t_!le_se "E~~a t~_;·:t9. ;~pe r_ef!_e_c_:t :..?fJ d?me_s_ti::.- i~~~ta.?_ili~Y.'t?3• ~n_t_e!_~'.':~9_:J.a~.:s 

politic_s._}J:;:Ia 1o ::nol:t.:.I.;;o(.co n;!;: nl: ~SJJ~i :ll:l ,!'!~l<~BvJua 'r.l:·noljJJ.rov::~'I ~&\'o 

!J The' essentiailmeaning~'of; the~·year'-1968~":1 with': abortive: revoluticin Yin' Prague 

lf'U'and' abortive 1 civill kr> in'Paris;·, was'to l show; that' theT d~epest' c'ause~\:,hich :::o) 

made impossible both 1 the·~ ho-stile 'status': quo~ of' cold) ~far'and 1 the l cooperative l:!-
• status quo of detente, which created both the erosi_o~_9_f _a~Ji_il:~ce_s_.an~,.th_e~-~~' 

forceful reassertion and produced the pressures towards rapprochement and 
£-!:.\l•,_v • .!A c.Ur~! :il .. t'i'I~H !J"'f({;t o~.J' ~r ~~--~~ j!'f.t ~c.J~:--;ocf nr.[tl nl nlrf.'F 

reactions against it, was the domestic instability and fragility both of 
yf.·L~:t"r"' r.~ 4 'f r- ..... ~ cr•olj::>"'':f.,.:r··-·~1 o:t d' .... CC"·11.:o c·~ ... -v'J r ......... 9 v.rr.- ... .r b"'\ -~ql-·.rile 

developed 'westeir"n societies and of totali taxi an c~mmunist' rei;iiUe"s. 'B-Y ch8.llenging 
C:!'·!~~t.:n-· .. !."T ... ~ r. :c t f.J:.'l.l. ;Ji:t!:.J .f·:t_::: ,11·1.1-:_.::!.rlr"•'":IJ~ "!l'..:"!U CJ .!'TMi.fV"1 ;··1 !1!t.1:r ~r~·rif.''3!'1H 

the stability which in the West had seemed-to rest upon the-decline of ideology 
,£i:•~ ..... lr,!v !')!:,_t~-:)!fl.Cf> n 1 'I·~.!'ft'l ,ri'J~i f1'f fW l'! 1 •,l"I~.!!1J: t);t !(lrt ~<"'!f' -:;:..t 9VI"'.i_'! 

and in the East upon its triumph, 1968 had raised the spectre of "third world-
- .1 • - ~ ) ;. ~ • _._ - - ,. ,. T* • • • • ,,,..-- L -.. • - • _ . t o • J.. __, • _ , t l • ""' 

isation" •• .J Certainly;' advanced industriaP societies have· acquired) some 1 of the 

ciiaract(n'is"tics"'aiisociated'wi th' developingyones: \domestic' in-stability:~ criminal 

terrorism';''thei breakdown 1 of' law' and 'order ,·!·a 'resurgence' of'- Iriinori ty 'conflicts' 

the irrelevance of poiiticall'iristi tutions,qa-(iirect~politicai role".'for''-~~o~-q 

'studentsl and 'the "army;r: a' variabfe and wfc~rtain' control bY the:'~uper:pbwers~'l 
One" is ·also. br~ugl:it' back' to"1 some or"· the uncertaintieii 1of· the~beiginning 'of the 

coid. war in'l947 and)_l948-.P.~·Euroi:>e''is divided Yet:s·offie~marginal'positions 'are 

\l stiil; 'Or ,_again~! 'contested;-:.;· the' interh8:1 >'stability' of! the' ~o-1 Eur'opes r cannot 

be tax en- for• granted it onei"~onders 1 ~hethe'r'1 the'· Fr(inch CommUnist 1 Party' has '1~':!::1 

ceased 'to' be revol~ticmacy·' oi' continued! to1 b;t prudent;'-one- specu-lil.tes aoout':-: 

the'resul t 'of: It"~liiin'~le~tions; tabout 1the'exte"nt' of Czechoslovak'-submission; 

• 'the":relatioiis1 of Yugoslavia"'w.ith 'the''S~vi~t bloc:fand )"the· re;pective' "stability 

~or the'"two" Germanie's;"'X The1 degre~., of rconformi ty' iinpos"ed by' the "soviet: UriioniO 

in the; Eii~t; 'the permanence1 'and 1solidi tY: r:;f t'thei" Am,{r_,i can ·prei(enc~e I in' "the "Jt;1<:> 

we's t ', r the: securitY' oF• ne.iitral rand c n;n~aiiisfted! co\1ritries • and t· those- o'i the' i•hoie 

Balk'an·-andfno-rthern~Me'diterr~nean area· are' mar~ oP,n· 'to'questio"n~~-again~ tliin 

during the 1950s and early 1960s. 

no: n:s There~ ·isf·c.n.-e~relevant·-·difference ~ .both·· ~li th -the"tb.iXd ,-woi'ld~a:nd ~~~i th, 

:b:'the" E;;.ope, of 1947: ';."thEi1'preference''of outside". powers-·'for''the'1 status quo: liastj 

become much more'clea'r~1 ·Iri:-1968;"'it:,-'as~-the' status'qiio~which was:the~great·o 

vi<:t<>r·: "eve]:.y~·outside power"; rcertairiiy" inCluding' bot"h: the' united 1 states and::> 

, "'the~ sovie't:\Jnion~ t favoureit de'.Gaulle • s ,-victory 'over~ the Ma.y' revolutioni ,:; tnet 
.co·l'.l :l .trtnv-::;-,~ •)~ . 1 :-·o~lwa e:IJ n~ .tacci ~c ,a:th,:·.d· t:'i o:t r.:~:..:. ti-tod ·.~'Jl~! 

• '!r:;/ otnl anlf:oiq:ts 
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Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia met with no serious challenge from other 

powers, The lesson of 1968 was the contract between the stabili~, even 

rigj;dity, of the European system and the new instability of European societies. 
' ' ·.· 

Since then, the bloody events in Poland, tensions in Yugoslavia, in Turkey, 

on Qyprus and in Spain, polarisation and small-group violence in West Ge~ny ' . . 
havE! shown. how short-sighted it was to think that "normalisation" of Germany's 

relations with the East would suffice to pacifY Europe. At the same time, 

even in the troul:lled Balkans, the improving relations of the Greek ree;ime with 

all communist regimes testify to the prevalence of intergovernmental diplomacy 

ove~ revolutionary subversion, at least in the calculations of states, 

While societies may be becoming more unstable, a mixture of Holy Alliance 

(or Brezhnev doctrine) politics and abstention seems, at least in the short run, 

to preserve the international system from its consequences. 

A conservative Third World? 

This is also becoming the case in the third world. In Latin America 

Soviet and lately even Cuban support to insurrections have been notably 

weaker than US support to their suppression, and Latin American governments 

have tended not to interfere with each other's domestic violence. 

More to the point is the case of Africa. The Middle East is differentz 

there the rule has been for Arab governments to encourage subversion in each 

other's countries in the name of the Arab nation or of the fight between 

progressive and traditional regimes, But in Africa, with. the temporary . 

exception of Nkrumah, the rule has been the Holy Alliance one,at least as far 

as the territorial status quo is concerned. The solidarity of regimes for 

the maintenance of. existing borders has led to quasi-general support for the 

Federal sid8 in Nigeria, or to de facto agreements not to support each other's 

irredentists, as between Ethiopia and the Sudan. Even the outside powers, 

after a brief period of competition in the Congo, seem to have settled for 

eitber supporting the same side, as in Nigeria, or backing their respective 

client-states, Till recently, as the Soviet Union became more state-oriented, 

China promoted a line more favourable to violent insurrection or in automatic 

opposition to the U.S.S,R., as in Biafra or Ruanda-Burundi. But with the 

diplomatic re-emergence after the cultural revolution China too has relied 

more on e~sting states, It has supported the Sudanese government against 

its Southern rebels. 

Even more remarkable, in defeating the 11 Slevarist" or trotskyi te r~allion 

in Ceylon, Mrs. Bandaranaike's popular front government has enjoyed the support 

of literally all the interested foreign powers, from the United States and 

Great Britain to the Soviet Union and China. On Bangla Desh, while China and 

the Soviet Union tend to be on the opposite side of the Pakistan-India dispute, 

they both seem to be trying, at least on the surfac$, to prevent it from 

exploding into war, 
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One is then tempted to see a succession of·three patterns since the war, 

First there was the bipolar civil war, where every civil conflict seemed part 

of the Soviet-American war, Second, Soviet Russia progressively shifted to 

an inter-state approach and tci a preference for stability, with China taking 

over the flag of revolution, Third, China, too, emerging as a "mature power", 

is. 'now playing predominantly a balance of pm~er game, mixing competition· with 

'"Holy Alliance" and "concept· of powers" aspects when she happens to share 

an interest in stability with her rivals. 

It would seem then that everywhere in the world, civil violence and conflict 

are on the increase, but that the ;tillingness of great powers to foment or 

exploit them is on the ·decrease, In its more extreme forms, as in Ceylon, 

this duality between explosive societies and the trade union of governments could 

be seen - as an anarchist or ultra-leftist interpetration would se3 it - in 

active terms: a collusion of reactionary governments against revolution~ry 

peoples. Yet, in general, the main preoccupation.of governments is not .to 

repress their peoples but, especially in the third world, to play against each 

other. In particular the Soviet Union and China are actively engaged in a 
· . . thy 1Jm ted States and 

struggle for influence, first against each other, then against;any other against 

potential candidate, like Japan, for filling the power vacuum left by the 

American retreat. They are trying to gain, by diplomatic means or, for the 

U,S.S.R., by the exploitation of economic and conventional military power, 

a primacy which they once sought-or were thought to se·ek-by direct or indirect 

aggression. In so doing, they increasingly observe the constraints of the state 

system, 
.· 

The game of states and the turmoil of societies 

The main division, then, would be less between camps or even between 

regions than between the wqrld of the game of states and the world of the turmoil 

of nations. 

If it is true that the manipulation of civil conflict will tend to seem 

as difficult and rebarbative a task to great powers as territorial conquest, all 

there will be left to influence will be the external orientation of states, 

meaning mainly the great powers thenselves or those states which have strategic 

importance for the great power relationship. In practice, this would mean the 

creation of an inner core of industrialised nations interlocked in limited 

competition under the .shadow of nuclear weapons while developing nations would 

form the periphery and be left .to their own instability and conflicts. For 

while the opposition between the system of states and the turmoil of societies 

exists in both·cases, each level is more unstable in the developing areas, 

The social problems are of a different magnitude, Especially .in Asia, ~eligious, 
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ethnic and economic conflicts take on·a dimension of urgency and violence that 

could overwhelm any international system- let alone-one which, with the emer

gence of China and Japan, the tendency to American withdrawal, Soviet expansion, 

and the unknowns of Indo-Pakistani relations, is in a process of rapid and 

unpredictable change. One feels that, like the Soviet Union in the Sudan and 

perhaps, earlier, China in Indonesia, all powers combine a general attitude of. 

prudence with a certain degree of involvement in civil conflicts which-can still 

lead them to misadventures. Even when they give priority to the state game, 

they try to use it in order to progress towards, in the long run, taking control 

of societies. There are priorities and contradictions between conspiracy and 

diplomacy, or armed and legal struggle, in Latin America, but it is impossible 

to abandon the one for ever in favour of the other since circumstance may once 

more bring it to the fore. The Soviet Union does not initiate wars of liberation, 

she may find them much too risky and, as in Vietnam, stand to lose, at times, by 

her inability to protect her friends. Nevertheless, she has benefitted enormously 

from the war's consequences for the United States. In Asia or the Middle East, 

revo+utions and wars do happen, nations do .collapse or are created, Risks cannot 

be altogether avoided and opportunities neglected, even though developments such 

as Soviet-Arab tension after the Sudan coup may give the Soviet Union in a milder 

way a lesson in those limits of control painfully experienced by the United 

States, 

In Europe, the international system is more rigid and societies more stable. 

Yet slowly, even here, in its original home, .the bipolar system is starting to 

break down: the beginnings of America's disengagement and its economic conflicts 

with "!estern Europe, the beginning of a Chinese presence in. the inter .. etate 

game, show that new imbalances and, potentially, new alignments are in the making. 

Here the game is about the evolution of societies and their comparative ability 

to resist the trends towards disintegration accelerated by communication. This 

is all done in a low key, where the essence is not to conquer and not even 

actively to subvert the ·other side, It consists in hoping that it will be 

weakened or transformed by its own inner contradictions without bringing the 

whole common structure down. 

A new state of "hot peace" has replaced the cold war. In a way, it holds 

the same relationship to its predecessor as the cold war itself to hot or 

violent war: it is still a confliCted relationship, but one stage further 

removed, in terms of_ends, from a direct challenge to the other side's possessions, 

institutions, regimes, and, in terms· of means, from the use of physical force, 

The challenge and the threat are still there at least in part, but they come as 

much from within as from without, they take an even more indirect and less 

explicit character, 
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It may still, however, be wrong to assume that the farther one gets from 

war and propaganda the closer one is to peace and reconciliation. 

fQthe new phase of ambiguity situations may get unfrozen without being solved• 

isolation may be broken in favour of asymmetrical penetration or of imbalance 

rather than of reconciliation. There may always be enough social ferment to 

prevent stabilisation through freezing, enough rigidity to prevent stabilisation 

through adaptation, enough communication and convergence to prevent stabilisation 

through isolation, enough separation and divergences to prevent stabilisation 

through integration. 

Perhaps, then, a state of agitated immobilism rather than either revolution 

or integration is characteristic of the post-cold war system as it seems to be 

of the post-industrial society, diplomatic activism being the equivalent of 

social unrest and both being the expression of the gap between a declining 

legitimacy and persisting structure, 

The most characteristic aspect is neither force nor co-operation but the 

mutual influence of societies within the framework of a competition whose goals 

are less and less tangible, whose means are less and less direct, whose con

sequences are less and less calculable precisely because they involve activities 

rather than strategies and because these activities are important by their 

effects on what societies ~ as much as on what they do, 

In the long run, dynamic proc.esses of one kind or another are likely to set 

in;· they may reinforce or cancel each other out, or, again, they may coexist 

and lead to diffetihg results in different countries or alliances, thereby 

introducing unpredictable changes in the overall balance of the.system, 

Erosion, expansion, explosion 

In the relations between rebellioUS or dynamic parts and a system which as 

a whole is conservative a protracted but unstable coexistence can lead to an 

integration of the parts by the whole, or to its own erosion under their 

influence, or to a mixture of the two processes, that is to a mutually reinforcing 

decay. A direct clash.can lead to repression or to revolution, or, again, to 

both and to their mutual frustration in some uncontrollable catastrophe, 

In relation to the outside world, both successful absorption or repression 

and continuing erosion or a cyclical succession of unsuccessful rebellions and 

repressions may lead to either expansion or retraction of the system (or of its 

leaders). 

Finally, among states or alliances, especially when they are in a situation 

of contiguity or of competition, classical notions like, precisely, expansion 

or the struggle for power and security, or the balance of power must be seen in 

the light of these domestic and transnational processes and conflicts. 
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The real race may be less to increase one'.s comparative power than to 

decrease one's comparative vulnerability, .to manipulate not only an opponent's 

weaknesses but one's own, to encourage exported erosion or to control contagious 

explosions, to modify or maintain not so much territorial borders or even diplo

m8tic alignments as what might be called the balance of will and the balance of 

expecta;tions, 

In Europe, we are witnessing such a race resulting from the crisis of leader-
' ships and institutions.within stabs and alliances having caught up with the 

conflict between them but interacting with it rather than superseding it, 

Hence a situation of "competitive decadence" (to use IvJr, Leo Labedz 1 s felicitous 

expression) where, for .instance, one side's expansion is helped by another's 

erosion but may increase its own need of repression and its own risks of explosion, 

By·and large the pressures for expression, erosion and retraction seem to 

be more prevalent in the West, the chances and risks of expansion, repression 

and explosion more likely in the East. 

This seems to be valid both for the two types of countries and the two types 

of alliances. Just as the Hestern alliance is in perpetual discord but manages 
survwe while. the Soviet bloc seems to . . . . somehow "tOf ltiibw no mJ.dale ground oe-cween monolJ. thJ.c unJ. ty and the brJ.nk of war, 

so Western countries seem to have entered.a phase of chronic civil unrest but 

which, so far, does not seem to go beyond lawlessness and ·"expressive violence", 

while communist countries, and particularly the Soviet Union, are much better 

able to impose law and .order but at the cost of more violent explosions (as in 

Poland) and at the risk, one day, of revolution or civil war. 

This ,provides a perspective on the relations between what one can perhaps 

still call, although with less and less accuracy, the three worlds: large-scale 

civil violence and uncertain organisation and power relationships in the devel

oping world; low-scale. civil strife and· flexible organisations and power relation

ships in the West; permanent structural repression and very rare civil violence, 

with rigid organisations and power relationships, in the communist world. The 

great questionmark is whether the latter will develop (through erosion or 

regeneration?) into Western-type flexible disorder, or whether it will explode 

into third-world type violent praetorian conflicts 'of self-determining or 

~torial varieties, 

For the time being,· clearly it is the Soviet Union (and, since the end of 

the cultural revolution, China) who have the greater freedom of action in foreign 

policy, in military intervention and in policing their own states and spheres 

of influence. The evidence of present erosion and retraction in the West is 

more obvious than the evidence of future.over-extension or explosion in the East. 

In particular, u.s. interventions abroad after Vietnam would provoke strong 

divisions at home, where they would be felt by many to clash with the legitimacy 
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of American democracy; Soviet interventions, after Czechoslovakia, would be 

felt by Soviet leaders to be required by their own legitimacy and would not,·~ 

if the past is any guide; c;,_use much domestic opposition.'!. The United States and 

all \{estern democracies find conquest more difficult because of their general 

values ·and mood and~ because, conversely, developing states are more mobilized 

than before without· having lost their military ethos.· Opportunities and temptations 

for tunerican intervention· may well arise - through civil war, in Latin America 

or in Mediterranean Europe. It is likely that they will~ be resisted (except in 

the Caribbean) and that attempts to deal with those emergencies in other ways 

would not be followed by military escalation. It. would, for· instance, be fervently 

hoped that American mohey and covert influence, Nato membership, the diffuse 

effect of the EEC, might keep Italy in the Western fold in the event of 

communist accession to government; but it is hard to envisage u.s., Nato or 

West European troops intervening in Italy after the fashion of Soviet troops 

in Prague or even of Egypt and Litya in the Sudan. 

~On the Eastern side,. on the contrary, the Soviet Union would have no trouble 

using force· in case of domestic strife in her empire, even in East Germany. The 

empire presents the anomaly of several relatively "western", i.lrbanized countries 

being dominated by a more traditionally military power. The same cannot of 

course be said of7soviet intervention in·China - even at times of civil conflict 

like the cultural revolution. Even in Europe, most countries would offer 

resistance, and the Soviet Union has very little besides force and, to a limited 

extent economic leverage, to hold its bloc together. While she can live with 

it in the short run, repeated use of force still must have its domestic costs 

and, of course, creates long-range hostility along with short-range submission. 

One of the U,S,S,R,'s essential weapons is to be able to exploit civil 

conflicts inside her sphere, This is even more the case in the "grey areas" 

whose status relative to the "socialist coilllllunity" is ambiguous, One of the few 

things one is able to say with some confidence about the future of Yugoslavia 

and of its relations with the Soviet Union is that a purely external Soviet 

aggression against a united and defiant Yugoslavia would be most unlikely, 

But if social erosion and national explosions were to lead to civil war and to 

some participants actually welcoming Soviet support, this support would be 

forthcoming, 

This leads us to two contrasting conclusions about various types of unity 

and conflict in their relation with world order. First, attempts to maintain 

the "monolithic unity" and isolation of spheres of influence are iilllllediately 

dangerous and ultimately doomed. In the abstract, they would seem to provide the 

safest solution: where one great power and only one intervenes, there is less 
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danger of escalation than when two intervene on opposite sides. Not only the 

breakdown of the bipolar order, but the needs for trans-national and trans-bloc 
, 

communication, the aspi~ations to national independence, the democratisation of 

violence and its unplanned conseque~ces, make an empire maintained mainly by 

• 

force a dangerous proposition, The only way to reconcile independence and commun

ication is by interpenetrat~on. As Marshall Shulman implies, mutual access by 

grea~ powers is, from the point of view of w.orld order, the_only guarantee against 

unilateral intervention.-

But it is certainly no· substitute for the unity of nations, big and small, 

in the face of external thxeata, since internal breakdown and conflict is today 

the main occasion for foreign intervention, direct or indirect. 

In a world where change is more and more unavoidable but less and less 

manageable, where dominoes are fallin0 but in the most unexpected directions, 
' 

the strategic uses of "competitive subversion" are declining; but the importance 

of maintaining as good a balance as o"ne's rivals between the vital needs of 

internal diversity and external unity is the most important task for any nation 

or organisation, alliance or empire, if it is to survive the international 

politics of "competitive decadence"·. 
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The guerrilla movements which went under the label of "Castroists" or 
~ 

claimed to be such, would· seem, in 1971, to be dying out. Their only remaining 

centres are in Guatemala and Colombia, 

The time is therefore ripe to try to clarify those factors which are .truly 

common, and those which are individual, in a series of qevelopments which have 

been hastily grouped together under the same ideological banners. In spite of 

the -propaganda efforts which· tend-to present' them as expressions of a single 
' ' 

movement, it is hard to establish elements of contin~ty, or even of similarity; 
------------

between the· Cuban revolution, the theories developed from it by Ernesto Guevara 

and Regis Debray, the attempts to repeat the experience in Peru and Bolivia 
. . . -1 ' 

and the situationsin Colombia, Venezuela, Argentina and Guatemala, 
. 

The special conditions of the collapse of the Batista regime in Cuba are 

now common knowledge. Th~re was the internal collapse of the regime and its 

lack of a popular base, the range and complexity of the victorious anti

dictatorial' front, reflected in 'the "26 de -Julio" m~vement, and the subsequent 

take-over of power by the military-political units directed by Fidel Castro, 

which entailed the elimination of the social strata and mass organisations 

unwilling to accept the centralising and radical-authoritarian character of 

the leadership. 

These characteristics of the Cuban case were not really taken into consideration 

by the ·author of La Guerra de Guerrillas, un metodo·, (l) nor by the author 'or 

Revoluci6n en la revoluci6n, (2) who presented the doctrin~ of the technique of · 

a counter-sta.to, applicable to ariy Central·or South American dountry. According 

(l) Ernesto 'Che' Guevara 

(2) Regis Debray 
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to them, three main principles·, slightly adapted to the specific circrumstances 

of each country, ensured ~he triumph of courageous_ revolutionaries. These principles 

are: "Popular forces can win over the regular army";. "It is not always necessary 

to wait for all the conditions required by a revolutionary situation to be present 

at the same time; an insurrectional centre can help create this", and finally 

"The country areas supply the ideal· ground·for armed fighting". 

The fallacies in the doctrine !lere .. revealed.in.J965, when various revolutionary 

groups, with their main focus in Lima, decided to apply its method in three or 

four rural regions: the Peruvian army rapidly encircled· and crushed the insurrection. 

Much later, and without in any way repudiating his revolutionary convictions, 

one of those who escaped -Hector Bejar- was to draW' the following conclusions 

from the incident: "So long as it does not entail other social contradictions by 

initiating other forms of action which must combine with it, guerrilla fighting 

does not constitute a danger for the ruling classes". And " ••• t~ succeed, hard 

and fast rules must be broken; 'to keep to .a ,single method of action is always 

dangerous and leads the guerilleros to unilateral and isolated fighting, exc.lusive . . . . 

and sectarian, depriving the guerrilla of any possibility of growth. We must 

recognize that hard and fast rules characterise rather the propagandists of armed 

fighting than the participants themselves.;,(3) 

Ernesto Guevara certainly had some practical experience. Yet the failure 

of his pong0lese odyssey was. followed by the, disaster of his operation ;in East 

Bolivia. No subsequent heroic literature can efface the impression left by a 

reading 0f Che's Journal which notes, day by day, the sad disenchantments of 

failure, right to the death of a man. who was a lonely_ figure in spite of the 

adulation and historic deeds e.e·e~ciatod with his name. 

It is more difficult to bring the armed insurrections in Venezuela, Colombia, 

Guatemala and Argentina within a rigid frame of definitions, no doubt because 

they are embedded in specific national realities. Thus, the Colombian maguis 

are primarily a residue of the tide_ of violence, producing hundreds of thousands 

of victime, which swept over the country during the terrible years of 1949 to 

1957 rather than the product of revolutionary_"laboratories." Again it is important 

to remember the military origin of the Guatemalan guerrilla movements, which 

were created by young officers following a classic putsch which failed in 1960. 

The progressive abandonment of the foguismo method can be explained to a 

great extent by the successive_ defeats or damping down of existing guerrillas. 

The declared opposition of the Communists to such forms of fighting and Castro 1 s 

subservience to Soviet policy, in spite of moments of defiance or ill temper, 

worked in the same direction. 

(3) The Peruvian guerrillas of 1965, Ed. Maspero, Paris, March 1969 
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New j_ns_u1~:r~otlonro...:oy· fj.g~Itj ng tac t.i eA 3ppearGd .• or- ml)re A~C'll_l".qt:oly reappeared, 

in the towns this time, with urban g,uerrilla warfare. and its various. forms of . -=-=-==-==--==:~-=-=-=--==--=-=.:.:.::.:~_:__ 
terrorism. 

Naturally, the choice' of ground for a rebellion depends not so much on 

theoretical concepts as on the social nature of the revolutionary cells and the 

actual conditions for'a violent struggle- obtaining in urban or rural areas. In 

Caracas·for example; it was the difficulties encountered by the underground 

organisations followed by the massive popular participation in the 1963 elections 

(wiping out all hope·of a hardening of support for anti-parliamentary violence), 
. . 

which led the :ringleaders· to seek out a"new terrain in the mountains out of reach, 

·at that time, of the.poiice and the army. In'Argentina, spasmodic attempts at 

guerrill« wal"fare were launched·"from Buenos Aires or c6rdoba, mainly i~ the 

.North-West (1964). and shoed an obvious lack of organisation and very.poor knowledge 
< 

of. the )ay of the land.. In Uruguay, more recently, after seeking to mobilise the 

agricultural workers.in the North and failing·to create a maquis in a virtually 

flat country, the.Tupamaros emerged in·the capital, few in number, but bold and 

careful not to flout public opinion, .as the sole exception to a whole hest of 

impotent and verbalistic revolutionary sects. The mentality and behaviour of 

guerrilla leaders, whether arising in towns or in the campo are much easier to 

understand if the social background is taken into consideration. .. . ' ,. . . . . . ~ 

Although revolutions~ marrifestoes often use the terminology of the 'worker' 

or 1 peasant' and are drafted in"" .. a language ·loaded with l"larxist and nationalistic 
;moQt guer~ll~ mqvements are cqnceived, organised . 

phraseology; j'l.nei. directed oy ~ntellectua.l!! ·l"rom a bourgeois or middle· class back-

g;:'Ound. The rank a~d file generally include a high proportion of students. The 

centres of organisation,. communications and refuge arefrequently in the Universities 

where special regulations or tradition often protect them from police supervision. 

For urban guerrilla, the social· background of the participants explains to 

a greAt extent the· techniques used. Generally young, belonging to the l!liddle 

or civil servant· classes, they can think out, then' carry out with the aid of 

small groups from a lower class , operations which aim at person~ or organisations 

from their own milieu.· Many of the raids carried out by the Tupamaros in. 

Montevideo (kidnapping of well-known personalities, confiscation of commercial 

files) .require an.exact knowledge of_persons and their offices, habits and intentions. 

The targets chose~ denote not.the·existence of a well· informed· group, but the 

presence of 9:ctive.elements, informers and accomplices within the "enemy" camp. 

One cannot imagine _how _worker!3 -or peasants, n() matter how· convinced they might·· 

be of the value o~ a revolution, would obtain information as to exactly where 

compromising financial documents are kept. It is difficult also to imagine a 

worker of the frigorificos in Buenos Aires, or a huaso of the central valleys in 

Chile, hijacking an aeroplane or ·negotiating at an in-ternationar level the exchange 
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of a kidnapped diplomat, No doubt. the spread of illegal action and repression 

can rapid.ly alter the methods chosen and widen recruitment. Often, after a 

period of activity marked by participation of the young and romantic, a harder 

phase follows, with the arrival of elements of militayorigin or of those attracted 

by a spirit of adventure, In Brazil- according to the press and official 

communiques- nearly all the.l50 guerrilleros arrested in 1969 were between·20 

and 25 years old, and of the following social classes: students ;8%; army(mainly 

deserters) 2o%; liberal professions 1~;; salaried workers 8%. In his recent 

work on the guerrillas in Latin America, the German sociologist Robert Lamberg 

quotes the communique.of the Brazilian chief of staff Antonio,Carlos da Silva 

Murici stating that the 1970 guerrill~s consisted for more than 5Qfo of students, 

with only 4 to 5'7~ workers and hardly any peasants at all. (4) 

Are these active minorities the passing·product of circumstance, or do they 

express violently a social urge with larger implications than themselves? · May 

not the attention given to guerrillas, rural or urban,' distract attention ·from 

a wider phenomenon·, the formation of a new ruling class·, which escapes· all 

European or North-Amerfcan olass.ic.al models? 

A number of facts support this hypothesis. In the first place, there is 

the chara.cter of the leaders and propa~andists of change, whether they are 

reformers or revolutionaries, ·They are neither workers nor peasants. Second, 

there is_ the· community of views between guerrilleros and epigenes of the Mexican, 

Cuban or Chilian models, regarding. the essential part to be played by the State, 

and their identical disdain for forms and methods of action emanating from mass 

movements, Third, there is the consensus on the special·role of Universities, 

where policies and direction must be the exclusive perogative of professors and 

students, the conquest of the top jobs in Faculties and Universities appearing 

as a first stage in. the conquest for power. Finally, there is a certain identity 

of general aims: the mobilisation of national resources for the highest degree 

of economic and political independence; anti-imperialism, essentially directed 

against the presence and.privileges of the United States; the elimination of· 

social groups considered .impotent to solve the problems of development; and the 

need for planning. 

A decadent oligarchy,. a bourgeoisie occupying only restricted sectors and 

often dependent on the State, a minority working class without an aggressive 

spirit, unorganised peasants without any aspiration to play an inf1uential·part, leave 
the · 

/door open to a class corresponding to a large tertiary,dr servic~ sector, fed 

continuously by secondary and higher education but without a basis of ec·onomic · 

(4) Robert F. Lamberg: Die castristische Guerilla in 
fUr Literatur und Zeitgeschehen, Hanover, 1971 

Lateinamerika, Verlag 
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development, which wants and considers itself able, to take up ~he ehallenges 

thrown up by an ever more competitive and interdependent world. 

The diversity of this social ~urrent must not obscure the elements which 

are connnon to it. The diversity of _methods and tactics, must also not obscure 

the fact that the new ruling class.has a urified conception of- its role. 

The most disturbing aspect·of this is the intervention of the Armed Forces 

either as an absolute political power in its own right, or as a partially or 

·wholly favourable channel for the special designs of the new class. Any surprise 

v;,ni.sh<>R :i£ -'<> <>el<: ou=o~v"" who the ·military are' ·stripped of their uniforms 

-and what they represent, when 'there. is rro war or threat of war. The answer 

to the first question is ~hat they are also intelloctuale and to the second that 

they are the most structured permanent element in the State, seeking t.o act e.s 

a kind of political entity. 

The extreme fluidity of the active intellectual elements in the political 

factions and parties, passing with ease from one to another, shows how very thin 

are the ideolot;ical links between them, and how powerful those which connect 

them with a single·class ready for action /Jn the French:· "disponillle"7. The 

same observation applies .to fighting units, latent maguis, where one can find, 

to take Argentina as an-example, neo-Jieronists too young to. have knciwn Peron, 

trotskyists very far from the classical thetnes of Lean Davidovitch, nationalists 

of the Resist tradition, admirers of Castro, anti-Semites ••• 

This does not in itself explain the wave of violence which feeds the head

lines in Latin American countries. Purely quantitatively, there are no more -

and probably iess - dead and. wounded in ·the skirmi.shes between revolutionaries 

and government forces toiiay·than in the social turmoil at the turn of the centiii:y, 

Most of the "coups d 1Etat" in Argentina 

a single shot being fired. There is no 

in the past ten years succeeded without 
the ,!mman . 

comparison in/loss of/lives between the 

skirmishes of the army and-guerrillas in Colombia now, and the endless massacres 

of the civil war between Liberals and Conservatives in the 1950s. Even in the 

Peruvian or Bolivian fighting-zones, at the time of the foguist adventures, losses 

were small.· On-the othe·r hand, the impact on· international opinion is considerable, 

because of the speed and multiplication of·mass media. This is illustrated by 

the fact that, in countries whero the tradition of violence-is strong and active, 

but where the authorities have complete·control over themeans of communication, 

as in Mexico, most of the· bloody clashes, so long as they' take place outside· 

tho capital, are internationally·un:knowri. 

To oversimplify, one could ar~e that former forms of violence, seen as 

revolt "from the bottom" of workers against governing forces at the top, have 

been replaced by new methods, more technical, which are exerted from the outer 

edge of the establishment. This is accompanied by a,n astonishing apathy of the 

masses, who generally remain mere spectator~. -V' 
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International Implications 

The part played by Communis't China seemed iniportant fo'r a short while, 

Lacking all diplomatic contact with the ·Latin-American nations - except Cuba 

after September 1959 - China exerted ;;_. considerable political and propaganda 

effort to acquire a footing in the continent after 1956, One. may ask, with 

Franc;ois Joyaux, (5) whether this effort did_ not aim to ·influence the Latin iunerican 

Communist parties, all faithful to the Soviet. Union·,. by _detaching them from Russian 

priorities •. The Chinese revolutionary programme could offer attractions to areas 

where the peasant etement was grP.~test, the population booming and anti-imperialism 

popular. In 1956, Stalin's following had been shaken by the "revelations" of 

the XXth Congress, Also, the conflict between jV1oscow and, Pekirg had not reached 

its peak and remained within the limits of tactical dis.cussion, Reviews in Spanish, 

friendship associations with Popular, China, t;rips by activists to China all 

prepared the gTound, 

The setting-up of the Castro regime gave the Maoists the chance they had 

been seekipg•to.implant·themselves, 

the Cuban Revolution, In September 

The Chinese pre~s 

1960, there was an 

devoted many articles to 

exchange of ambassadors 

between the two capitals. Ernes to Guevara visited Mao Tse-Toung, .and President 

Dorticos_followed in September 1961. It is not clear whether the main aim of 

the Chinese was to repl?-9e the Russian~ in Havana, to. compete with their influence, 

or to reach South imerica, via Cuba, Whatever it was, and despite. the gdst to 

Chinese mills provided by the crises in Soviet-American relations concerning Cuba 

(the Bay.of Pigs, the missile crisis), and the increase in the current of sympathy 

towards Peking in Latin-American revolut~on~ centres, the results in the end 

were limited, 

~he Struggl:_Jletween the Chinese and l1ussians to obtain the support of the 

local. Communist Parties, won by t~e Soviets, who were_ already well implanted, 

proc1uced in some ~atin ;unerican countries considerable divisions and the creation 

of new "JI'Iarxist Leninist" parties (Brazil, Perv, Chile, Colombia),· The creation 

of these pro-Chinese parties, .consisting of a handful of militants, corresponded 

with the period of expansion of Castroist influence and the high point.of fashion 

of foguist theories, If Chinese themes were fashionable at the time, this·was 

because they. gave the partisans of immediate subversive action a confirmation in 

th . d th f 1· f b 1 · t " d · t /national t F th eory an e ee 1ng o . e ong1ng o a ~roa 1n er movemen • rom· e 

organisational point of view, there was nothing wl;lich could be considered as 

remotely Chinese. Peking itself did not always recognise those organisations . ' 

which lined up under Hao 1 s banner, Even before the failure. of the main guerrilla 

(5) "·La politica china en America Latina" in Mundo Nuevo No. 57-58 Marcl1-April 1971 
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movements, the 01.1!1lulative alignment of Fidel Ca.stro-on the Russian positions 

on international questions marked the decline of Maoist influence. (His speech 

at the meeting of the Tricontinental Conference in January 1966 contained abuse 

against Popular China, guilty of reducing their deliveries of rice to Cuba). 

If subsequently, relationships between Peking and·Havana were to some extent 

regularised, this was on a commercial and cultural rather than political basis. 

In short, it is difficult to find serious signs of Chinese influence in the 

insurrectional movements, except through ideological propaganda. When a guerrilla 

action was initiated in Peru, in 1965, the local pro-Chinese Communists' local 

organ, Bandera ·no.ia, ·kept silent. ·They were not "participants". 

The Soviet Union, however, has been present in various ways, as of right. 

The Soviets have kept their influence over Communists whose leaders remain faithful 

in spite of the abrupt turns of Soviet foreign policy. They have also seized 

any and every opportunity to set up diplomatic relations with one Latin-American 

country after another, whatever the political shade of the regime, and to initiate 

or develop commercial links, Similarly their delegations of-technicians have 
. ' 

clocked in whenever and wherever a government gives the impression of wishing 

to eliminate all or part of the local influence of the Uni+cd StatM. 

The Soviet Union does·· not encourage viole"-ti :l.nsurrection; and if perchance . . . 
one of the national parties is forced to take part - as was the case in Venezuela -

it makes· sure that the lifelines to the "legal country" are kept open, f:wouring 

the rotnrn to such forms· of fightine ~o may later reintroduce the Communists 

into the general· poHHoo.i game. In the most extreme cases, they seek to maintain 

the centres 'of a.nited fighting as one means amongst ·others' and not the main one, 

of exerting pressure on the power structure. 

Soviet policy in Latin America towards the·revolutionary splinter groups 

and organisations which threaten to outflank Communist parties on the left consists 

in preventing their birth and growth, in encapsulating them in various carefully 

controlled "fronts", in denouncing the "intrigues" of.the "pseudo-revolutionaries" 

who lack practical experience, in preserving trade unions as much as possible from 

any extremist contagion and in using them against the'"irresponsible petit bourgeois 

intellectuals". Stress i·s unremittingly placed on· the ·seriousness, the sense of 

proportion and realities, in short on the resolute but reasonable character,of 

the Communist parties. Thus, negotiations can be initiated at all leveis, including 

internationally, without hindering the positioning of trustworthy men in key jobs, 

as soon as the circumstances 'allow, and also without having any effect on the 

prudent but constant progress of Soviet diplomacy. 

In Venezuela, aithough.the leaders faithful to Soviet policy and its directives 

have gone through difficult periods when one might have judged them to be completely 
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by-passed by events - .e.g. by the r1eo of new e;"noro.-td.on"' _b;r- th" rre,.~urc from 

extreme-left groups to force the Communist party to follow the pro-guerrilla 

current; and by the attempt on the part of the guerrillero militants within the 

r~~nunist party itself to overthrow the Political Bureau whose members were 

either in prison or in exile -.it was still, in the. end, the disciplined party 

apparatus which came out on top. 

The most recent development, in Chile, shows a Communist Party obviously 

opposed to "extremists" such as those of the !HR._, ~ar from refraining from re

pression (in so far as it .controls .the police) or from physical violence to eliminate 
... :,." .' '. '•· '. . - ·-

competitors, it is quite prepared to justify these procedures in the name.of the 

necessary unity of all left-wing forces. 

The superioriLy o:f the Latin. American Communist Parties over the infinite 

v<.>ri"~Y of groups and .revol.utionary movements,. which emerge, vanish .and are reborn, 

plainly resides in the permanency of thoir leadership, that is, finally in their 
·~-7::""--.---

allegiance to the Soviet Union. Left to thcms.eJves, they would probably not 

survive the crises which periodically engulf thef!l.' or th.e ardour of the proseJytes 

of the "groupuscules" ., 

P.ertly as an organis~r, but mainly aa .a beneficiary of the vast anti

imperialist upsurge which suprlies the themes for most nationalist· campaigns,· 

the Soviet Union is like a.fish in water in the maelstrom of anti-yankeeism. 

Not that the Soviets can offer their own models <J.S exampl!!s - there is no enthusiasm 

. for existing Socialist models .-but they appear as the obvious ally, if only on 

the psychological plane, of any assault directed against the hegemony of the 

United States which figures as public enemy Ntunber 1 • 

. For their part, the United States, having entered.a phase of negotiated 
t - • • • 

withdrawal, are giving.gound before the first rough·E?Xperiments of the new nationalist 

regimes. They are. beginning to refuse at le!J:st in the South -of the continent, to 

undertake industrial or fi.nancial enterprises on a wide s.cale .on their own. They 

are trying to weather the storm by participating in_the most anonymous-international 

companies to be fo.und, and -discovering the depth of the. feelings -of frustration 

of the social categories who .consider themselves C9.lled upon to modify the .structures 

and.mobilise the material and human resources of the Latin llmerican nations. . ,. . Their 

greatest surprise is no doubt_ to find within the Armed Forces and in the teams of 

technicians frequently trained in their.own .schools,,res_olute adversaries who will 

bring a methodical coolness to the fulfi·lment of their plans and so be far more 

difficult to manipulate than groups of idealistic you'thc P.mbarking.on revolutionary 

adventures, or anxious to play the role of the leading elite. 
,, ; 
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* 
Vlhat conclusions and forecasts can we reasonably make in the light of our 

experience so far with rural guerrilla nnd the renewal of urban violence?. 

First, not one guerrilla movement has managed to seize power by its own un

aided efforts. Success would call for the backing '>f a major power with hege-

c monial appetites and this in turn would imply an extreme degree of international 

tension and direct confrontation between rival patrons. 

Second, campaig:t)s of violence conducted by groups of revolutionary intellec

tuals have everywhere failed· .to detonate· mass· workirig class, or· peasant· movements, 

Third, ru~r~a:l~an=d~u~r~b~an=·:gu~e~r~r~i~l~l~;;a~~:~:~t~h:e~c~o~n:'t~r:a~ry=·::s~t~i:m~u~l:a:t~e~d~an~d;a~c;c:e;l:er:a:-
ted the adve~t of strong governments dedicated to the ouster of the old priv~ eg 

elites which seem to them impotent to tackle broad problems of development. The 

governments also confer the leading role on the classes associated with the ter

tiary sector, which are attracted.by the management rather than ownership and are 

the very ones from which the leadership of groups practising violence is drawn, 

Against such a background, orie may well ask whether the prospect open to the 

Tupamaros in Uruguay may not merely be to pave the way for the victory of a left

wing coalition at the next elections. This is admittedly far from a negligible 

achievement, but it is out of all proportion with the guerrillas! apocalyptic 

hopes of a socialist revolution. 

* 
The lack of interest currently shown by the United States in Latin.American 

affairs can be compared with the modest and ingratiating manner of Soviet attempts 

to be accepted there. The facts seem to show that, for the time qeing 1 Washington 

and Moscow are steering clear of confrontation south of the Rio Grande until the 

internal transformations which are taking place in virtually all the Latin American 

nations work themselves out, and the new dispensations there can be assessed. 

It is always possible, of course, as one of the best connoisseurs of Latin 

American conditions, Luigi Einaudi, has observed, that some mistake or aberration 

might break the tacit rules of the game. ·~he United States would only react force

fully if 1 for instance, the Soviet Union managed to establish a military base in 

Chile. But this hypothetical military base could only take shape if the United States 

were to exercise pressure or directly attack Chile. For this reason, and to protect 

their own security,. the United States will aim not to provoke a confrontation of 
this kind", (3) 

In view of the inability, in the foreseeable future, of Mainland China to play 

a leading role in the area, and of Western Europe's lack of interest in Latin 

(3) Statement to the Peruvian review Caretas, Lima, July 1971, 
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America, the political transitions under way are likely to be shaped more by do

mestic factors than by international rivalries. 

• 

Without speculating too wildly, one might well ask whether there are forces, 

old or new, which might grow to the point where they modify the pattern formed 

by the actors currently occupying the stage. Two plausible hypotheses suggest 

themselves. First, t~'~t~r~ad~it~1~·o~~~~~~~~n~o~f~S~o~u:t~h~Am==e~r~i;c:a;,~inf:::lu:e:n~c;e~d~b~y 
Europe and the United. States., may change-as a. result of growing in ercourse w1th 

the Pacific region, Japan being the principal but not the sole bene;iciary. 

Second, the rapid economic and demographic growth of Brazil will sooner or 

later upset the present balance of Latin American states. This 1alanee is the coD-
~. 

sequence of their relative isolation and not of their positive relationships with 

each other. Once the development of the north-east, now under way, and that of 

Amazonia which is planned, are both complete, the opening-up of Brazil will be 

virtually over. Then the aspirations currently confined to the National War College 

may spring to life, and a new era of expansionism begin. 

----oOo----
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This paper deals with civil violence in India, Pakistan and Ceylon and for 

the purpose of the paper the term 'civil violence' will mean all categories of 

,conflicts other than those between two regular armed forces, even if one or the 

other may not be in uniform and not operating overtly, Within the scope of this 

discussion, therefore, comes the liberation struggle launched in East Bengal, 

though except in strict legalistic terms, it has, in fact, to be treated as an 

anti-colonial war. The Janata Virnukti Pertimana (JVP) (meaning People's 

Liberation Movement) insurgency in Ceylon and the extremist violence in India1 

popularly kn01m as Naxalite violence, will more appropriately come ''ithin the 

scope of this discussion. 

Hhile it is possible to trace some superficial·common features between the 

extremist violence in India and the JVP insuxgency .in Ceylon, there are very few -

common features bett<een these two and the struggle in East Bengal regarded as 

anti-colonial by the Bangla Desh Movement, In spite of the fact that both JVP 

insurgency and Naxalite violence claim Marxist background and Maoist inspiration, 

(the Naxalites claim stronger allegiance to Mao and in turn they have been 

endorsed by Peking) one of the fundamental characteristics of the }\aoist line of 

action, namely mass base, mass support and mass involvement, has not been in 

adequate evidence in these two cases. On the other hand, the Bangla Desh 

movement has a very well developed mass base, mass support and mass involvement. 

But the model and inspiration for this mass movement is not Maoism; it is more 

Gandhian in origin. 

\fuile the first t1w movements, Naxalism and the JVP, have accepted the basic 

policy of use of violence in order to reach their objectives, and in fact have 

sought to denounce others who had not subscribed~ to this basic tenet of the 

inesoapability of violence, in East Bengal, violence was imposed on the movement, 

Another common feature bet;reen the Indian and the Ceylonese situations, is 

the conscious attempt on the part of both Administrations to absorb the dissidents 

into the existing system and the Administrations' ready admission that there was 

adequate justification for protest against the injustices and shortcomings of the 

•• 
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existing system and their promise to rectify the injustices =d shortcomings . .in 

an evolutionary way, given the time, 

In the BanglaDesh situation, ho;rever, the accent is on use of maos terror 

to suppress the movement, The deliberate attempt to liquidate leading elements of 

the Bengali intellectual elite and the subsequent campaign to replace the Bengali 

culture by an alien culture add dimensions to the struggle in East Bengal which are 

not present in the other two situations. 

The external involvement in all the three movements has been negligible, if 

not altogether absent. In the case of Ceylon, the Government has denied external 

involvement, though the North Korean embassy was orderec. to be closed down, since 

it was felt that its activities indirectly encouraged insurgency. In the case 

of India, while the formation of the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) was hailed 

by Peking and, during the years 1969~70, there were Chinese broe~casts endorsing 

its l.ine, there has been very little evidence of external material support of any 

significant magnitude, 

In the case of BanglaDesh, the White Paper published by the Government of 

Pakistan devotes one whole chapter to India's role; Indian influence, Sympathy 

and moral support, which 2re undeniable, have to be viewed as distinct from Indian 

involvement. 

The Bangali language provides a very po;mrful link between East and West Bengal 

and in the case of hundreds of thousands of families, links ;Jere maintained across 

the border. It has been estimrtted that bet>~een 1,5 and 2 million people out of 

the 8, 5 million who have spilled out of East Bengal are staying lli th their own 

relatives and friends in vlest Bengal and Tripura states of India, Today the border 

between India and East Bengal has become exceedingly porous with the Pakistani army 

being unable to man all the checkposts. Consequently, there is a good deal of transit 

to and fro across the border. Though there are strong pressures in India for 

recognition of the Bangla Desh government and extension of large scale military aid 

for the Bangla Desh resistance forces, the Government of India has till today resisted 

this demand, However, there have been frequent exchanges of fire between the Intaian 

and Pakistani security forces. 

Against this general background, \<C mny. now consider in detlll,il the three case 

studies: 

l ~gla De.E.h 

The most remarkable aspect of the Bangla Desh struggle is the total mass mobil

isation achieved by Sheikh l'!Ujibur Rahman and hie Awami League Party in the period 

prior to the militaxy action by the Pakistan army. 
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The Awami League captured 160 out of 161 elective seats allotted to East 

Pakistan in the National Assembly and 288 out of 300 elective seats in the Provincial 

Assembly. When the Pakistani mili ticry junta axbitrnxily postponed the Ndioncl 

Assembly session, scheduled for inauguration on 3rd March 1971, tho Awami League 

called for a general· strike, which proved total. Between 3rd c:.nd 25th Yla.rch, the 

administration of East Bengal was virtually in the hands of the Awami League 

leadership. The League started a civil disobedience movement. The entire pop

ulation of East Bengal, including govermment officials, obeyed its directives. On 

15th r!Ja.rch., Sheikh Mujibur Rahman announced that he was t2ld.ng over the administration 

of East Bengal and directed that West Pakistani troop ships.should not unload in 

East Pakistani ports, The extent of rfujibur Rahman 1 s control over East Bengal was 

such that the Pakistani army's massive surprise assault against the movement began 

'clith 3Jl attempt to disa.rm and destroy the East Bengal Regimcmt of the Pakistani 

armed force, the East Pakistan Rifles and the East P2~istani Armed Police. Those 

who survived the assault became the hard core of the rfukti Baliihi (Liberation 

Forces) of BanglaDesh, 

Even after the massive repress.ion and killing (estimated between 2QO,OOO to 

500,000), Pakistani military authorities have not been able to ~in over to their 

side enough collaborators from among the members of the National Assembly m1d Prov-

incial Assembly, The most optimistic estimate of the number of National J:.ssembly 

members likely to collaborate with the military regime is 20 out of 160, 

The military action of the Pakistani 2.rmy in the very first phase attemped 

to eliminate the intellectual lea~ership of the Awami League, A number of foreign 

correspondents have testified to the troops going arounr'. 11ith lists of university 

men, doctors, lawyers end other professionals in various to1ms and shooting them 

in" cold blood. One of the first institutions which was a target for the Pakistani 

army was the Dacca University. The Bcmgali military officers end civil sorvants 

were also shot out of h"md.- ~s a result the rfukti Bahini insurgency forces comprise 

mostly young men of the educated middle class. In this respect the Vrukti Bahini 

· is somewhat similar to. JVP. 

The Pakistan army appears to have decided from the middle of April to le~ 

a programme of terror against t-he minority population, the Hindus in East Bengal, 

/~cording to the 1961 census, the Hindus constituted 18,4 per cent of the population 

of East Bengal, whioh is no;1 about 75 million, 

of Hindu refugees gaming out of East Bengal. 

This has resulted in a large number 

The Pakisten government todoy h8"S 45 battalions of infantry, aroun<i t1w brigades 

of artillery, two regiments of armour and tHo squadrons of aircraft in East Bengal. 

In addition, it has started inducting polloomen from \fest Palcistan. Quite o. number 

of top officials have been imported from West Pakistan to replace Bengali officials. 
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The non-Bengali }1uslim population in East Pakistan, which in 1961 was 800,000 

(and will be around 1 million nmr), n.re being armed by the Pakistani mili t6;ry 

authorities to constitute a para milit2;ry force called "Razak:ars", 

Peace committees have been formod in various towns md villages consi.sting 

mostly of Bengali Muslims, who ~<ere earlier opposed to the Awami League =d had 

strong loyalties to fanatical ~fuslim groups, and the non-Bengali Muslims, 

The ~ti Bahini has substantially stepped up its insurgency activities, It 

is estimated that the Pakistani army is suffering an average casualty rate of at 

least 40 per day, The povter supply to towns like Dacca and Comilla has been 

sabotaged from time to time. The road and rail transport systems c.re ~<orking only 

to a very small fraction of their previous capacity, Industrial activity continues 

to be. very low, By and le.rge all the educational institutions are closed; Taxes 

do not seem to be collected. According to many foreign correspondents ~<ho have 

been visiting East Bengal1 the Pruclstmli army itself does not venture outside urban 

areas after nightfall, 

The unique features of the Bangla Desh insurgency, which distinguish it from 

other insurgencies at present are: 

1, The dominant middle-cl:~ss le:o.oership of the ~ti Bahini lfi th a liberal 

democratic vc,lue system, 

2. The total mobilisation achieved by the A1;runi League prior to the military 

crackdown and the continuing mobilisation thereaf;§er; and 

3. The =ti-colonial nature of the struggle as seen by the Bangla Desh 

movement, Till now coloni2.lism ~<D.S c.ssociated with industrial powers, 

The JVP insurgency in Ceylon is one of the very few instances of a major 

countrywide insurgency in a functioning democratic country, Most insurgencies are 

launched in societies where there e.re considerable restrictions and dissent has to 

be kept secret, That is not the case with Ceylon, It is a free and highly 

politicised society ~<ith fairly 1<ell-• .. :.eveloped m;1ss media and transport systems 

which provide access to the furthermost areas of the interior. Moreover, the present 

Ceylonese government is a leftist unite'i front which includes, apart from the dominant 

Shri Laclca Freedom P=ty (SLFP) of l'\rs, Bandarancike, the Trotskyite Lanka Sama &'1!1laj 

Party (LSSP) and the Corm:rrunist Party of Ceylon,. The JVP itself had cmnpcigned 

actively in the 1970 elections, on behalf of the United Front, 

Its former c,ssociation >Ji th the SLFP l!lD.y be responsible for inadequate attention 

being paid to the JVP' s prep2.r2-tions. The scale of the insurgcmcy 8Jld the coordina

tion achieved in striking at different parts of the islood simultaneously indicate very 
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·detailed a,nd sophisticated planning,. There is·now considerable evidence that 

·contingency planning and training of cadres had been·going on.for over a year, 

with indoctrination courses, weapon -training and training in·tactics imparted in 

jungle camps~ The insurgents fought with.stolen small.arms, some imported materiel 

the origin of which is yet to be clearly established, and hand-made bombs with locally

made demolition . charges, . ·They exhibited a high degree of commitment, . 

The JVP insurgents have been estimated at 20,000, At the end of June over 

13,000 alleged insurgents were in detention camps and the insurgent casualties 

were officially estimated at 500 to 6oo; Home Minister Fel:i.x Bandaranaike. estimated 

that there might still be 1,500 insurgents holding out in forests, Despite these 

heavy losses the organisational structure of-the insurgents does not appear to 

have been fully unc0vered and the bulk of the leadership has succeeded in masking 

its identity, 

Though the JVP derived its inspiration from Marx, Lenin; !"Jao Tse-tung, Ho 

Chi Minh and Che Guevara, its leaders were keen to emphasise that their revolutionary 

concepts as well as movement were purely indigenous, Some observers have noted 

a degree of chauvinism in the JVP movement with its anti-Tamil and anti-Indian 

overtones, 

The Ceylonese government has absolved the Chinese government of any responsibility 

in the insurgency (and the Chinese have issued statements condemning it), But 

the government ordered closure of the North Korean embassy within 24 hours, on 

the grounds that it indirectly contributed·to'the insurgency, This appears to refer 

to the large sums of money (too large for a country the size· of North Korea) spent 

in Ceylon in newspaper-advertisements and other publicity disseminating Kim Il 

Sung's thoughts and works, No evidence of direct North Korean involvement has so 

far been cited, 

There are various views of the root causes of the insurgency. Some observers 

(with whom the Ceylohese government. seems to agree) believe that the rapid extension 

of the educational system in the last 20 years, which led to rising expectations 

among the rural educated without commensurate employment opportunities, is one of 

the factors, Others believe the management of the Ceylonese economy, which hae 

been characterised as carrying the concept of welfare state to an extreme in a 

developing ·country, had a significant adverse impact on savings and investment 

which alone could have led to a continuous growth in employment opportunities, 

The-insurgents were mostly young people in their teens and ea;rly twenties; 

and of these the majority came from lower middle class families, According to 

Major General Sepala Attygalle, 90 per cent of the insurgents belonged to the age 

groups 16~20,_ According to a·study published in June by the Central Bank of Ceylon, . -
58 per cent of the unemployed came from the age groups 14-25, Moreover 83 per cent 
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of the unemployed had received education for more than 6 years (42 per cent having 

completed school). There is, in fact, a correlation ·between age distribution among 

the educated unemployed, the semi educated unemployed and the ethnic distribution 

·or high unemployment on the one hand and;the age. distribution o'r the insurgents 

and the areas of intensive insurgency, on ·the other, It is, however, difficult 

~1i thout further data and analysis to come to ·the conclusion that it was purely a 

revolt of educated unemployed youth, .especially in the light of the participation 

of a significant number of yo~gmen employed 1;~ government an~·the private ~ector.~l) 
However there are indications of alienation between the. vast majority of the,youth 

educated in S~nhala and the leadership of various parties ~ducated in English, 

The small Ceylonese.armed forces were not geared to dealing with such a widespread, 

organized insurgency and the government appealed.for foreign assistance;( 2) India, 

Pakistan, United Kingdom, United States, UAR, the Soviet Union and·Yugoslavia came 

forward with help of various kinds,(3) In view of the very high sensitivity in 

Ceylon about the presence of foreign troops, all foreign personnel left Ceylon 

immediately operations were,concluded, There were no reports of any foreign personnel 

having been used in operations. 

3 Civil Violence in.India 

I~ India today,. civil violence has become a recurrent phenomenon mostly in the 

city_ of Calcutta; though the ref!t of the State of Wes.t.Bengal is also affected to 

a lesser extent. It .. has been estimated. that from Marchcl969 to. the middle of July 

1971, there were 2,800 political murders in West Bengal. On on~ day, 12-13 August 

1971, more than 20 people were killed as a reprisal for the murder of a local leader. 

Unofficial estimates put the figure much higher. 

Though the violence in the city of Calcutta and in West Bengal is generally 

associated with left wing extremists, popularly known as the Naxalites, a general 

atmosphere of violence prevails and killings are now caused also by personal feuds, 

hired thugs or rival gangs and parties other than the Naxalites, that is, Communist 

Party (Marxist-Leninist). 

(1) The Finance ~iinister, N.M. ·Perera; disclosed that among the insurgents who 
were captured 20 per cent were unemployed.gr:aduates, 20 per cent were students 
in Universities and schools and about 50 per cent were employed in government 
and private sector. 

(2) Army: 6,700 regulars, 2,000 volunteers; NavY: 1,980; Air Force: 800; Police: 
u,ooo. 

(3) India: 5 frigates, 6 helicopters, arms/ammo for 5,000 armed personnel,.150 
men to guard Bandaranaike airport and man helicopters, Pakistan: 2 helicopters, 
1 frigate, arms and ammo, Britain: Sterling carbines, 6 helicopters. Soviet 
Union: 6 MiG-i7s, 10 armoured cars,· 2 helicopters, arms/ammo, 
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.A brief account of the.origin of the CP (M:-1) may help to put their crucial 

role in perspective, The Communist Party of India split into two in 1964 when the 

majority.accepted the general 
' ment, denounced by a minority 

the Communist Party of India 

line of the Soviet-led international communist move

as revisionist. The minority.organised itself as 
~ . . :. . \ . 

(Marxist)--CPM and in the elections of 1967, came 

out·as the largest single element of the United Front coalition which formed 

Ministries in West Bengal and Kerala, 

In the summer of 1967, while the United Front Government was in office, in the 

Naxalbari area of West Bengal the subsistence. farmers and local tribesmen led by 

local CR1 elements· drove out the landlords and proclaimed a liberated area, After 

some attempts at negotiation, the State Government; of which CPJ.l was the.dominMt 

partner, used the security forces to suppress the movement, 

At this stage, on 5th July 1967, the Peoples' Daily came out with an a.uthorit

ative article entitled ~Spring Thunder over India', The article saw in Naxalbari 

the "emergence of a red area of revolutionary armed struggles", It prescribed the 

Maoist revolutionary model for India and exhorted the Indian revolution to rely on 
' . 

the peasantry and establish its bases in the countryside and encircle the cities, 

Peking also denounced the leaders of the CPM for taking the road of Parliamentary 

Cretinism, Throughout 19~7-68," in Bengal, ~dhr~ Pradesh and Kerala, a number of 

CHI members' started questioning· the party line, In· April 1968 the CPJVI in its Burdwan 

session came out against revisionism, but refused to accept the Maoist prescription 

in Indian conditions, Thereupon, members who thought Maoism was appropriate for 

India left the party and formed the Communist Party (Marxist-1eriinist)--CP(M-1) -

in April 1969, The formation of the new party was hailed by Peking, Ho~ever, all 

those who left the CR1 did not unite into a single party, In fact, it would appear 

that the extremist elements tended to form ·small groups in each state around some· 

local leadership, rather than owe allegiance to a leadership_ at the national level, 

During 1969-70, in the hilly areas of the State of Andhra Pradesh, some of the 

extremist ele~e:rits led the local trib.esrfn an armed r"ebellion against the landlords, 

This tactic of attacking landlords was .named iannihilation campaign', The movement 

was in an area of about 800 sq, miles and the "number of people involved in the incidents 

was around 800, In 1968-69, in Gopiballabpur in Bengal, inhabited mostly by aboriginal 

triMs, similar insurgent activities were initiated. In both ca.ses, the security 

forces were able to bring the situation under control; and_in Andhra Pradesh the 

state government initiated large-soale socio-economic measures, The violence 

sporadically in evidence in Kerala in 1968-69 also declined in 1970, 

As late as October 1970, Peking Radio claimed that the Indian guerrillas haa 

spread the revolutionary flames started in Naxa~bari to vast mountainous and plains 

areas of 12 states in the country's 16 states, Peking has been silent since then, 
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Most of the leaders of'these extremist groups have either been killed in encounters 

with security forces or have been captured and are awaiting trial, Only Charu 

Maz~dar, the i~ader of the CP (M-L~ is still at large, and his activities are 

considerably restricted, 

In fact, while.from time to time tensions have been reported in rural areas 

like Midnapur, Birbhum and certain districts of Bihar, the major focus of violence . ' ' 

has since shifted to the urban area of Calcutta, 

For reasons. mentioned earlier, it is difficult to analyse .the profile of violence 

there, Earlier 1when the United Front Government was in power, with the CPi'l.as the 

dominant partner and the CH1 leader, Jyoti Basu,as the Deputy Chief Minister and 

Minister of Police, there were allegations that violence was deliberately perpetrated 

to strensthen the CPM, This led to the breakup of the coalition, The CPM, on its 

part, 

year) 

' 
has alleged that a large number of its workers (as many as 400 in the last 

' ' 
have been killed in the' period following the coilapse of the second United 

Front Government in March 1970, Though this figure is disputed, it is generally 

agreed that a large number of CPM cadres have been killed' in the last 16-17 months, 

The violence in the streets of Calcutta is generally in the form of attacks 

on individuals with firearms, locally manufactured pipe guns and knives, . There 
' ' 

have also been instances of individuals being clubbed with iron bars, These types . ,.; ' . 

of murders are cormpi tted .by small bands of young people in their. teens and early 

twenties, One member of the.Politbureau of the Communist Pa~ty of India, Mohit 

.. Sen, describes the violence of this group in the following terms: 

1\il:.at Eric Hobsbawm said in his "Primitive Rebels" about the .role of ritual in 

te=orist groups ·fully applies to them, And the ritual includes training 

to brutality, The cult of violence, the constant harping on the 1cleansipg 1 

role of shedding blood, the emphasis on the need to dehumanise and desensitivise 

t neself 
l}ave produced their evil fruit. Some of the Naxali te . .young men are exactly 

' ' 
the prototypes of the characters portrayed by Conrad in his "Under Western 

Eyes" ·or Dosto,evsky in his '!Devils", There is more than a touch of sadism 

.in the way they are taught to deal with, and the way they do actually deal 

with, their own dqubting comrades, "Do what your most .sav~ge instincts inst

ruct, after all you are only a little cog· in. Chairman Nao 1 s machine", 1. 

Mohit Sen is/tiased obserVer, but his remarks by and large sum up the Naxalite 

behaviour, 

!'lost of those involved in this violence are educated young men of the lower 

middle class who have received either in full or in major part their collegiate 

education and become frustrated, There is also a certain nwhber of young men from 

the upper middle class who have joined the group of Naxalites out of romantic 
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idealism, The sense of alienation of this group of people from their own back

ground and their hatred for it are illustrated qy the fact that 331 schools. and 

colleges in \vest Bengal were ransacked and 450 educational institutions were 

affected by Naxalite activity last year, 

Of late, there have been reports of a further split in the ranks of the 

CP(M-1). It would appear that an important leader of the party, Ashim Chatterjee, 

operating in Calcutta, has questioned the wisdom of continuing with the present 

type of urban guerrilla activity there, and provoked a likely split with Charu 

Mazumdar, the Chairman of the party. (Ashim Chatterjee is reported to have been 

killed in a recent encounter with the police,) 

The Naxalites. have not exhibited the organisational talents of the JVP, 

Their attempts in annihilation strategy, without first preparing a mass base and 

mass support, ended in disaster in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and the rural areas of; 

Bengal, Even in Calcutta, if recent reports on the split in CP (M-1) have any . 
basis, the Naxalites would appear to be on the retreat. Peking's silence is perhaps 

an indication of the way things are moving. 

However, the general social end political impact of the Naxalites has gone 

far beyond what their numbers would warrant, Government leaders themselves have 

warned that unless radical land reform measures are urgently undertaken, the 'green 

revolution' might turn another colour. A sense of radicalism is noticeable in 

the post-election atmosphere of India,(4) While it would be difficult to ascribe 

credit for this to the Naxalite movement,.there is no doubt.that the Naxalite 

challenge has been one of the factors in bringing it about,· 

4. :.Intcrnatiotmi implicntions 

Pakistan by its actions in East Bengal has caused well over 8 million refugees 

to flee to India. The 5.5 million refugees in Government camps cost nearly Rs 330 

million per month for the basic requirements of shelter and food, The Indian 

Parliament has so far voted Rs 2,600 million· £or refugee rehabilitation and it 

has been· estimated that this amount will be exhausted by the end of the current 

calendar year, . 

So fnr $ll0 million of aid has been pledged of which barely 10 per cent 

has reached India so far, It is obvious that even if the full amount is received, 

it will constitute less than a third of the total fur:ds required by Iildia up 

to December 1971, 

(4) An employment programme of Rs 750 millions has been taken up this year, 
A Constitutional amendment, which will make it possible to carry through 
early land reforms and impose urban property ceilings, has been passed, 
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In the current year, the Indian government originally provided for deficit 

financing of Rs 2,500 million; Hith the additional Rs 2,000 million for 

refugee rehabilitation the deficit is likely to·be of the order of Rs 4,500 

million. The impact of this has already been felt and in the last three 

months the price rise in India has been about 2 per cent per month. 1~e number 

of refugees is continuing _to increase at the rate of 40,000 per day. It is 

expected this will go up further when the flood waters recede and when the 

Pakistani -l!rmy steps up its counter-insurgency operations and its attempts 

to dissuade the civilians from collaborating with the Mukti Bahini. The u.s. 
AID and F • .".O. officials have predicted that scarcity pockets a~a likely to 

develop, with near total disruption of the communication network and a fall in 

agricultural production in the current year, and this in turn will also increase 

the flow of refugees. Senator Kennedy has estimated that the number of refugees 

may soon reach the 12 million mark. This will mean ·a burden of another Rs. 2,000 

to 2,500 million on India before the close of the current financial year in 

March 1972, and a burden of Rs 10 billion in the next year and every year 

thereafter. 

Thi.s human mass, which is equivalent to the population of a number of countries 

in Europe, cannot be absorbed in the State of Vest Bengal, with a population of 

a little over 45 millions and one of the highest population densities in the world, 

and with its economic, social and political structure already under tremendous 

strain. Nor is it possible, for various reasons,to disperse the refugees in the 

rest of the country. Local people in other states"will be resentful if large 

expenditure is incurred on rehabititating refugees in those states·. It may 

be noted that the present ex~enditure of Rs 2/- per day ver refugee is slightly 

above the average per capita income in India. The majority of the people of 

India are living bel m< this level. 

The overwhelming majority of these refugees are from the minority community 

of East Bengal, who are the majority community in.India, namely Hindus. In the 

past, whenever there were communal disturbances in East Bengal, often initiated 

by the non-Bengali Muslims there, these always produced violent communal 

repercussions in Vlest Bengal, Bihar and Orissa states •. This time, largely due 

to the appreciation that hkistan should not be permitted to exploit any communal 

tension in India, and due to the secular character of the Awami League and the 

expectation among the Indian political parties that BanglaDesh is a national 

issue,· there.has,fortunately,been no communal disturbances in India. If fQr.~ 

· reaoon corm;runiJ.l ·violence d.oes•.bredc out in Im'ia, it des,_ nt this- stage, likecy 

to be very difficult to control, 

B.oth for Iniiia awl for Po.kistiiny. tl'ie ·p:oolongation of the Ba.ngJ.~'> Jjlosh 13;!;ruggle 

:for yonra 11ill have. ooriO.us repercussions for· secu:oity alon-8- the b~rders ·and 

the maintenance of internal law and order, General war coul~ecome a tempting 

wa~ out though the Govennment of India has so far resisted pressures in that 
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direction. In April, Pakistan transferred 2~ divisions to East Bengal, to re

establish its military control and to carry out the purge of the Hino.us which took 

place from the second half of April. Tnere is, therefore, a sense of gU[t tod~ 

in India for not having applied military pressure on the Hest Pakistan borders to 

prevent this transfer. There is every likelihood that as the l!fukti Bahini steps 

up its activities, Pakistan may try to transfer more troops from West Pakistan: 

already it is suffering camlaltieB at an average rate of 40 per day. This, 

therefore, 1<ill compel India to take a stance of confrontation on the vlestern 

borders to prevent the trru1sfer of further troops to East Bengal. There have already· 

been reports of a general state of alert order having been issued to the Indian 

armed forces. 

Pakistan itself may decide to escalate the Bancla Desh situation into a 

general Indo-Pakistan \var in orcler to save its 01,~1 face. The military junta, if 

it loses its prestige by losing the war in Jilast Bengal, ;rill find it difficult 

even to hold \'lest Pakistan together. It m~, therefore, prefer to lose East Bengal 

as a result of a general war with Inr1ia. 

China 1 s a,tti tude has so far been ambiguous. Formally, it 11as pledged support 

to. the Government . of Pakistan, in what the Chinese Government describe·· as an 

Indian attempt to intervene in East Bengal. Recently in his interview with James 

Reston, Chou En-lai has describec~ the Bangla Desh struggle as a Soviet-indian 

conspiracy. Nevertheless, it seems likely that China will not intervene :'.irectly 

but hope to gain from the prolongation of the conflict. 

As for the USSR, Bangla Desh has hastcmecl a formalisation of the InDian

Soviet alignment. The American attitude over East Bengal and the decision to 

maintain leverag.3 in Islamab~cl ha.s alienateG. opinion and madG it easy to sign the 

Indo-Soviet 'Treaty of Peace, Friendship and. Cooperation'. If, ho;mver, the treaty 

were to impose quasi-permanent Soviet restraints on InDian policy to'"ards East 

Bengal, much of the present popular support for 'it would evaporate. On the other 

hand, India's dependance on the USSR for military supplies Vlill further increase 

because of the arms race that is likely. 

The Paldstan army is raising t;ro more iJ.i visions to cope vrith its manpower 

requirements an0. reports inc~icate the possibility of a further expansion. 

This in turn may lea'' to further expansion of the Indian armed forces anc. may 

start an arms race in the rubcontinont. The ad. i tional fuilc:.ing required for 

increase.:. ·defence preparc<'ness, on top of the cost of refugee rchabili tation, 

will further increase the economic burden on India. 
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The Indian Prime Minister has characterised the Bangle. IJeshproblem as 

the most serious security crisis faced by India in its 24 year·s .of indef>endent 

existence. The pressures on India are building up. No other anti-colonial 

war ·has produced refugees on such a scale. 1\l though General Yahya Khan 1 s recent 

interview to 'Le Figaro' would appear to rule out the prospect of a political 

solution in ·the foreseeable future, India has carried this burden in the ·hope 

that the international community ;~ill be able to act by putting pressure on 

Pakistan to reach a political solution to the problem. 

Ceylon 

In Ceylon, about 1,000 to 1,500 insurgents are believed to be still holding 

out in the forests of the south-central part of the country. ~~e government has 

announced plans to expand its security forces, but the precise numbers have not yet 

been made public. India has already transferred the equipment required for 5,000 

soldiers. The Ceylonese air force is also being expanded. 

Given the geographical situation of the country, easy exterr,nl intervention 
' on any significant scale in support of the insurgents is· not possible. If there 

should be fear of any such outside intervention, the type of sealing-off action 

.. taken by the Indian Navy will most probably at;-ain be sought and the request 

granted. It is quite likely that.Ceylon will now take steps to strengthen its 

internal intelligence apparatus to keep the potential insurgency under continuous 

watch. The Ceylonese authorities will be able to depend upon a number of friendly 

·governments to assist them in training the required security personnel. 

vlhile. the current .insurgency came as a surprise with regard to the number of 

peo}•le involved, the timing, and the intensity and skill of organisation and 

doordination exhibited by the leadership, it 1.!il rather difficult at .this stage to 

foresee .such a large-scale insurgency being launched again in the near. future. 

Being an island country, the effects of the insurgent activities a~e not likely 

to spill over. · 

Though the Russians have recently accused the Chinese of complicity, the 

Ceylon Government has reiterated that there was no foreign involvement in the 

insurgency. There are no reasons .to believe that this· denial was made for 

diplomatic reasons. The Ceylon Government has also not found it necessary to 

make any modifications or adjustments in its foreign relations. One may perhaps 

venture to say that the .insurgency has brought Ceylon nearer to India, without 
: . . 

at the same time affecting Ceylon 1 s neutral± ty either on Indo -Pakistani Or on 

Sino- Indian issues. 
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· This paper will examine some of the root causes of the conflicts that 

have developed in East Africa, and evaluate their potential for provoking 

international collisions, It will attempt to identify those powers which have 

bec'ome involved in or provoked conflicts ·in East Africa and assess the likely 

pattern and.consequences of these and future incursions, Finally, an effort 

will be made to' explore the strategies which might be open to African states 

to minimise the risk of having their domestic conflicts. become ensnared in 

great-power rivalries. 

I, The Sudan . 

The civil war, which began with the mutiny of Southern troops in Equatoria 

in 1955 and which has claimed the lives of anywhere from 500,000 to 1,000,000 

people, has the distinction of being the most protracted conflict in independent 

Africa. The Sudan is one of the major testing grounds for the continental 

controversy over the meaning of the concept of "Africaness", Southerners who 

demand either secession or autonomy claim that the Arabs of the Sudan are not 

Africans, but are imperialists and racists who wish to maintain the social 

consequences of their enslavement of Africans, They feel there is a natural 

grass curtain separating the North and the South, which for over a generation 

(1922-54) was isolated from the North by Britain's Southern policy, and that 

although the South is economically underdeveloped, race, religion, historical 

memories, and geography have combined with contemporary Arab oppression to provide 

the preconditions for a separate nation, if not a full fledged state, 

Although some Northerners recognise the reality of the cultural and historical 

differences.between the.North and South, it is often argued that the Sudan is 

more homogenous than Southerners pretend and that many Southerners are influenced 

by Arabic culture, It is also noted that many Southerners oppose secession and 
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cooperate to varying degrees with Khartoum, Moreover,. it is sometimes impossible 

to tell by a simple examination of facial type just who is or is not an Arab 

in the context of the Sudan, 

Northern elites who oppose autonomy for the South do so for two basic 

and at times interchangeable reasons, religion and ideology. Radical elites 

(both communists and Arab socialists) accuse Southerners of being accomplices 

to imperialism, and of being conduits for Israeli penetration of the Southern 

flank of Arab Africa, 

The Khartoum Government claims that the "rebels" are being. assisted morally, 

financially and in terms of propaganda by Christian missionaries who following 

their expulsion from the Sudan in 1964 use Uganda, Ethiopia and the Congo. as 

bases. It is-also asserted that the "mutineers" receive assistance from Christian 

Democratic elements in \!Jest Germany, Belgium and Italy and from the old Biafran 

lobby, Ethiopia and Uganda have been accused of allowing their territory to be 

used as channels for Soviet and Chinese arms captured by Israelis after. the six

day war, Needless, to say, the American C.I.A. has also been implicated in what 

is seen as an "anti-Arab conspiracy", It is not always possible to map out the 

exact nature of Western intervention in the Southern Sudan, however, since much 

of it is very clandestine. 

Khartoum did not join the loose federation formed between Libya, Syria and 

Egypt because of strong opposition from secular nationalists, communists and 

Southerners, but Numeiry clearly feels that the Sudan's future destiny lies with 

the Arabs to the North and East rather than with Africans to the South, Khartoum 

has benefitted immenSely from Soviet support of the Arab cause in the Middle-East 

conflict, The Soviets in fact became the largest supplier of arms to Khartoum, 

and committed a substantial number of military personnel. Egypt, Libya, East 

Germany and at times China are also said to be providing support of one kind or 

another, According to the Anya Nya: 

"The Soviet government extracts compensation from the client state 
in the form of. political support but, more tangibly, warm water 
naval bases - in this instance, Port Sudan and Suakin on the Red 
Sea - and air bases at \vadi Saidna and 'Juba, The latter base 
thrusts deep into East Africa, outflanking Ethiopia and Kenya 
and within easy bombing range of Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia and 
much of Congo Kinshasa," (l) 

The Southern Resistance Movement has tried to intensify the scare caused 

by Soviet involvement and its propaganda machine now lobbies effectively in many 

(l) An Open Letter to Comrade Alexei Kosygin and Comrade Leonid Brezhnev, 
Joseph Lagu for The Anya Nya Aegis Committee, 
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capitals to mobilise western opinion on its side. It is also attempting to 
' 

exploit the race theme in the same way as did the Biafrans in the later stages 

of the Nigerian civil war. This attempt may be aimed not only at guilty white 

consciences, but also at the members of the O.A.U, 

Ethiopia 

As in the Sudan, the conflict in Ethiopia has become an extension of the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. The secessionist movement in Ethiopia began in 1962 when 

the Eritrean National Assembly decided that Eritrea, which had until then been 

in a federal relationship with Ethiopia, should become an integral province of 

the Ethiopian Elnpire. In religious terms, the struggle between the Imperial 

Government and the Eritrean Liberation Front is the reverse of the situation in 

the Sudan and in a sense is a continuation of a conflict'between ancient Coptic 

emperors and Islamic invaders, Here, it is a Moslem minority which complains 

that it is being oppressed by Christians. Like the Southern Sudan, the population 

of Eritrea is not culturally homogeneous though estimates vary as to the size 

of the Moslem population. The Ethiopian Government claims that only 13.6 per cent 

is Moslem, In 1952, however, the British estimated that there were 514,000 Moslems 

as against 510,000 Christians, The E.L.F. claims that this majority has increased 

to a point where 60 per cent of the population is now Moslem, The ELF is divided 

as to what it wants from Ethiopia. Some elements demand that Eritrea be detached 

.from Ethiopia and recognised as a separate nation, Others simply want autonomy, 

-'UN legality' or restructuring of the monarchist government of Haile Selassie. 

The Ethiopians on the other hand claim that the separate identity of Eritrea 

has long since eroded and that in any event it had been an integral part of the 

Elnpire before it was occupied by the Italians· in 1891. 

Despite the massive involvement of the Ethiopian armed forces ih the conflict 

(two thirds of the· army is said to be committed to the war) the 10,000 strong 

guerrilla force has been able to achieve notable gains, The guerrillas have 

destroyed major communications systems and successfully ambushed and killed the 

commander of the Ethiopian Second Division on December 16, 1970. Alarmed by 

the growing strength of the ELF, the Central Government declared a state of 

emergency in most of Eritrea in December 1970 and stepped up its aerial and 

ground attacks on guerrilla bases and civilian centres alike. 

The Ethiopian conflict involves more or less the same foreign parties which 

are operating in the Sudan with which Ethiopia .shares 1 1400 miles of border. 

The growing strength of the ELF is in large part due to the. training, weapons 

and sanctuaries which it receives from Syria, Libya, The People's Republic of 

Yemen, Iraq, Sudan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Al Fatah, 

and reportedly Cuba also supply guerrillas with arms. 

The Soviet Union, China, 

For the Arabs and the 
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Soviet Union, the stakes in Eri tr.ea are quite high and integrally .related to 

the conflict in the Sudan, The Arabs and the Soviets would like to be in a 

position to have monopoly control over all ports on the Red Sea littoral, but 

especially those which command the Southern entrance to that waterway, The 

Soviets already have free access to the Yemeni port of Hodeida and use the 

island of Socotra for paratroop training, The stakes are equally high for the 

Ethiopians, Americans and Israelis. Eritrea is Ethiopia's only access to the 

sea and 70 per cent of its exports flow through the ports of Hassawa and Assab, 

Djibouti, through which the rest of its seaborne traffic now flows and which is 

the terminus of the railway from Addis Ababa, is under French control and is 

being claimed by Somalia which has strong ties with both the Chinese and the 

Soviets, 

The Americans' military involvement.with Ethiopia is substantial, They 

maintain a major military base in Eritrea (Kagnew) which contributes about $4 

to $6 million to the Ethiopian economy, "The high altitude base is a primary 

relay and spy station for illllerica' s worldwide communication system and an air 

force base strategically located in relation to Africa a.nd the Indian Ocean, the 

Red Sea. and the Suez Canal •••• If LEritre~ were independent, the Red sea would 

be totally controlled by Arabs. As it is, Ethiopia is the only country in· the 

area. in which the u.s. has overflight, landing and port rights, It is an enclave 

which the U,S. does not want to lose in the Middle East Struggle",(2) The U.S. 

has admitted that it has supplied bombs and ammunition used against the ELF, 

Ethiopia receives the bulk of annual American military assistance to Africa. 

In 1970, the amount was $12 m or almost t1vo-thirds of the allocation, a major 

dividei1d for a. country. which spends about 31 per cent of its budget on security, 

Nearly half of the Africans trained in the u.s.· under various military assistance 

programmes are Ethiopian. There are also about three to four thousand American 

military personnel in Ethiopia some of whom are detailed to train the 40 1000 

members of the Ethiopian army. illllerican advisors help to instruct the Imperial 

Police Force and the Ethiopian Navy IVhile American educators have been heavily 

involved in school programmes at all levels. The u.s. also buys 70 per cent 

of Ethiopia's main export crop - coffee, and 40 per cent of its total exports • 
• 

Twenty per cent of Ethiopia's imports .come from the U .s. and through TWA, the 

U.S. participates in the operation of Ethiopian Airways, 

The Israelis are also heavily involved in.Ethiopia, and American and Israeli 

military personnel worl< closely together. The .latter is responsible for training 

the -Ethiopian commando police force which fights the guerrillas as well as the 

(2) "Ethiopia and the ·U,S. - Partners in Imperialism" African Research Group 
Africa and the World, April 1971, p. 15. 

• 
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security police, Israeli and American miilitary experts also serve with Ethiopians 

in the field, and have helped to organise the port of Massawa, Israel quite 

naturally wishes to ensure that there is a friendly country with ports on the 

Red Sea and considers Ethiopia vital to her strategic needs, Her involvement 

with Ethiopia however makes the latter a natural foe of the Arabs, 

Tanzania 

Although there is at present no civil conflict in English speaking East 

Africa comparable to those in the Sudan and Ethiopia, the region .has known 

major upheavals ;rhich have led to foreign involvement, The most dramatic events 

have been the 1964 revolution in Zanzibar which led to Chinese penetration of 

that island, and the army mutinies which took place in the same month in Kenya, 

-Tanzania and Uganda, The fact that the British had to be invited to restore 

order in the three countries was a matter of grave embarrassment, especially . 

for Tanzania, The British were quickly replaced with an OAU force consisting 

of Ethiopians and Nigerians and subsequently by Canadians, Israelis and Chinese, 

President Nyerere's acceptance of Chinese military aid provoked hostile 

responses in the West and in Africa, and fears were expressed that Tanzania would 

become the first major Chinese satellite in Africa, Nyerereasserted that he 

was not afraid of the Chinese, and that he was merely taking the principle of 

non-alignment to its logical limits, One of the most dramatic developments in 

the. relationship between China and Tanzania, and indeed China and Africa as a 

whole, was China's agreement to help finance and build the $400 million railway 

which ;rill link Zambia's copper mines with the port of Dar-es-Salaam. The 

13,000 Chinese technicians working in Tanzania have been said in the vlest to 

be members of the Railway Engineering and Signal Corps of the People's Liberation 

Army, and Chinese army personnel in Tanzania was therefore assumed to be larger 

than the 101000 Tanzania People's Defence Force, Chou en Lai has denied that 

China has ever sent any soldiers abroad, 

Whatever the truth of the matter, there is little doubt-that the Chinese 

have now become the major military influence in Tanzania and the largest source 

of military equipment and training for its army and air force, China is now 

constructing a naval base in Dar-es-Salaam and has also been involved in training 

freedom fighters for the struggle in Southern Africa. Tanzania seems to have 

concluded that given her terrain and the type of .struggle she may have to wage 

in the future, the Chinese would make better advisers than Canadians or any other 

Western small power whom she can trust, There are also reports, which are denied 

in Dar-es-Salaam, that Tanzania and Zambia have entered into a joint defence 

agreement with China. The Chinese are said to be building weapons depots at 

twenty mile._, intervals to be manned by Tanzanians and Zambians under Chinese officers. 
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·Tanzania's neighbours are visibly worried by China's· presence there as 

,are \ve·stern, GovertlDlents, AS! Zambians and Tanzanians see it 1 · by agreeing to 

help build the railway, the Chinese have struck a major blow in the war against 

Southern Africa,. ·There is a strong possibility that the· railway might be a 

prime target for sabotage as conflict deepens in Southern Africa, and there is 

a growing feeling in some radical circles that some sort of defence agreement 

must be entered into between the Chinese and Tanzania and Zambia as a couhter 

weight to the informal alliance which is seen to exist behreen the \'Jest and the 

racist regimes in South Africa, As Nyerere himself warned, the imperialists 

will try to strangle Tanzania and Zambia now they have disposed of Obote. 

Kenya 

Kenya and Malawi have always been· very perturbed about China's. presence 

in Tanzania and what they c·onsider to be ber interference in their internal 

politics, In Kenya, China has been accused of circulating subversive literature 

and of supplying money and arms to dissident groups, Chou en Lai's declaration 

that "Africa was ripe for revolution" and his attack on "so-called federations" 

rigged by imperialists to serve their own interests also angered the Kenya 

Government. The Kenya Government believed that Chou was suggesting that people 

like Kenyatta, Obote and even Nyerere, who "talked out·of both sides of their 

mouth about socialism", should be overthrown and replaced by "scientif:ic socialists" 
' 

like Odinga. 

Russian officials· in Kenya were also accused of supplying money and arms 

to the same elements and of using the Lumumba Institute (which they financed) 

as an instrument to train revolutionary cadres and to spread an ideolo&V 

foreign to Sessional Paper No. 10 1vhich defines Kenya's official ideology. 

Odinga was accused of being the major instrument of these plots, a charge which 

both the Chinese and Odinga heatedly denied, Kenya's non-alignment was a myth, 

Odinga charged. "Kenya was a capitalist country with military arrangements 

with Britain",(3) 

There is little question that Kenya is important to British and American. 

strategy in East Africa. As part of the Kenya independence agreement, Britain 

was given facilities fer the "training" of British troops in Kenya, landing rights 

for British warplanes 3t Kenyan airfields,.and the use of the port of Hombasa 

for the British Navy, It was under this agreement that troops were sent to 

Kenya during the Singapore conference on the eve of the Ug~nda coup. 

(3) Not Yet Uhuru, Heinemann, 1967, P• 286. 
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~France has also begun to show·:.great interest in Kenya, Reportedly, France 

has entered into secret negotiations with Kenya to supply AMX-13 light tanks, 

aircraft and radar defence equipment similar to those being sold to South 

Africa, Dr, JViungai, the Kenya Foreign Ninister, has apparently been told that 

if the arms. deal is concluded, substantial amounts of French financial and 

technical assistance would follow, The Israelis too .are lavishing a great deal 

of attention on Kenya, In the words of Abba Eban, "there is a trustful co• 

operatiori'betwee"n us, In the past ten years, about 1,000 Kenyans have been 

trained in Israel,"(4) 

Uganda 

When JViilton Obote was toppled from power on January 25, 1971, he. heatedly 

charged that the whole thing had been masterminded by the Israelis, Obote 

also claims that Israel has acquired a military base in Uganda from which it 

plans to conduct its operations in the Sudan, It is noted that Obote was 

beginning to lean more towards Khartoum, and that he was becoming less tolerant 
' ' 

of the activities of Sudanese rebels and Israeli officials whom he accused of 

assisting them, It is well known that the Israelis were to be~phased out of 

their roles as military specialists in the Uganda army and air force and the 

claim is that they worked through Major Amin, the Minister of Defence, Felix 

Onama and others to undermine and finally otherthrow Obote, ·The fact that the 

Israelis were visibly delighted by the coup as were the British, and the 

noticeable closeness between the two countries and the new regime, is also seen 

as evidence of their complicity, 

Although Israel and the British stood to·achieve benefits from the coup, 

it does not follow· that they were instrumental in .Planning or executing it. 

They might simply have taken advantage of a strategic and diplomatic windfall. 

To say that every coup in Africa was an indirect attack engineered by imperialists 

is to subscribe to a naive theory of African powerlessness and passivity. 

Moreover, Israel must have been mvare that if it became known that it was involved 

in planning the overthrow of a popular pan-Africanist, its hopes of. eliciting 

a more favourable image among the progressive elites of Africa would. be set back, 

II, Orie of the striking things about the civil conflicts in Eastern Africa 

is the number of countries that are involved either in 'supplying arms, training, 

troops, advisers and financial and propaganda assistance, The basic reasons why 

foreign powers become involved in the intra-statal and inter-statal disputes of 

African countries are strategic, economic, and prestige, 

(4) Daily Nation, May 29, 1971. 



Strategic 

Perhaps the overriding reason for foreign involvement in East African 

politics is strategic, Israel, for example, considers Ethiopia, the Sudan and 

the East African littoral'as a "second ring" of the Middle East theatre and 

would like to see in po;mr friendly regimes which could provide her with diplomatic 

support in the conflict with the Arab world, 

The tJ .s. and other He stern countries also have s.trategic goals in Eastern 

Africa, The aim is to counter-balance the growing power of the Soviet Union 

and China in the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean, \vestern powers 

are naturally anxious to protect their oil supply lines which the Soviets are 

accused of seeking to monopolise and their bases in Ethiopia and Kenya which 

are considered to be pivotal states in Eastern Africa. France is keen on main

taining a strategic presence in the area as her support of Tombalbaye in .Chad 

indicates, 

The tensions in Eastern Africa are closely linked to those in the- Indian 

Ocean, Alec Douglas-Rome has asserted that Simonstown is essential to NATO and 

to deter militant communism from taking over the assets of the free world, 

His ar~ent and that of other pro-'•'estern spokesmen is that the Soviets are 

not concerned-about maintaining the naval balance, but are. seeking to change it, 

The Soviets agree, but do not accept the notion that they are threatening anyone. 

Each side is arguing that the other is seeking a monopoly while-it is in 

favour of balance, aqd the Soviets have the better of the argUment, The British 

Government is less concerned about Soviet naval threats-or the economic benefit 

to be had by selling a~"Ins to South Africa than it is to- give legitimacy to South 

Africa where Britain has substantial economic interests, 

Economic 

Strategic considerations are-often linked to economic considerations, but 

the two are not always identical, The growing involvement of Japan, France 

and Italy in East Africa appears to be more economic than strategic, and Italy's 

willingness to withdraw from the Cabora Bassa Scheme was due to the fact that in 

the long run she stood to lose more economically by remaining in it. In the 

case of_Britain, strategic considerations are as important as the purely economic 

Of!es, In fact, the fOrmer are considered essential to the preservation of the 

latter. But Britain's insistence on selling arms to South Africa may be costly 

in economic terms if some African states retaliate, 
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Israel'-s interest in Eastern Africa is economic as well as strategic, As 

Efram Sigel notes: "East Africa holds 'enormous possibilities' for the expansion 
of Israeli colll!llerce" ( 5) . 

·With respect to China and the Soviet Union and especially with the former, 

it could be argued that economic considerations are not paramount, Both the 

Chinese and the Soviets have, ho"ever, found valuable markets and sources of 

raw materials in the area, and the barter arrangements which often form part 
the same 

of these trade agreements at/time yield valuable increments of foreign exchange 

for the socialist countries, 

Prestige 

The search for prestige is an important dimension of great power rivalry 

in Africa, A "presence." in Africa· is· importe.nt as an index of power, prestige 

and national interest, and flu.ctuatiorl'!in "presence" are a gauge of how well 

one is doing vis-a-vis one 1 s ~.·')mpeti tors·, While there is a strong element of 

national chauvinism and rival:cj' 'beween the Soviet Union and China in their 

foreign policy to"ards Africa, there is also a strong sense of ideological rivalry, 

China in fact began its c•>~·cer in /1frica by supporting groups with radical 

potential, While Chir:a stiE J:Jntinues to support radical regimes and train 

guerrillas in Southern Africa, like the.Soviets, they now find little difficulty 

reaching accomodations w.L'ch pro-l'Testern regimes such as Ethiopia and Israel. 

The thaw in American-C1Inese '"'lations will no doubt increase China's legitimacy 

in Africa, and it remains .to ·be seen whether a Sino-American detente will lessen 

China 1 s revolutionar-.Y ardo= any further. 

III, The probable explanation for this widespread interest in the region is 

.that it is viewed as a crucial extension of two major theatres of conflict-

the Middle East and Southern Africa·; · Whether or not the conflicts remain local 

or develop into major international crises therefore depends very much on what 

happens in these two primary conflict zones, In themselves, the conflicts do 

not seem to have the potential for escalation into major international crises. 

The Eritrean-Ethiopia conflict although seemingly a structural one in the sense 

that the ELF is attempting to alter the boundaries of the Ethiopian political 

system may well def>"se itself Hhen the Emperor dies, Haile Selassie 1 s successors 

may well feel constr2.0.nezl to loosen Ethiopia's military relationship with the 

U.S, ·when the lease on Ke.g>"·•a;! expires in 1978, and may also take up a much less 

anti-Arab posture, · Eth:Lopi8., like most East African countries, is anxious to 

have the Suez Caqal re-open8d since its closure increases freight costs by over 

(5) "Israel and .Africa" Afri~an Report, February 1971, p.8. 
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40 per cent, and reduces the competitiveness of their goods in Europe and the 

U.S.A. The U.S. is also trying to change its image as an anti-Arab power, and 

may encourage closer relations bet1·men Ethiopia and her Arab .. neighbours and 

a sca1ing down of the Israeli litikage, Such a posture, coupled with some 

gesture of conciliation to the Moslems of Eritrea such as a measure of autonomy, 

might well take some of the steam out of the conflict by reducing the military 

capability of the ELF, The ELF in fact appears to be operating on these 

assumptions, 
' . 

The Sudan conflict is also structural and appears to be more. intransigent. 

Given the intensification of rivalries between the communists and the Arab 

nationalists following the abortive communist coup in July 1971, it is quite 

possible that little time or resources will be spent in placating the South, 

One cim in fact expect a much closer relationship between the Sudan, Libya, 

Egypt and Syria, and Numeiry m.ight now feel obliged to fUlfill .what he considers 

to be the "Arab destiny'l of the Sudan, Although Israel uas not happy about 

a communist government in Khartoum, !ecent developments will no doubt encourage 

it to step up assistance to the South in an attempt to make it more difficult 

for the·Sudan to increase its deployment of troops along the canal zone. On 

the other hand, Uganda may well wish to restrict Israel's activities in the 

North, since she has a great deal to fear if the Sudan encourages the activities 

of pro•Obote elements along its southern borders. 

Khartoum's persecution of communists may well force Russia to reconsider 

its m:j.li tary assistan.ce programmes. Although Russia has expressed strong concern, 

it may yet feel that its commitments in the struggle against Israel must be 

given precedence to its fraternal obligations to communist parties in the area, 

But it is equally possible that given Numeiry's experiences with the Soviets 

and the deterioration of the economy he might want to rely more on.China or 
the 

even the \vest. In the event of. a rapprochement wi th/vlest, he might feel constrained 

t 0 make conciliatory gestures to the Anya Nya, especially since it might be 

considered imprudent to do hattll! with the Anya Nya and the communists at the 

same time, It is clear that what happens in the Sudan· in terms of the scale 

of external involvement hinges a great deal on what happens in the l'Iiddle East, 

Involvement on ·the· part of the Great Powers and their allies in the internal 

conflicts in Eastern Africa·has so· far been restrained, Following upon the 

conflicts in Congo and Nigeria, there seems to be a tacit determination to 

prevent these conflicts from becoming major cockpits of great power strife. 

Given the low profile which seems to typify the rivalry of the U.S. and the 

u.s.s.R. in Africa, the incipient thaw in relations between the U·,S •. and China, 

· and the determination of African states to maintain the existing nation state 

system, there seems little likelihood of any major international clash, at least 
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not in traditional cold war terms. But ;iven the fluidity of politics in Africa 

and the fragility of African states and political coalitions, it is difficult 

to predict where critical conflicts \vill erupt or reappear. 

IV, But can anything be done to fulfill those early hopes that the continent 

would not be the object of a second scramble? A number of suggestions have in 

fact been given, They include (a) the creation of an all-African High Command 

to police conflicts between and within African countries. (b) greater use of 

OAU mediation facilities. (c) banning of all arms sales or gifts to African 

countries. (d) cutting those economic links to the West which encourage "protective" 

intervention. 

The first two solutions are popular with radical pan-African sta.tes such 

as Guinea and Tanzania and continue to have some attraction for elements in 

moderate states such as Ni;eria. But while the OAU has had some success in 

mediating disputes such as that between Ethiopia and Somalia, its impact on 

other disputes such as that in Nigeria where the stakes were high, has been 

marginal, OAU efforts are likely to be welcomed by incumbent elites but not 

by claimants for power. It is worth noting that the OAU has not made any major 

effort to bring the warring parties in the Sudan together, and it is to be 
' 

wor.dered whether the OAU might not attempt to trade off its support of the 

Arabs in the Middle East conflict in return for.a gesture on the part of Khartoum 

towards the Southerner·s. 

·An all-African mili~ary command designed to maintain a Pax Africana would 

have the same built-in difficulties as the OAU, Actions which the High Command 

might .wish to take will certainly not be approved by all African states, le·t 

alone the parties to the conflict. If this High Command has to take its· instructions 

from a Defence Commission consisting of the defence ministers of forty states 

and can act only with the approval of the government of the State in question, 

it will be paralysed· in most cases, Not even in a contest with racist and offensive 

regimes. in Southern Africa can one count on unity since there will alwaYs be 

Bandas, Boignys, Busias, Bongos and Bokassas in Africa. iVioreover, there are 

logistical problems involved in mobilising an all-!lf:i-ican military force quickly 

which may prove difficult, though not impossible, to overcome. In spite of these 

difficulties, however, some sort of all-African peace-keeping military presence 

is.clearly a goal towards which African energies ought to be directed in the 

near future, But its effectiveness might well be limited to inter rather than 

intra-state disputes and to confrontations with the remaining colonial powers 

or minority racist regimes. 
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The suggestion that the traffic in· arms to Africa should be stopped, and 

that ho further aid should be given to support military budgets. is an attractive 

one, but it is idealistic just the same. It is true that without outside budgetary 

support, many African countries could not support their present levels of defence 

spending. Countries such as the Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda and Somalia commit 

a large proportion of their resources to armies and armaments which are badly 

needed for development projects. But even if aid is transferred from military 

to civil projects, states can still redirect their own resources into military 

channels if they consider it paramount to bolster their security services. And 

as Geoffrey Kemp notes, "despite a marked de~.;ree of .correlation between high defenc·e 

budgets, large armed forces and incidents of conflict, it cannot be argued that 

the arms cause or contribute to the conflict."(6) An increased supply of arms 

may exa·cerbate a conflict, but it could also shorten it if the increase is decisive. 

Even· if it were possible to get the large arms suppliers to agree to deny 

"sophisticated" and offensive arms to developing countries, there will still be 

problems determining what exactly is an offensive weapon, and policing the activities 

·of small suppliers. As Amelia Leiss observes: "A country that is determined to 
· suppliers of/any 

acquire arms regardless of the persuasion of its mentor has the option of many 

roughly comparable systems to which to turn ••• It is increasingly a buyers market."( 7) 

The notion that disengagement from world economic systems is an effective 

·way to curb interventionism on the part of foreign powers is quite prevalent in 

· radical circles, particularly in Tanzania. The argument is that foreign aid 

and investment creates opportunities Lor access and leads to the establishment 

or strengthening of link groups which then provides pretexts and justifications 

for intervention. In the words of Okwudiba Nnoli: "Africanisation of the linkage 

groups reduces the impact of external influences ••• This is a genuine reason for 

the nationalisation of expatriate enterprises in African states."(B) Self-reliant 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

"Arms Traffic and Third \.Jorld Conflicts" •. International Conciliation, 
No. 577, l1arch, 1970, p.9. 

"The Transfer of Conventional Arms to Less Developed Countries". 
Control and.National Security, Vol. 1., 1969, pp. 46-54. 

"Some Implications of Contemporary World Politics for African Development" 
The African Review, Vol. 1, No. 1, I·fJarch 1971, p. 52. For a radical 
analysis of the role of link groups in Tanzania, cf. Shivji, Tanzania: 
The Silent Class Stru5gle, mimeo. Paper presented to the Social Science 
Conference, Dar-es-Salaam, December 1970. 
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economic ~evelopment then is the key to the problem of foreign intervention. 

Development which relies on foreign initiative and capital ultimately leads 

to the intensification of domestic conflicts and economic retrogTession. 

This is an interesting formulation, but it nevertheless contains a number 

of basic weaknesses, It assumes, for example, that if Tanzania "disengages" 

from ~p~rialism, imperialism will therefore cease to intervene (directly or 

indirectly) in Tanzania since it has no liruc groupts to protect. But unless 

links are severed on a continental basis, and more or less at the same time, 

there is still the likelihood that foreign powers would seek to restore them 

in Tanzania to prevent the "infection" from spreading. This is precisely the 

situation in which Tanzania finds itself at the moment. We are thus back to 

the argument of Nkrumah for continental unity. Nkrumah' s argument is that if 

African states did not unite they would be picked off "one by one", 

Some exponents of the disengagement theory limit it to capitalist states 

and call for greater linkages with the socialist bloc not only to accelerate 

soc.b.list development, 'Jut to secure it, But as Cuba, the Sudan and Eastern 

Et1J:c.pe illustrate, reliance on the Soviet Union or China also gives rise to 

cm''l')aints about great power domination. African elites, like many in Eastern 

Europe, might well feel that rather than leading to economic retrogression and 

a loss of real freedom, competition among foreign countries.of all ideological 

persuasions increases their options, As such they will always feel threatened 

if any one foreign power achieves a monopoly of influence, As the late Sylvanus 

Olymp*o once observed, "we have so much to ask for and so little to bargain with", 

Moreover, it is unrealistic to expect African states to cut links with either 

of the great economic systems when they are so dependent on these for markets 

for their primary and secondary products. The disengagement theory assumes 

that options which are available to large countries with a varied resources 

base (both human and physical) are equally open to small states with a skewed 

resource base, 

· Given the weaknesses andliability of African states, one can expect no 

abatement of internal conflict in the near future whether of the leadership 

or the structural variety, Given the proximity of the states in Eastern Africa 

to two major areas of international rivalry, one· can also expect capitalist 

and socialist powers to continue to try and influence the outcomes of these 

conflicts whether invited or not. In such confrontations the Soviets and the 

Chinese will always appear to vlesterners and Africans whose class interests 

are served by the \·lestern link to be the agressors, since the former do not 

want to maintain the post-colonial balance which favours the West, but to change 

it, Most of the regimes which have been.overthrown in the last few years 

have been left-leaning and constituted threats to the Western economic interests 
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in Africa, The likelihood therefore is that the Western powers will do 

whatever they can to undermine Tanzania.and Zambia, the only remaining u:j:'adicalu 

states on the borders of Southern Africa, 

Uganda has now moved closer to Britain on the South Africaissue, to Israel, 

.Kenya and Ethiopia, and it would not come as a great surprise if tacit defence 

ag-.ceements are negotiated betc.,een Uganda and Britain and/or Israel, Given the 

siege mentality which now prevails in Lusaka and Daz-.es-Salaam, it would only 

be natural for greater reliance to be placed on the Chinese, The latter would 

h2.ve strong incentives to maintain the security of the railway and might well 

fm~,·~.},·jn as a dete:crent to Portugal, South Africa and Rhodesia if they feel 

ts•J:'pt•.'d to punish ZaJlbia and. Tanzania for giving assistance and sanct1:aey .to 

5''"'.c:: lla groups, 

Finally, it is worth stressing that African elites have so far not allowed 

thell)seJ.Yes to be bound to any one foreign power or group, and that they have 

cbe:r·.:.·:d aJ.:!.hnces or emphases in dependence when it suited them. Tanzania and 

U;y,·,-,;'.cc ohi.fted away from reliance on Western military support and Uganda is 

nc<J 5.G <:h·J l'rocess of reverting to Western· dependence, The Sudan and Ethiopia 

n:i) ·i: ·"·c·:c!. reduce their dependence ·on the Soviet Union and the United States 

re:;p2c·civaly as regimes change or new developments arise, African politics 

must be a nightmare to game-players in foreign chancelleries and defence 
' . . 

establishments who expect consistency from their uclientu elites, 

.. 
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The aim of this paper is to assess the influence of civil violence on the 

political stability of Italy, and to attempt an evaluation of the consequences, 

for international security, of domestic upheavals there, Will Italy's democratic 

institutions survive and flourish, or might totalitarian forces of the Left or 
' Right, peacefully or non-peacefully, take power?· 'How safe a member of the Atlan-

tic Alliance is Italy? Moreover, Italy should not be seen alone in Southern 

Europe. It is the pivotal area in terms of possible social upheavals and of future 

international security on the Western European side just as neighbourly'Yugoslavia 

is on the Communist one. The geographic contiguity of these two nations, the 

strength of _economic and even political ties between them, make it inevitable that 

a crisis in. either Italy or Yugoslavia wo).lll..hay;e strong repe:cpussi.on~:!.n...:the 

~gtlbour-ing-State. The whole European balance would be affected by a serious 

crisis either in Italy or in Yugoslavia, 

The level of civil violence 

It has been said that only four people died in Italy, during the seven years 

of the Saragat Presidency, in clashes involving the police, (l) This may very well 

be true_, Even though 13 people were killed in the anarchist boinb explosion in a 

Milan bank in Autumn 1969, Italy has known nothing even remotely similar to the 

prolonged bloodshed in Northern Ireland, Nor has anything comparable to the 

_French ~v~nements de mai ever taken place, in ·spite of the fact that the Students 

Movement in Italy became highly organized and developed a revolutionary ideology 

earlier than in France, Nevertheless, the variety and frequency of violent acts 

is impressive, 

These have included, "football riots" (Caserta); region':'l popular riots, 

of very confused but sometimes right-wing or nee-fascist political background, in 

Reggio Calabria and elsewhere in the Centre-South (the Reggio Calabria months-long 

(l) c.s. Sulzberger, N,Y, Times, 21 July, 1971 



riots of 1970 were strongly reminiscent of popular anti-State rioting in ~,them 

Italy in the decades following the country's unification); various and numerous 

e:tamples of'brban guerrilla", or~;anized mostly by.extreme-Left students, as well 

as frecuent clashes between extremists of Left and Right, in many of Italy's 

bigger cities of the Centre-North; and sporadic 

sabota e, accompanying prolonged strikes in the 

/ 

violence, including some acts of 

biggest Italian factories, both 

,. 

State-owned and private, in Turin, Milan.etc; even banditism in Sardinia and Mafia 

violence in Sicily and Calabria have been recognized as. having some social and 

political significance. In sum, Italy has known, in the lat~j,es elll:l.E3J;l:t:l;r33_eyel!.ti,e.s, 

both the kind of violence existing in other advanced, highly industri~J~sed sac~ --------- •. ties and some of the more primitive violence alFays present in the most backward 

regions of the country. 
~~"'-----.:;___ 

As far as extreme Right violence is concerned, the planned "~" by a small 

group of nobodies led by Prince Valerio Borghese in December 1970 has never been 

taken seriously. In 1964, during President Segni's last summer in office, plans 

were made, at a certain moment, by General de Lorenzo (then Defence Chief of Staff, 

now a neo-fascist member of Parliament), for Carabinieri intervention a~ainst 

left-Wing political leaders, as a precaution against anarchy prevailing in the 

country. A later investigation and trial seemed to prove that preparation for 
' what might have become a semi-legal "golpe" by the military (and the President!) 

never went very far. The Italian armed forces aP_~.,._oE._ th~le,-to·-tre-little

involved 1g_politics, though they seem to b~less detached today than in the past. 

The level of civil violence of all sorts has consistently been high enough 

to justify a widespread feeling of uneasiness and tension, at least during the 

last three or four years. Left-Wing violence, of course, breeds right-Wing vio

lence, and vice-versa. However, the great majority of political observers and 

public opinion still consider that the Republican institutions, though rela.tively 

young, are not likely to be destroyed by either organized or spontaneous-violence 

in the foreseeable future, and that the political and institutional forces de

fending the Republic have still reserves of power which are amply sufficient to 

counteract desperate acts by minority groups of any political connotation. Let it 

be clear that the most likely s_cena_!:!,g_Lor_Ital;x::, in the general view, is still 

a "democratic" though troubled one. 

Political forces with an avowed programme of civil violence 

None of the major political movements or parties in Italy formally favours 

violence to further its aims. Two, however, the Neofascists (MSI) ahd the 

Communist Party (PCI) have historical and/or political and ideological connections 

with movements which accept or have accepted violence as a declared tool• of poli-· 

tical action. Ties between the !~I and the more extremist right-wing violent 



"gruppuscoli" are thought to exist. No connection has ever been claimed to exist 

between the PCI and the extreme left-wing, maoist, anarchist or other gruppi and 

gruppuscoli: relations are ~thing_&ut_f;rj_~ly~ Nevertheless, the language of 

the PCI's daily propaganda is as violent as ever, and the party is still prone 
~~~~~~~----------------------

? 
to ride ,the tiger of every violent protest. Violent revolution, in order to "des- L. 

troy the system", ·is the declared aim of gruppi and gruppuscoli both of the ex-

treme Left and of the extreme Right. Police and judicial action has occasionally 

been taken against some of their leaders and publications, but on the whole their 

near-illegal activiti~ have not been made difficult, in the very liberal and 

permissive Italian.atmosphere. 

Some collusion has taken place between groups of the "Extraparliamentary" 

Left and Right, as the extremes are called in Italy. Both firmly believe that 

violence is good. Even violence by opponents is helpful, since it leads to a 

general atmosphere of tension hopefully conducive to one's own'revolution". 

General public opinion is very clearly against violence: but a teeny bit of 

violence by one's own political or social side, or by one's own trade union, is 

still considered to be within the rules. Indeed, the belief is widespread that 
. . ~-,_ 

without a little violengg - like stopping traffic in Rome or on an autostrada, 

occupying a factory or a public office or a university building - the huge and 

cumbersome machinery of the State will never res12,ond .t.P-i:U.!lJ,.J~I;ievances and re

dress real or imaginary wro~~· This philosophy has created a certain sympathy 

fer th:' gruppuscoli,_although.n~elf-declared · violent group has much chance 

to win significant parliamentary representation. 

The 1eft-viing gruppi (the main ones, "Lotta Continua", "Il M8Jl~festo" and 

"Potere Operaio"• are all nation-wide movements).h?-ve definitely helped to push 

the trade unions on to a very militant path, and to maintain a very tense atmos

phere in Italy's industries. The ec"nomic and political .consequences, since the 

"Hot Autumn" of 1969, have been very serious. Italy's present economic crisis 

has largely grown out of this situation. The gap between popular expectations 

and economic achievements has been made wider; a feeling of great insecurity has 

spread among industrial "entrepreneurs" and managers, and economic initiative has 

greatly suffered. The 1eft-Wing gruppi have also greatly strengthened right

wing trends among the urban middle classes, tired of ccmtinuous strife and strikes: 

they are, to a large extent, responsible for the MSI' s electoral success of June 

1971. 

What the .J.eft- Wing gruppi have done among students and young workers in the 

North, right-Wing groups and the MSI have done or tried to do in the depressed 

towns of Southern Italy, by-passed by the "miracle". The major example has, of 

course, been the many months of rioting "against State and Parties" in Reggio 

Calabria. 
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The ~ocial, economic, and political background 

Italy is a nation of "late developm~mi!': while underdeveloped nations can be 
I 

stable, nations of late development, that is· to say, rapidly growing nations which 

ha~~ome acutely aware of their backwardness relative to their neighbours; 

~)~~unstable. Furthermor~-bit is a nation of exceptionally uneven develop

~~ The North is ~-loped &n the level of the advanced Central and 

Northern European states), but the South is spectacularly backward. The state 

I 

has attempted, through a number of brave plans, to close the gap, but has so far 

only succeeded, at the most, in preventing it from widening, 
~~ --·-----------~· --.____.~ --._ 

The progressive social ideology of Italy's Repubblica basata sul lavoro, 

("Republic based on work") has made the citizen keenly aware of his rights and 

aspirations for social and economic betterment. Television has brOU0ht images 

of progress and affluence into the depressed homes of the South, images which are 

tantalizingly ne~r, yet so difficult to reach, Progress itself, particularly in 

Northern Italy, has had unexpectedly high social costs: explosive urbanization 

and heavy industrialization are a very mixed 'blessing for the first generation of 

people inv••lved in such processes. Finally, due to the lightning speed with 

which cultural and psychological attitudes spread in today's world, some strata 

of society (the young) have q_uickly come to share all the o.isappointments v1hich are 

typica.l of the most advanced and blase consumer societies. Italy has rightly been 

compared to a Centaur, so th,,:t, when ill, one does not know .whether to call a 

doctor or a veterinarian. There is reciprocal enhancement between rebellious 

moods of very different social ,o.nd historical origins: the result is. an atmos~ 

phere of contestazione generale, Finally, a multiplicity of protests ends by 

wearing down the capacity to react of political' institutions, Where the prestige 

of the State and national cohesion between social classes are, for hi9Drical 

reasons, already weak, as in Italy, the "institutions" can withstand all these 

tensions only with great difficulty: a sense of impending doom is rarely absent, 

There are no ~uick remedies for the growing pains behind the present civil 

violence in Italy. 'Uet rich q_uick" is an economically productive state of mind1 

it also leads easily to an impatient mood which breeds violence, Even the most 

capable, efficient and well respected political class and institutions (and Italy 

is far from ideal in this respect) would find the going very heavy, for a genera

tic~ or so. Later, the situation might stabilise. But for the foreseeable 

future, one must reckon with outbursts of civil violence, which could threaten 

the country's present institutions" 
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Scenarios for violence and its international conseguences 

Though most observers expect Italy to remain on an even keel, scenarios 

for violent upheaval have been seriously discussed. The kind of multi-farious 

violence p~otti~ent duri~~ the last few years, by increasing in intensity could 

contribute to a general crisis. Production would come to a near-stop, unemploy

ment increase dramatically, l~ading to still greater tension and violence, and 

Italy become "ungovernable". In such a chaos, the democratic parties and insti-· 

tutions could break apart. This would lead either to/fight-\ving take-cverwith; 

mo:re or less legal forms, or to an invitation to the Communists to join Italy's 

Government, and even become the leading party in a new left-wing coalition. 

Perhaps because right-wing scenarios are dull and repetitive ("a new Fascist 

Italy"; a new "Colonels' Greece"), but probably due more to the general feeling 

tha.t the Communists and near-Communist left are much stronger, politically, than;) 

the extreme right, the possibility of a Communist take-over. has aroused muc~ :: 

the most interest (though this could be a serious £nd dangerous mistake). Lt is 

usually believed that though violence might create the ·climate_for-!hComr_nwAst 

take-over, the take-over itself might well be peaceful and wj}pllyJ_ggal. Never

theless, there are grea.t and well-founded fears that in the end this would only 

turn out to be a peaceful road to greater civil violence. 

I personally believe (2\hat !t'e Comnnm:i.,;;~t_s wilJ_:e,o_t....;.:g;-y cautiously, for 

fear of a "shift to th~r:igJ±t~(w)!~c~. may_, indeed, be already underway). The 

Communists appear to be available to play various roles in the 1970 1.s. They 

could be_(il~onverg!J:g:" and almost loyal opposition, junior partner in a wide 

li"antifascist" ang.Treformist .coali th~ll•. or the mains_~ ay _of~a .new.:J.eft-wing ~jori ty~ 
They'will mostly react to events, so that the crux will be the capacity of the 

democratic parties to control the situation. Should the democratic parties fail, 

the comnnmists might take over constitutionally; Allende-fashion, though this 

would require a split of the Christian Democrat party and a much greater poli

tical upset than was necessary for the Marxist coalition to win in Chile. Once 

in power, it is unlikely that a Communist-led Government could prevent an acute 

economic crisis. It would then be strongly tempted to acquire even more powers 

to confirm its hold. Such a "Chilean scenario" would be as unpredictable in its 

later developments as the Chilean situstion today: but it is just as unlikely 

that the original ambiguous balance might be held for long and a violent trial 

of strength avoided. Such a situation would be an ideal setting for more violence, 

spontaneous or organised. 

Th~ consequences_forJ:taly.!.s_for.aign-pel-i-cy and for the European balance 

" 
(2) Arrigo Levi: "Pci, la lunga marcia verso il potere", Etas Kompass, 1971. 
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would, in all probability, be immediate and dramatic. A Communist Italy would _< ___ ----"-·--
9 q~_so0n.b,e.ein-withd;raV!ing fro~~-· Harsh reactions by Italy's allies, even 

"' ..-< 
if only diplomotic would make it easier for it to move quickly to a neutral posi-

tion, somewhat al:in to Yugoslavia's. The PCI has consistently proclaimed, even 

when most critical of Moscow's policy, that it will never move over to the "Anti

Soviet camp". It is difficult to imagine that the Party's Russian ties, which 

are still strong, would weaken at a moment of great difficulty for Italy1s 

.t-~ommunists, when the only obvious friends would be the Communist nations. As for 

f'lt(',_.-'~ the European Economic Community, the Communists' declared aim is not to withdraw 

,-/'{ f,.,. from it but to transform it into a "regional economic organization" of the UN, 

'l purely commercial in function and long range aims, and including both Western 

and E<l<stern European nations, 

Should the present foreign policy of the PCI, with its official anti-bloc 

philosophy, become Italy1s n0.tional policy, it would weaken or destroy the 'ivestern 

bloc, while leaving the Eastern bloc intact: it would strike a formidable blow to 

the pr~sent political and strategic balance, and would definitely upset it in 

favour of Russian hegemony over Europe. Of course, it cannot be excluded that, 
<' 

once in power, aiming at the development of a "~nal Communiell" and being_!lp 

near Russia and so far from America, the Italian Communists might realistica1l~# 
---~--- - ---- - < -..,.---

modify the~r present_policy, However, it would be somewhat optimistic to count 

too much on such a possibility, or to expect that, should they want to do so, 

they would easily succeed, against the formidable pressures of events, and having 

to deal with a Russia committed to Brezhnev's doctrine, 

~ This scenario of a Communist take-over in Italy, summed up in the Sulzberger 

/formula: "spaghetti vlith Chile sauce", has lost much of its credibility, in Italy, 

I after the June 1971 administrative elections in Sicily, Rome and other centres. 

I A clear "shift to the Right", in favour of the neofascist MSI, cost the dominant 

party, the Christian Democrats, heavY losses, while the Communists too lost 

ground, The whole political atmosphere in Italy seemed to change abruptly under 

the shock of these results. The Christian Democrats stiffened their anti-Commu

nist position and hardened their attitude towards their Socialist (PSI) partners 

in government; the Socialists themselves watered down their demands for "new, 

more advanced, political balances" (which actually meant including the Communists 

in a new coalition), In the summer of 1971, the general feeling was that the 

future might soon bring a deliberate turn to the Right by the Christian Demo
crats. 

In August, the renewal of Soviet pressures on Rumania and Yugoslavia made 

a "Communist scenario" in It<<:~ly even less likely. Threats to Yugoslav inde

pendence in themselves increase resistance to a shift to the Left in Italy. 
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Should Yugoslav institutions disintegrate, or fall prey to Soviet pressures, be

fore the present situation changes in Italy, a ~ommunist take-over in Rome, or 

even a cautiou" "opening to the Communists", would become nearly impossible and 

a shift to the "'-"·;ht would be facilitated. Jf',ona different hypothesis, the Commu1 

nists were already in power in Rome, they might be pushed, in self-defence, to-

a more "Western", maybe even to an Atlantic, position. 

In the Summer of 1971 c.ll this sounded rather far-fetched. The fact that 

the Communists continued to behave as a very loyal opposition, allowing some key 

reforms to go through Parliament, rave some continuing credibility to the hypo

thesis of a further "convergence" between the PCI and the government parties. The 

step from being a "loyal" or "converging" opposition, to becoming an "outside 

supporter" of the Government would not be too long, and might prepare the ground 

for future participation of the PCI in a democratic Government coalition. The 

Communists are aware that their neutralist and pro-Soviet policy, as well as their 

strong party-ties with Moscow, still represent extremely strong obstacles to 

such developments. However, they have done nothing, so far, to soft-pedal their 

"Soviet" priorities in order to facilitate agreement with Italy's democratic 

parties. This is probably due to their feeling that, the more the,y becom~ ... a 

"moderate" party in domestic affairs, the more they must confirm their ties with .._ - -~ ------~ - ~ .. _ _, -- _-...._ __ . 

Moscow: otherwise, the unity of the party would be endangered, or the party migh -- --:.. .... _ --· .... 

l~~e--~ch_of-its-e1ectoral.supp?rt ~n !a~~ of more extremist forces (either 
already in being, or new). 

Under present conditions, a DC-PCI coalition is inthinkable without a major 

crisis and a split in either, or both, of Italy's great parties• This makes any 

forecast impossible. The final result might Well be a full scale Communist take

over. At the other extrem~we might witness the disappearance of the great 

challenge from the Left, such as we have known it all through the last 25.years. 

Repercussions on Italy's foreign policy could be just as wide-ranging, 

The extreme alternative hypothesis of a right-wing take-over would require 

s state of anarchy prevailing in Italy, leading to a general crisis and break-up 

of democratic parties and institutions. A President in such a crisis could de

cide to "restore order" with the help of the Itrmy, of which he is the Supreme 

Chief. A "Colonels' Italy", or a "Neofascist Italy", or a 11Gaullist Italy" 

(these are the main possibilities, and they might turn out to be rather different 

from one another), would probably maintain Italy's alignment with the West. 

At first, Italy could even look more safely "Atlantic" than it is todey, But it 

is reasonable to think that in the long-run a right-wing, strongjv nationalist 

Italy, would become an uncomfortable ally, !.iable once again to develop 

Mediterranean ambitions. A democratic Ce!)!ral-Northern Eur_.2pe, closed in by a 

Fascist ~ (from Spain J'ia Italy to Greece) and a Communist East would be

"much 'iess-vita1.~d secure. Such a Europe might easily fall apart, each nation 
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separately seeking national reassurances and insurances from America, or Russia, 

or indigenous nationalism. 

Should all these more extreme hypotheses prove unjustified, ~e would be left 

with mucJ)_the_s_awe_Ql!J._Italy_as_befQr_ll.,_j.us.t~!!S vital and =.§1§JIJ.g,_'J'};lis is con

sidered by mo,· t the like,li~st .• scenario. This would not mean being "stuck" for 

ever with a "Centre-Left" coalition of Christian Democrats and Socialists. A 

centre-right coalition of Christian Democrats, Sociademocrats, Hepublicans and 

Liberals (the coalition which ruled Italy through most of the Fifties) is once 

more on the cards since the "traumatic" experience of the June 1971 administrative 

elections. Both a centre-left and a centre-right Italy would carry on much the 

same foreign policy as before. Could, however, internal upheavals press future 

democratic governments 

East-West relations? 

of Italy towards a more --This might be so, should 

neutralist or passive position in 

the tendency to an "opening to the 

Communists" gather strength once more. The extremely anti-Soviet attitude of 

Italy's New Left, and its guixotic pro-Chinese position, seem by themselves in

capable of influencing Italy's foreign policy in any way. 

Western·Europe's Unification and Europe's South 

This paper has so far tried to show that violence is today an important con

tributory factor to the political instability of Italy; that the rods of violence 
~- -- . - - __,___~ - ___.......__ - - . 

are deep and receive new nourishment by_ylle great structural changes taking place; 
------ ---· ...._,..._ .. - - ~- -· tl;at the political. forces now in power, ,_nd the present institutions, should be 

able to s.tan(l_tne...,s.trains.of.suc!J. a situation; but that the alternative of a vio

lent break-up cannot_be ruled out of court. 
- -- -- .. ------ ----

It seems self-evident ;!a:la.t._~pt_.change_in.Italy2':ould leave Europe. 

worse off than today. This would be true of a'Weo-Fascist Italy", while a Commu-
.,--. . ------

nist take-over could precipitate a general European crisis and contribute to 

overall Russian domination of the Continent, In recent years, the worst con

ceivable scenario had three prelimimry conditivns: institutional crisis in Yugo 

slavia, institutional crisis in Italy, and failure of the EEC negotiations with 

Britain. The fact that the third premise of this "pessimistic scenario" has not 

apparently materialized, makes it less likely that the other two will transpire. 

The dangers are still there. The fourth and fifth pre-conditions of a "pessi

mistic scenario" (Russia's forward foreign policy, and Junerica's nee-isolationist 

tendencies) are very much in evidence, So, the situation is not particularly 

promising for Western Europe in the Seventies. That is why the strongest nations 

of the West ought to do all they can to help prevent .____ a deep crisis in_:):t.al,y and ·-}:ugoslavi§;,. What such a policy should consist of, is open to debate. The first 

thing would be to recognize the need for it. The near-blindness of most Western 

European nations to the very serious economic plight and pleas of Yugoslavia 
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(Italy perhaps being less blind and deaf than the others), is a serious sign of 

how far we are from having a co·-ordinated and well planned Western European 

foreign policy. Just as typical is the total lack of an "Italian strategy" in 

theeconomic policy of the EEC, where the main effort has been aimed at helping 

France's rich farmers. Although it is very clear that the potential political. 

dangers created by the existence of other· depressed sectors in the Community are 

much smaller than those connected vd th the' plight of Italy's Mezzogiorno, there · 
--~·--

has been no planned, all-European, poricy in favour of the development of Southern 

Italy, no concrete recognEion of the fact that a faster growth in Italy's depressed 

areas is a common interest of the whole of Western Europe and t,hat it should en

gage the powerful economic forces of the more advanced Western European nations. 

Today more than ever, the problems of Italy and Yugoslavia ought to enjoy 

a clear priority on the political agenda of the new "Europe of the Ten", Only with 

\

a stronger Southern flank can Western Europe face with any confidence the long 

) 

run trial of political and strategic strength with the Soviet Union, The develop

ment of Eastern Europe, which is sure to be troubled because the region is 

I plagued by national, economic and institutional problems, would offer better 

prospects if Yugoslavia's innovating Communism and Italy's democratic insti-

/ · tutions were adequately strengthened. 

( 
' 

) 

f;L~k ~ 
(;(_)~_-.:L ./ . 
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Political Violence in Industrial Societies 
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As far as the political life of the continemtal European countries is 

concerned, the current trend of resorting to violence represents a return to the 

past rather than a new development. One has only to recall the tide of violence

of the inter-war years, marked by the rise to power of Fascism in Italy and 

Nazism in Germany, the civil war which was only just averted in France and 

which later did actually break out in Spain. In sheer quantity, the political 

violence of the 1930's greatly exceeds that of the 1960's. The most striking 

characteristic of the more recent wave of violence is its 'quality'. In this 

respect we are faced with a·new phenomenon quite different from anything which 

existed before the war. 

At that period there were two main driving forces behind political violence: 

widespread poverty. (aggravated by the economic crisis of 1929 to 1933); and 

nationalism (stimulated by the Versailles peace settlement). Both still exist, 

but as distinct from the developing countries where· they are still active, in the 

highly industrialised countries they now play only a very minor role. The 

exception which proves the rule ·is the American Black workers, and even here 

the concept of poverty is very relative. 

?----

In the present wave of violence, the old stereotypes of the starving 

unemployed, the ruined petit bourgeois, and the neglected war veteran have been 

replaced by those of the worker newly conscious of his 'alienation' 1 the scientist 

dissatisfied with the use that is being made of his skill, and that privileged 

person, the upper middle-class student, All this has led a certain number of 

observers to come to the conclusion ·that whereas the pre-war troubles 1-1ere 

bound up with a social and political crisis, those of to-day are symptomatic of 

a crisis of civilization. 

This diagnosis needs tempering, The lines are never clearly drawn between 

social tensions, political conflicts and cultural change. The one thing that 
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is plain is that it is always a bad sign for an ~stablishment' when some of 

the privileeM join movements of revolt, as on the eve of both the French and 

Russian revolutions. 

The surprise created by the revival ·(and in some countries introduction) 

of political violence was all the greater for its breaking out where it was 

least expected, For years the ruling circles in Western countries had been 

equating political violence with Communist subversion, but now the Communists 

themselves were thrown off balance by the new kinds of civil strife, This was 

particularly striking in France and in Italy, the two countries with powerful 

Communist parties, which naturally attempted to regain control of the youthful 

revolutionary elements which had broken away from them. This turned out to be an 

extremely difficult-task, The fact is, in France and Italy, the Communist parties 

occupy positions similar to those held elsewhere by Labour and Social Democrat 

parties, in that they not only influence, but are also influenced by, the workin£ 

classes, which in the main are not at present revolutionary. in outlook. Hence 

the violent denunciations of 'left-wing extremism'. This ironic situation was - . { 

quickly exploited by politicians (and also industrial magnates), .who until then 

had been extremely hostile to the Communist organizations, but who now began to 

make overtures to the Communist-controlled trade ~ions and to make attempts to 

open discussions with the parties themselves. It is not necessary to dwell on 

these overtures, but only to point to one of their results: Western ruling circles 

have tended to take over the Communist critique of the new forms of civil violence, 

and to attribute them solely to "left-wing extremism", thus merely moving from 

one over-simplified formula to another. 

In reality, the phenomenon is highly complex with manifold and even 

contradictory elements. To grapple with them .one must make a preliminary analysis 

of the social and ideological origins of the unrest. 

1 ;_ THE SOCIAL GROUPS INVOLVED 

.The most radical questioning of society is taking place amongst intellectuals, 

_but it is difficult to talk about 'the intelligentsia' as such, since this term 

covers a wide variety of groups. Three groups are of particular relevance. 

1) The traditional intelligentsia, whose culture is essentially literary 

(writers, artists, some teachers), For many of these, politics are still a 

source of emotion and a subject of discussion. They find the problems of 

industrial society confusing, especially those involving economics and technology. 
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They· feel by-passed.by the new·developments and resent the loss of influence 

·they have undoubtedly suffered, Accordingly, they are inclined to welcome 

anything or anyone from demonstrators to guerrillas, that strikes at industrial 

society and re-instates Man unencumbered by the machine. At a deeper level, 

the concept of solidarity with the 'people' dominates the attitude of these 

traditional intellectuals. 'l'he notion that the 'masses 1 will one day sweep 

away all those who occupy leading positions in industrial society -- and not 

just capitalists for whom their hatred often remains purely theoretical - is 

both inspiring and comforting. It allows them to look forward to the ending 

of the humiliation they currently endure - thoU£h usually in comfort and 

occasionally in fame - and the restoration of the values in which they believe. 

2) A similar reaction is to be found in many respects amongst the sub-intelli~ 
gentsia, the social stratum created by the enomous growth in the university 

population. In several European countries, students without degrees and graduates 

without jobs s'uited to 'their qualifications are the victims of the university 

world's inability to adapt to changing conditions. Nevertheless it would be an 

error to link this problem too closely with the crisis'in the educational system, 

for in·. fact it concerns the. whole system of production and patterns of work. 

3) On the other hand the situation of the technological intelligentsia is 

very different, since it is much better integrated in the economic system than the 

o~her two groups. Nevertheless it contains· a number of explosive elements. The 

events of May 1968 in France were particularly revealing in this respect, since 

the strongest challenge to existing methods of staff organization and management 

techniques came in the electronic and·chemical industries, where cadres and 

·engineers comprise over 40% of the total labour. force. The same phenomenon 

~btained in town·planning departments and medical laboratories, 

On the other side of the picture we have the groups which feel most 

exploited and threatened by the industrial society, that iS on·the one hand 

the ·low wage-earners from the countryside or under-developea areas, and on the 

other certain categories of shop-keepers ·and peasants.· 

The large-scale strikes which shook Northern Italy in 1969 and 1970 . . . 

would never have been so serious if so many of their leading participants had not 

been workers originating from the South. Similarly, the exceptional militancy 

of workers in the West of France (the scene of the first occupation of factories 

in 1968, and since then of most of the 1dispossessions 1 of owners) is largely 

due to the presence of peasants who had only recently become factory-workers. 

In this context it would also be interesting to study the influence of emigre 
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workers on recent developments in. the West German and'Swedish trade union 

movements, and in the case of the.United States, to examine from the same 

viewpoint the special rdle played by Black, Puerto-Rican and Mexican workers. 

The unrest amongst the peasants and some groups of small shop-keepers 

has been more limited, less organized and more sporadic. In these case·s, it is 

less a question of trying to bring about changes in working conditions (though 

this question is discussed in some quarters amongst the peasants) than of a 

struggle for survival. 11hen this seems to be assured, action tends to take 

traditional forms, but as soon as it is threatened, there is frequent and some

times spectacular recourse to violence. 

11 - YOUTH 

However, it is not sufficient to confine oneself to analysis of the radical 

movements as social groups, since it is also necessary to introduce another 

element-the younger generation. Of course this element has always played a 

part in all periods of.()ontemporary history, but never before has it assumed 

such importance. 
~· ' 

The younger generation in industrial countries have not experienced poverty 

like preceding generations; they embark on their professional careers much later 

than their elders did; and in ever-increasing numbers they work their way up 

an educational ladder which was originally created for an elite and not for 

a mass society. These differences of situation lead to.differences of behaviour, 

and although the older generation are aware of the phenomenon they do not know 

how to respond to it. They try to avoid open confrontations, abandon the attempt 

to impose their traditional moral code on the younger generation. and make one 

concession after another. Ytiddle-class and lower middle-class families make it 

possible for their sons and daughters to pursue their studies indefinitely; 

working-class families give their children free board and lodging whilst they 

are on strike. In all classes, the older generation want to give their 

children security: they find it hard to take in that ~hat the young are above 

all looking for is responsibility. By continuing to give boys and girls, who 

reach maturity much earlier than ever before, the social status of children, 

the generations in power are turning an ·age-group in many of its forms of 
.la . 

behaviour int~ social class. This explains why so many young people from 

middle-class backgrounds figure prominently amongst the young rebels. 
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111 - THE IDEOLOGIES 

There cau_Qj;>_y":rx :J_ittl.e-homogenei ty amongst a mass oLrebels which 

consists of intellec:tua.l.s_J>'ho feel uneasy, 1<0rkers, peasants and--shop---· 
-~--···· 

keepers who consider themselves. to be the victims of industrial society, 

and young people and technologists who want more responsibility. If, in 

addition, one bears in mind that in most cases one is dealing with minority 

movements, it is difficult to imagine how these would produce a major crisis, 

· or, in other "ards, a real revolution. However one has to reckon with the 

possibility that these various groups might come together (all revolutions 

have been the re:3ult of a convergence of groups with more or less disparate 

interests), and also IVith the force of ideologies. 

For the mon.ent there is no common 'unifying' ideology of revel t. Its 

beliefs are erp1essed either through a type of nee-communism (Trotskyism, 

Maoism) which is in opposition to communist orthodoxy or a sort of neo

Rousseauism of 'spontaneity', or a nee-evangelicalism which excercises a 

profound influer.ce on one section of the younger generation of Christians 

(mainly the Catholics). Curiously enough, all three currents of opinion. mark 

a return (or, if one prefers, a 'regression') to doctrines -or·id.eologies of 

the past. The most influential of the three is certainly the Christian 

current, because it provides the link between the impassioned revolt of the 

young supporters of the 'spontaneity' and the rationalist revolt of the 

dissatisfied technologists. At all events, the establishment f'eels itself to 

be most directly and closely threatened by the criticisms from the Church and by 

the opposition of .the bourgeois young. 

As long as opposition expresses 'itself in purely negative forms, it is 

possible to believe that IVhat· is involved is only a lack of capacity to adapt 

to the changes in society caused by the rapid progress of science and technology, 

since it is a well-kno\Vll fact that mental processes evolve more slowly than 

economic and social structures. Hence the rejection of the new industrial 

society and the rehabilitation of the natural life and the old human values. 

But this is only one aspect of the situation, expressed in its extreme form 

by the hippie movement and by certain types of 'anti-culture' in the United 

states.· 

Connected with this rejection the'Ce is also a search for a new society, 

which takes into account the opportunities created by scientific Bnd technological 

developments. This leads to the condemnation of political systems which are 

considered to be incapable of making use of those possibilities. From this 

point of view, the ideologies derive their inspiration not so much from a regret 
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for things past as from an expectation of things to come. Should not man's 

leisure time one day exceed his working hours? Should not educational develop

ments be conceived in such a manner as to enable people to become qualified for 

several different jobs which they would do in rotation, thus breaking with the 

monotony of working life? Could not the decentralization of decision-making 
< 

in companies be extended to the point where each worker would feel he was 

playing his part in management and indeed self-management? Could not this 
one 

kind of participation break downjof the main types of alienation of our age, 

by gradually whittling away the distinctions between those who make decisions 

and those who carry them out? Is not the constant advertising of consumer goods 

harmful in the long run, and the pursuit of ever increasing wage differentials 

degrading? Should one not attempt to create a certain equality in living 

standards::' 

Most of these ideas are derived from Marxist critiques of capitalist 

society, but there exists also a crisis within Marxism itself owing to the 

contradiction between these theoretical prospects and actual practices as it 

is found!t~e various Communist states. This explains why Christian rev·olutionary 

trends, or ones inspired by Christianity (in France,the majority of 'Maoist' 

militants are of Catholic origin) have tended to take over, and why they have 
strongly · 

adopted parts of the Marxist system whilst continuing/to place their emphasis 

on moral values. 

The majority of politicians and, in particular, trade union leaders are 

still very sceptical of these ideologies, They do not deny the value of some 

of these visions of the future but they are pre-occupied above all with what can be 

achieved in the immediate future. However, their attitude could change if it 

became clear that the new ideologies had gained a strong hold on the younger 

generation, for no political action can completely dispense with ideology, 

that is with a view of the world necessarily containing a number of myths. 

IV - THE NEW VIOLENCE 

To make sense of the revival of political violence in the modern industrial 
the idea 

world one has to admit that/we are living in a pre-revolutionary situation, which 

is not to say that a revolution with a capital 1R1 will take place or that .. 
revolutionary changes may not occur peacefully. 

There is no doubt a lunatic fringe of violence and outbreaks of it which 

are not easily explicable and probably will not be lasting. Nevertheless, in 

general the new forms of violence are related to a desire to break the existing 

system of values and to the discovery of the obstacles and limits against 

which this desire must necessarily press, 
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When deiDons txatoro decide to tf'!k~ no ac~onnt of' an official donial of 

pormir.r.ion to hold a demonstration, when students prevent theholding of exams 

or occupy university premises, when strikers refuse to honour the procedures 

agreed by their own trade union leaders, or when workers on their own authority 

change their conditions of wor~', occupy their plant, or even lock up the 

managers, there is not only a violation of the law, but an effort to oppose 

a new order (even if the greatest Confusion f'X5.st,J on exactly what that order 

is) to the established rule of things, a futc<:P "'tchori ty to the present 

powers that be, 

For_ a time, the history of the Cuban revolution or, rather, the inter

pretations of it, inspired the progenitors of political violence. The aim 

was to impress and then mobilise opinion by exemplary acts carried out by 

small but active minorities on the pattern of Castro's few hundreds of @errilleros 

in Cuba, This "Guevarist" vision has considerably receded, There still remains, 

however, anaggressive spirit which is in marked contrast to the timidity of 

the traditional Left, 

_Yet_ today, the main cause of violence is less the aggressive spirit of 

the rebels than the resistance which their various opposition movements are 

encountering, Even the most. liberal societies are based in the last resort 

on a system of constraints. As long as there is a general consensus wHhin 

the society, these constraints are not actively felt, As soon as the consensus 

disappears and the principles on which the society is based are questioned, 

the situation changes and the polarities of "attack-defence", "provocation

repression" define the context. A new process is set in train. • 

The fact is, Western society is in a transitional stage. The tradi.tional 

values are under attack but the new values are extremely ill-defined. A "creeping" 

crisis exists without alternative solutions appearing with any clarity, This 

is the kind of situation which could last for a long time, but which should 

nevertheless finally produce very profound changes indeed. Violence is not 

the principal characteristic of the process, It is only a symptom, though a 

very interesting one. 
, !·or 1'•. 

The political mechanisms of Western societies are, of course, designed to 

absJrb violence, to canalise conflict towards compromise solutions, and. to 

arbitrate between opposing forces through the electoral system. These are the 

mechanisms of any democratic society. But they have lost a great deal of their 

old effectiveness. This is not the result of sinister plots; ·it is the symptom 

of a crisis and of the disintegration of the old consensus, .. ,, . ~. 
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V - INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS 

The ·opposition movements in \Jestern society are, by definition, hostile to 

the two great alliance systems which have dominated the world for the last 

20 years, One would be tempted almost to call the rebels 'pacifists' if heroic 

postures were not so evident in their ranks. The fact is that war is not only 

an evil. It also remains a need, Host of the observers of my generation are 

astonished by the violence of the younger generation. It is their astonishment 

which surprises me. How could one expect the young to be content simply to 

listen to our reminiscences of wartime experiences? 

Moreover, the two Indo-China wars, the Algerian War and the crisis in the 

Middle East.have shown that the balance of military force is no longer necessarily 

the decisive element in an armed conflict, The relationship between war and 

politics, which seems stronger today even tl(an ,'in the t.ime of Clausewi tz, has 

struck revolutionary youth and led to a revival of the love of conflict. The 

slogan "Peace in Vietnam" was very rapidly replaced by the slogan "Victory for 

the FLN". 

The opposition against the policies of Western governments undoubtedly has 

roots in a weakening of nationalist sentiments both in Europe and America, 

But it is not at all sure that this will lea& ~o, any real understanding 11etween 

the youth of these countries, in one setting, those of the Third \vorld in a 

second, and.those of the Socialist .countries in a third, 
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The questions I propose to raiEE in tbis paper are as follOt;s·:- · 

(i) What is civil violence, and in what sense are we living in "an a_ge of 

civil viohmce"? 

(ii) vlhat is the impact of this civil violence on the international community.? 

(iii) H011 should the international community. in general, and t:~-e i!estein powers 

in particular, respond to it? 

Unc1.erly.ing these questions· there is a deeper one lfhich all of them beg; Hhat is 

most striking about the political violence prevalent at the present time is not its 

"civil" character, but the way. in which it cuts across the distinction between what 

is "civil" and what is "international". This dis.tinction, •·rhich derives from conven

tion and not from nature,.is basic to the sy.stem whereby. for the last four hundred 

years some element of order has been maintained, first in the political universe of 

Europe, later in that of the. ,;orld as a whole. The deepest question raised by con

temporary. political violence is whether the distinction between civil and international 

affahs can and should be preserved at all, and if not >rhat should replace it. 

CIVIL VIOLENCE 

By civil violence I mean the use of force to affect the civil or domestic 

political process. I exclude acts of violent crime that are lfithout political motiva

tion, but include a spectrum of violence··ranging from sporadic individual or group 

acts intended simply to express a-political· grievru1ce or register a political protest, 

through organised and sustained·rebellion, to insurgency and revolution. I exclude 

a purely international or interstate war but include "internal >•ars" or civil wars 

that involve outside powers or that are not restricted to the territory and personnel 

of the civil society 11hose political process they are intended to affect. Finally, 

civil violence should be taken to. include the use or threat of force by established 

political authorities 'to counter acts of violent protest, 

revolution, as well as.these acts themsel~~~. (l) 

rebellion, insurgency or 

---· .. 3 ~ ·v' - t)u. 

(l) It may also be taken to include the use. or threat of force by established authc>
rities to affect the civil process in circumstances in which they are not confronted 
by any violent' challenge. But civil violence in this la:itersense is a permanent 
feature of all political societies. 
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It is often said that He are living in "an age of civil vi•.clence" bu1; it is not 

clear 1-1hat this means. Sometimes what people who state this have in mind is the period 

since 1945, about which it is cOID!>Jonly s2oid tJic.t _it. is an era in which civil violence 

has been more prev2lent than interm•.tional violence, or in l<hich internal wars have been 

more numerous 'han inter-state liars (HarryEclcstein; for example, says that the Net> 

York Times reported 1 1 200 "internal · ars" between 1946 and 1959 ( 2)). At other times 

peode hDve in mind more particularly the period since about 1960, and the prevalence 

in it of civil violence in the poor parts of the "orld ('lobert r1cNamara in his much

quoted 11ontreal speech of 1966, ,,,hich ;ras intended to ccemonstrc:te a conn••ction betl1een 

the incidence of violmce and pwerty, said that in the peri-od 1958 - 1966 there had 

been 164 "internationally significant outbreaks of violence", of uhich only 15 had been 

coni'lids bett>een states;f3) finally, sometimes the- statement refers to the period 

since 1968, and in tlccis case reference is being made to the increase of civil violence 

in the advanced countries, as exemplified by racial violence in "\merica, separatist 

virJlonce in the United King'dom, Canada, Yugoslavia or Spain, and student vioience through

out the advanced countries as a \•rhole. 

It would bediificult to demonstrate conclusively thet the present period in any 
of the above senses (post-1945, post-1960 or post-1968) is uniquely merked by civil 

violence among period_s of comp• rable length in modern tim~s, and i: may be doubted 

whether sqch a proposition is true. · ·11 periods are marked by civil violence, and 

probably also by greater civil violence -chc:n international, at all events if one com

pares the numbers of outbr2aks of political violence, r2.ther than the numbers killed, 

the resources expended or the dislocation brought about.· David Hood tells us that 

there were 55 "internal Hars" in the twenty years after 1945, as against only 20 in 

the period 1919- 1939.(4 ) But comparisons ;rith earlier periods are made difficult 

by the lack of records comparable with those that exist for the nresent. 

- hat we can state with much more confi<ience is that the post-1945 period is one 

of unprecedented and steadily increasing m-rareness or conscci.oUsness of :;he civil vio

lence th.o-t is going on in the 1-rorld. Acts of political terrorism or of represzion 

of terrorism, insurgencies· e.nd counter-insurgencies, trital or ethnic uars, vihich even 

in the inter11ar period ;rr,uld have gone unnoticed in the 1<orld 1 s press, are now in

stomtly· reported to millions of people, The world 1 s consciousness of civil violence 

remains imperfect and distorted. But it is a ne;r sta-:;e of affairs in 11hich any 

person ~1i th access to one of the mass media is likely ·:;o knoll at once about che la

test violent 2ct of Uie 1-/eathermen, the 'I'upamaros, . the P .F,L.P. and the I. R,L., 

(2) Harry Eckstein ed.: Internal l-Iar, p.3. This inclucles "civil v/ars, irduding 
guerilla wars, localised rioting, vlidely dispersed turmoil, orgznised and apparently 
unorganri>sed terrorism, mutinies and coups d 1 etat." 
(3) fl.obert , l-lcNamara; The Essence of Security p.p. 145-7. 

(4) David Wood: Conflict in tle Twsntieth Century; ll.delphi Papers No, 48, June 1968. 

\ 
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if not of the Karens and Kachens, the Huks, the Ustashi and theEritrean Liberation 

Force. 

This growth of our awarenes_s of civil violence. r:eflects not only the growth of 

communications that has made it technically possible, but also the political activi

sation of masses of people previously politically passive or inert, which has supplied 

a motive for acquisition and dissemination of the information. Acts of political 

violence would ·today fail in their purpose if - like tribal rebellions in the remote 

frontier provinces of European empires in the last centry ~ they remained unknown 

except to those immediately affected by them. 

This heightened importance of the communications dimension of political 

violence not only makes it essential to the success of violent protesters, rebels or 

insurgents, or of governments combatting them, the.t information is disseminated so as 

to affect appropriate target publics in appropriate ways. It also in some measure de

termines the strategy and implementation of the political violence itself, the cardinal 

purpose of which has to be seen not in terms of the tactical results of the ambushing 

of a government patrol, the terrorisation of a village community or the bombing of a 

police headquarters, but in terms of the effect of knm:ledge of these events on the 

major public actors not directly involved in them. 

If this is "an age of civil violence" in the sense that there is rising aware

ness of such violence, it is also in the sense that, especially since the early 1960's, 

there has been an increasing prominence of doctrines or ideologies advocating 

political violence. The Marxist - Leninist - Maoist ideologies which we have in

he:c;.t2<l from earlier periods call for violence only as an instrument of class 

strur;,;le, wielded by the communist party when the objective conditions are ripe. The 

doctrines of Guevara and Debray, by contrast; do away with these limitations, pointing 

the way to political violence which is independent of the control of any political 

party and which itself creates the conditions for its success. There is no hint in 

the communist classics that violence, in addition to being a means to an end, is it

self ennobling or therapeutic: but this is just the element that is reintroduced by 

Sartre's notion of violence as "man re-creating himself". 

' It is in this area of the value attached to violence as a way of life that we 

may find such elements of unity as exist within tLe great variety of political groups 

that are at present committed to civil violence. These include movements of the 

right and the left; movements bred by porerty and deprivation and movements that 

have their source in the problems of affluence; groups whose objectives are nationalist 

or racist, and groups that seek to unify continents or the world as a whole; groups 

that seek to accelerate "development" and groups call in., for a halt to it. Vfi thin 

such a diversity of outlooks there is no common political philosophy, nor is there 

any common doctrine about the method or technique of violence. But there are certain 

common attitudes and values: contempt for le.; •.lity and c·:tablished institutions; 
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commitment to radical change and to violence as the means of bringing it about; and 

enjoyment of violence as a culture or life-style. 

TEE IMPACT OF CIVIL VIOLENCE ON TEE INTERNATIONAL COMJIIUNITY. 

Civil violence creates problems for the countries in which it takes place. But 

why need the international com,r,uni ty be concerned about it? It is obvious thc.t the 

civil violence taking place vlithin many states today is intimately linked both to the 

domestic affairs of other states and to relations among them. There is nothing new or 

unusual in this state of affairs: political and intellectual movements have always 

straddled the boundaries of states, and it is the division of a human community into 

sovereign states that is often contrived or artificlal, not _the attempt to consider 

that community as a ,-,hole. What is new in the international dimension of civil vio

lence at the present time is the world-wide nature of its links across frontiers, 

this being only one of a number of signs of the emergence in the twentieth century of 

a single, global political system, of which the global diplomatic system or system of 

states is only part. The impact of civil violence on vrorld politics takes three 

main forms: the contagion of civil violence as between one country and another; the 

interna.tionalisation of civil violence, as .a consequence of the embroilment of out

side states in it; and the emergence of civil factions as violent actors in world 

politics in their own right. (5) 

(a) The Contagion of Civil Violence 

Civil violence in one country is linked in a number of v1ays with civil violence 

in another. One sort of link between civil.factions in a number of countries occurs 

when they are all directed or stimulated by the same external agent or agents. 

Clearly, the civil violence taking place in the world at present is not the conse

quence of any single, global conspiracy. Indeed, in movements for. national libera

tion or national regeneration evidence of outside control or direction can prove a 

fatal handicap, a fact well understood by Mao and Lin Piaio, who have. often insisted 

on the need for national. self-reliance in revolutionary movements. There are, however, 
' 

a number of centres ~ Peking, Hanoi, Havana, Algiers, Damascus, Dar-es-salaam -

which within the limits imposed by the intractability of national political systems to 

outside manipulation and control provide moral comfort, sanctuary, guidance, train

ing, arms or personnel to support armed violence against established governments 

abroad. Equally, there are centres, the most conspicuous being Washington, which 

provide support to a number of governments in resisting these challenges, 

(5) In an earlier draft of this paper I included a fourth form: the impact of civil 
violence on the balance or pattern of power among states, For example, one of.the 
factors at present making for a shift in the balance of power away from the United 
States and~~~~viet Union, is the fact that the former power is visibly experiencing 
civil violence whereas the latter is not. I have excluded discussion of this fourth 
form because unlike the other three it raises questions only about the current state 
of international politics, not about the structure of international order. 
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Another kind of link is collaboration among civil factions which may have grown 

up quite independently of one another, and which have quite different aims, but which 

have some common objectives or at least common enemies, The Liberation Committee of 

the Organisation of African Unity, the Organisation of Latin American Solidarity, the 

. Tricontinental Solidarity Organisation, the offer of the Black Panthers to supply 

troops to the Vietcong, exemplify collaboration of this kind. To it there correspond 

the examples that may be given of co-operation of governments against common anti-. 
governmental antagonists: the collaboration of Malaysia and Thailand against communist 

insurgents,, of South Africa, Rhodesia and Portugal against African liberationists, of 

many .Latin American governments against guerilla movements, or of the communist govern

ments of eastern Europe against "the rest.oration of capitalism", 

A third kind of link is provided by emulation. The student rioters in Japan in 

the early 1960's have found imitators in universities all over the world. The Tupamaros 

in Uruguay have spawned the "Turkish Tupamaros" and the "Tupama.ros West Berlin", The 

Black Panthers have led to the \fuite Panthers, .the Chinese Red Guards to the Japanese 

Red Guards, the Front de la Liberation Nationale in Algeria to national liberation 

fronts of countles.s nations and would-be nations.. Poor or Have Not nations, trans

posing the Marxist language of class.struggle, see themselves as "proletarian" nations. 

Dissident groups within the Have countries, in.turn, model themselves on the anti

imperialist campaigns of Third World countries. Real revolutionaries are imitated by 

pseudo-revolutionaries and mock-revolutionaries, whose apotheosis is the Che Guevara 

Coffee Shop or the '.i'atney 1s Red Revolution. Sometimes the imitation is simply of 

nomenclatUre, style or rhetoric. At other times specific techniques quickly multi-

ply, when it is shoYm that they produce results - most notably the rash of diplomatic 

hostage-taking that foilowed the successful blackmailing of the Brazilian government 

by tbe kidnappers of Ambassador Elbrick in September 1969, and the proliferation of 

aircraft hijacking from early 1968 on. 

(b) The Internstionalisation of Civil Violence 

Civil violence is internationalised when foreign states become embroiled in it, 

and as a consequence of this, embroiled with each other. Some forms of foreign inter

vention in civil conflicts are a normal and inevitable·concomitant of power relation

ships among states; intern.· tional society accepts them as everyday practice, and in 

any case can do nothing to prevent them. The concern of international society has 

always been focussed upon a particular form of interve~tion: dictatorial interference, 

by force or the threat of force, in the internal affairs of foreign states. Inter

national law lays down a general prohibition of intervention of this sort, while at 

the same time it recognises certain exceptions. International law is, of course, sub

ject to different interpretations, but on some views it prohibits dictatorial inter-
. . 

vention only when it 'is forcible, not by 'invitation of .the government concerned, and 

not overridden by the .right of self-defence, the right to protect nationals abroad 
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and the right of humanitarian ai1, to which some would add (following the practice of 

anti-imperialist states in the UN) the right to enforce self-determination, at least 

against colonial states, and (following the ''J3rezhnev Doctrine") the right of the socia

list states. to defend their "socialist gains". 

The primary function which the principle of non-intervention has been intended to 

fulfil has been to defend the sovereignty of states, the foundation of all international 

order, against the threat of outside. interference. However, there has also been a 

secondary function, which in the years of anxiety about preservation of the peace 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. has assumed a prominent place. This 

has been to remove the danger to relations between outside states posed by their inter

vention on opposite sides in a civil conflict. The practices which appear necessary 

for fulfilment of the first function are in conflict with those employed for fulfilment 

of the second. Thus defence of the sovereignty of states against dictatorial inter

ference· by an outside power depends not simply upon the rule of non-intervention but 

upon the possibility of. counter intervention by another outside power, on the willing

ness of a third state to enter into conflict with the intervening state by itself inter

vening, or threatening to intervene, in the name of non-intervention. Likewise, miti

gation of the danger to relations between outside states such as the nuclear super 

powers at present, of embroilment on opposite sides in a civil conflict, has led to 

.Practices which jeopardise the sovereignty of small states, v.iz. spheres of influence 

understandings ana resort to intervention by the United Nations as a substitute for 

unilateral intervention of thepowers themselves. 

It may be argued that the danger to relations between the.super-powers stemming from 

their backing of opposite sides in acivil conflict is at present in decline. For one 

thing, the United States and the Soviet Union fully appreciate the danger, and the 

ground rules thD.t they have worked out to contain and limit their global conflict in

clude understandings that reduce the likelihood of collision in this area. For 

another, both the super-powers he.ve drawn back from the proposition that their national 

interests are inseparable from the outcome of "the ideological struggle in the Third 

World". They are not nowadays always involved in Civil conflicts; and when they are, 

it is not always on opposite sides. 

This does not mean, however, that intervention in civil strife is less widespread 

than it was at the height of the cold war •. It simply embraces a great many conflicts 

other than the communist/anti-communist one, and a great many intervenors other than 

the United States and.the Soviet Union. The patterns of intervention are complex and 

sometimes surprising. In the Nigerian civil war the federal government was backed by 

Britain, the· Soviet Union and a majority of African st ··tes, and Biafra by France, 

Portugal, South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia, with the moral support of much of the 

European Left. The "Guevarist" rising in Ceylon was crushed with the support of the 

United States, the Soviet Union and, after some hesitation, China, thus uncovering some 
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element of unity in the outlook of these governments, previously lost to sight in the 

war of words. 

In some turbulent areas of the world the whole concej:)tion of a distinction between 

domestic and international affairs, and therefore of intervention and non-intervention, 

is challenged by ideas which reject the legitimacy or the relevance of the division of 

mankind, qr of some part of it, into separate nations or states. International rela

tions in Latin America· are complicated by pan-continental revolutionary movements. 

African states and nations in the making have to compete with tribal and also with pan

African and racial sentiments, Ali Mazrui has written of "the principle of racial 

sovereignty" which, in the view of some l:ilack Africans, overrides ordinary norms of 

interstate intercourse so that e.g. Beli;ian intervention in the Congo in 1960 was a 

violation of domestic jurisdiction, whereas interference by one African country in the 

affairs of another is not. Ideas of "aggression" as between one African country and 

another, or of "treason" by a Nigerian on behalf of Ghana, according to Mazrui, "do 

not command immediate comprehension".(6) From a perspective which is ideological rather 

than racial the so-called Brezhnev Doctrine similarly suspends ordinary norms of sover

eignty and non-intervention by reference to concepts of "socialist legality" and the· 

rights of_the "socialist commonwealth". 

(c) 'Q:'.vil Factions as Violent International Actors 

Civil violence affects the international community when civil factions use violence 

not only against other factions within their own countries with which they are in con

flict but ·also against foreign governments and civil societies, thus becoming violent 

actors in world politics in their own right. Sometimes this international use of vio

lence by civil factions is directed against the territory of a specific foreign enemy, 

as in the case of the Egyptian-based fedayeen raids against Israel before the 1956 war, 

or in the case of the entry of Pakistan irregular forces· into Kashmir in 1948. Some

times the struggle against the foreign enemy is extended into the territory of third 

states, as in the case of the attacks carried out by Arab guerrillas against El Al 

aircraft and offices in Greece and Switzerland. It is a further extension of this pro

cess when violence is applied directly against the representatives of foreign states 

not involved in the conflict, as in the case of the kidnapping of foreign diplomats 

by Latin American and Quebec urban guenillas, or is applied to ordinary·citizens of 

such foreign states, as in the case of the hijacking of civil airliners by Palestinian 

guerrillas and holding of their passengers and crews as hostages, 

These instances of the international use of violence by civil factions take place 

in a technological environment that is new;·but they are not without historical pre

cedents or at least analogies in modern times, some of·which I shall discuss below, 

Moreover, it can be argued that they have so far done no more than create a series of 

nuisances for the ·international order, and that they would have to be taken much 

(6) Ali Mazrui; Towards a Pax Africana, P.38 
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further if they were seriously to disturb it •. But potentially the emergence of civil 

factions as violent international actors presents as great a challenge to the modern 

international order as the contagion of civil violence or the breakdown of inhibitions 

to intervention, for it implies a return to the mediaeval idea of private war. It 

strikes at one of the most basic presuppositions of the states system, which is that 

only states may legitimately employ violence against each other, and then only in 

accordance with prescribed rules and procedures. International law does provide, 

through the device of recognition of the "belligerent status" of parties to a civil 

war, that civil factions may sometimes be accorded the right of states, but this is 

only in circumstances in which they have in fact come to resemble states (for example, 

in that they occupy and administer a substantial proportion of territory, have orga

nised armed forces responsible to an identifiable authority, and conduct armed conflict 

of a general and not merely local character), and it implies that along with the rights 

of states they accept the duties, including the duty to respect the sovereignty of 

neutral powers. 

The notion that the modern states system has produced simply war and anarchy 

overlooks the extent to which violence has been confined by the principles that war 

can be legitimately waged only by a public authority, and that the only.kind of public 

authority competent to wage it is a state or an entity resembling a state. If these 

principles were to be undermined the door would be open to a kind of anarchy that has 

not been seen in Europe in modern times, the more unbridled to the extent that unlike 

the private war of the Middle Ages it would not be subject to the sanctions of religion, 

chivalry, and papal and imperial authority. by which private war in those times was 

circumscribed. 

THE RJ~SPONSE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMJfUNITY 

The international community, if by this one means all or most states, does not 

embody sufficient consensus to be capable of a common response to the challenges posed 

.by "an age of civil violence". But it is possible to ask how the Western powers should 

seek to shape the response of the international community, in what directions they 

should seek to move it. 

The contagion of civil violence as between one country and another, the break

down of restrants upon intervention and the emergence of civil factions as violent 

international acto~s threaten the foundations of an order built upon mutual recogni

tion of sovereignty as the original compact ·or coexistence. It is possible to argue 

that this development is really a constructive or progressive one, that the breakdown 

of the old order comes in response to the stirrings of a new one, or at all events 

that the decay of concepts of sovereignty, non-intervention and the state\3 monopoly 

of legitimate international violence provide a welcome opportunity for the propagation 

of new rules which would provide a different and firmer foundation for the political 

organisation of mankind. 
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In positive 'or descriptive thinking; as opposed to thought about norms or rules, 

the distinction between domestic. and international affairs has already lost much of 

its usefulness. lVhether or not it is important in international law and diplomatic 

convention to distinguish'an act of vioience thatis domestic from one that is inter

national, in actual experience the distinction is often artificial. It can be argued 

that law and diplomacy should be made to conform more closely to experience. 

Such a view would be consonant with a n~ber of strong tendencies in contemporary 

thought. Some internetional lawyers contend that international law in the sense of 

the law governing relations among states should give place, or even that it has given 

place, to world law in the sense of the common· law of mankind. In such a world law 

state sovereignty would disappear, intervention of all kinds would be legitimised, and 

the state would be deprived of its privileged position as regards the exercise of vio

lence. 1~e are constantly being told in the most solemn terms! not only by international 

lawyers (to whom, afte~ all, no one pays much attention) but also by economists, mili

tary planners, European integrationists, ecologists, futurologists, population experts 

and Barbara Ward, that in this world of ever-increasing interdependence·national sover

eignty is obsolete and an obstacle to the solution to our problems. There is some 

justice in the complaint of Soviet publicists that those in the West who condemn the 

Soviet Union for its occupation of Czechoslovakia are the same persons who with every 

other breath proclaim the obsolescence of national sovereignty. 

The actual position is that international order continues to depend vitally upon 

mutual recogntion of sovereignty. If.the classical or Westphalian normative system 

were novr to break down, it would· not be replaced by the ·different normative system of 

"world law" or of a. "new'mediaevalism" for.there is no general agreement as to what 

this new system would be, Vlithin particula.r regions or blocs .,. the Soviet bloc, 

Western Europe, for other purposes the Atlantic world or the West as a whole -·a con

sensus exists about much more than the elementary rules of coexistence, But if we 

focus. our attention upon the international system· as a whole, within which the states 

belonging to these'blocs and other states have to live together, it is clear that the 

problem of international order is not to advance beyond cui.ius regie ei.jus religio 

but to prevent this principle from falling into decay, or to establish it where (as 

may be the position outside the countries of European tradition) it has never been 

fully assimilated, This is the perspective from '•fhich I shall consider specific 

aspects of the problem. 

(a) Containing the Contagion of Civil Violence 

To some minds the above phrase will suggest an exchange of information among 

.governments on such subjects .as tear gas, thumb prints and aluminium shields, if not 

a full-fledged Holy Alliance against revolution, But the maintenance of internal 

order arounq·the world is not the charge of the Western powers or of the international 
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community. International society does not nowadays.deny the right of revolution: the 

world has changed a good deal since 1912, when President Wilson thought it a useful 

contribution to r.ropose an international convention whereby no government could be 

recognised if it came to power by_non-constitutional me~s. 

A great deal of.what I have·called the contagion of civil violence is either 

legitimate as far as most states in the world are concerned or beyond their power to 

control, or both, It is possible to seek to contain this contagion within the mini

mum rules of coexistence by upholding the idea that the external direction of civil 

violence, transnational collaboration among violent factions and the emulation of one 

fac~ion by another in violent techniques should not be a normal accompaniment of the 

relations between states. The fact has to be faced, however, that in many parts of the 

world it is such a normal accompaniment. 

The Western powers have the problem of preserving order in their own societies in 

circumstances in which this contagion exists. Western societies cannot be insulated 

from intellectual, social and political changes in other parts of· the world. Not even 

the partial insulation achieved, for example, by Burma or by the Soviet Union, is 

available to the open societies of the V/est, The maintenance of internal order in 

Western societies cannot be separated from the maintenance of order in other countries, 

including those of the Third World. 

(b) Limiting the Internationalisation of Civil Violence 

·Largely as the consequence of pressure from Third World states anxious to assert 

their autonomy in relation to the great powers,· international society is now extra

vagantly committed to the principle of non-intervention: instruments like the Charters 

of the O,A,S, and the O.A.U,, and the U,N, General Assembly's Resolution No. 2225 of 

1965, give the principle a more extreme and unqualified statement than it has ever 

received before, On the other hand (one thinks.here of Martin Wight 1s observation 

that the theory of international relations seems always to sing a kind of descant over 

and against its practice) in their actual behaviour states display widespread and 

systematic contempt for the principle,not least those states mainly responsible for 

recent flamboyant statements of it. 

This gulf between principle and practice has caused some to favour reformulation 

of the principle so as to make intervention legitimate in certain circumstances, The 

traditional international law, as mentioned above, allowed intervention at the request 

of an incumbent government, to protect nationals abroad, to provide humanitarian aid 

and in self-defence, There is reason to believe tha.t ·all these justifidations have 

a declining power to comms.nd assent among nations, and one may agree with Urs 

Schwarz's view that it is difficult to legitimise intervention at present unless it is 

shown to have the collective backing of a group of states and is not merely unilateralP) 

(7) See Urs Schwarz: Confrontation and Intervention in the Modern World, 1970, 
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Mention must be made, however-, ·of the vi"ew, _of many Third World states and of communist 

states that intervention to bring about "self-determination" is legitimate, the view 

of the Soviet Union that within the Socialist Commonwealth intervention is legitimate 

to protect "socialist gains", and the view of Professor Richard A, Falk .8.l)d others 

that intervention should be legitimae only when it is carried out on behalf of the 

U,N, or a regional organisation ~ 8 ) Vlithout. having space to argue the point, I can 

only assert here that none of .these proposed justifications of intervention is backed 

by the consensus of-international society.at large, 

A world as diverse and divided as ours is more likely to be able to agree on the 

prohibition of intervention than on formulae for making it legitimate, ·At all events 

this is so if one is considering·the global rules of international society at large, 

rather than the special rules appropriate to pe.rticular regions or blocs, in which a 

higher degree of consensus ·may exist (it is interesting thc:,.t ·some Soviet inteTnational 

lawyers have asserted th2.t there are three laws of intervention' 1) between socialist 

states, where non-intervention is subordinated to the higher law of "socialist inter

nationalism"; 2) between capitalist states, where imperis.lism and interventionism pre

vail; and 3) between socialist states and capitalist states, which should be governed 

by the principle of non-intervention as laid down in Article 2 (7) of the U,N, Charter), 

On a more c·onstructive and less pessimistic view of world order than ths.t expressed 

in these pages non-intervention must appear as a negative and constricting principle, 

"The problem", Francois Duchene.has written, "is not to 1stop 1 intervention but to turn 

it from' a military or quasi-military process to·a civilian process and from a civilian 

process in which there is a strong sense of exploitation to one of joint decision

making which implies joint responsibility by consent",(9) Intervention, however, may 

need to. be stopped first, or brought under control, and we are still a long way from 

that. 

(c) Combatting the International Violence· of Civil Factions 

The BJCiety of states has traditionally treated pirates as hostes humani generis, 

deprived of the protecti6n of their ovm state and liable to summary arrest and punish

ment by any state into whose hands they fall, The various civil factions at present 

resorting to the international use of violence - by committing acts of violence against 

the territory of enemy states, or in the territory, against the officials or against 

the private citizens of third states - can in no case be considered strictly as pirates, 

·But the problem of suppressing them and of restoring the state 1 s monopoly of legitimate 

international viole'nce is one of mobilising against these civil factions the same sort 

of solidarity the.t the_ society of states (i!l one of the .few manifestations of solidarity 

of which it has been capable) has in the past displayed t6wards,pirates. The diffi

culties that arise in dealing with the intrusion ?f guerrilla bands, with political 

hijackings of aircraft or kidnappings of diplomats, are the difficulties-of bringing 

this solidarity about. 

(8) See Richard A. Falk: Legal Order in a Violent World, 1968, 
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We are concerned here with· international aircraft hijackings and with the kid~ 

napping of foreign officials and private citizens only in so far as these acts are 

performed for a political purpose. Piracy may inciude the seizure of-aircraft and 

has often involved the taking of prisoners for ransom, but on the orthodox view it is 

a crime committed by a private vessel for a private'end, viz. plunder. Attempts have 

· been made· in the past to extend the concept of piracy to cover the case of attacks 

on shipping at sea that have been made for political purposes, and/or by vessels that 

are public rather than private at least in the sense that they are agents of some kind 

of political group, if not in the sense that they are agents of a sovereign state. 

Oppenheim, for example, who takes this view, refers to the case of the ·.ironclad Huascar, 

which in 1877 was seized by Peruvian insurgents, who then put to sea and stopped two 

British ships, from which they seized coal and abducted Peruvian officials, The 

was treated as a pirate vessel and attacked by the British Pacific squadron ~lO) 
Huascar 

Reference can also be made to the Barbary corsairs, whose vessels were certainly 

public in that they sailed under the authority of the Barbary Regencies, and whose ob

jective, the extortion of money from European states as ransom for prisoners'and in 

return for undertakings not to attack them further, was in a sense political. One of 

the treaties signed at the ··.'ashington Naval bonference in 1922 provided for treatment 

of attacks on unarmed merchant ships on the high seas, by regular naval vessels of 

foreign powers as "piratical". The precedent was followed by the signatories of the 

Nyon Agreement in 1937, providing for action against "piratical submarines" (of Germany 

and Italy) off the Spanish·coast,_ by President Roosevelt in ordering action against 

German "piratical attacks"-on U,S, shipping in 1941, and by the Soviet Union in its 

charges a0ainst Chinese Nationalist submarines in 1957. 

It is notable ths.t in these cases in which what is being called piracy is the 

action of a public vessel undertaken for a political purpose international society has 

not been able to muster.the solidarity it has displayed in relation to the private 

vessel, flying only the Jolly Roger, and stalking the high seas with no other intent 

than plunder. The Barbary states are a classic example •. Because these states had 

standing in international politics ~d were able to negotiate with European states 

and _America and exploit their rivalries, they were able to remain in.business, despite 

pitiful relative naval weakness, until as late as the French conquests of 1830. The . . . 
various attempts I have mentioned, from 1922 on, to treat naval submarine attacks 

as "piratical", all in fact illustrate bitter conflict between one state or group of 

states and another, not any common ground as how the concept of piracy might be applied 

to violence of .a public and political nature, This is the measure of the problem faced 
(g) from previous page, 
Francois'Duchene: "The-Political Aspects of Intervention in Present Day International 
·Politics". Internationale Snectator, January 1971, 

(10) L, Oppenheim: Imernational Law 8th Edition, Vol. I, 1955. p. 611, 
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by international society now, in finding unity of_approach towards the use of violence 

by civil factions. 

The effective control of aircraft hijacking requires, among other things, the 

general agreement of states to the principle that hijackers must be prosecuted in the 

country to which they direct the aircraft or extradited for prosecution in the country 

of origin. A draft treaty pro~iding for this and _enjoying the sponsorship of both the 

United States and the Soviet Union, is nov, open for signature. The difficulty standing 

in the way of this system is that states are unwilling to regard -as hostes humani 

generis hijackers for whom they feel political sympathy, or who represent political 

forces which, whether the states concerned are sympathetic to them or not, they cannot 

afford to antagonise, It is all too likely that a number of states will remain aloof 
. . 

.from the system, and tho.t others, while joining it, will insist that their obligation 

to prosecute or extradite the hijackers must be qualified by this right to grant 

particul:tr hijackers political asylum. 

The development of· the "lestern powers 1 attitudes to the matter illustrates the 

difficulty, Before 1961 most hijacking was of planes diverted from communit countries 

to the West. The ".'iestern powers granted political asylum to the hijackers and did not 

regard the problem as a serious one. The beginning of hijacking of United States air~ 

craft from 1961 on, and especially its sharp increase from 1968 on, caused the West 

to change its attitude and eventually to endorse the principle that hijackers should 

always be prosecuted or extradited, but how far they will be prepared to abandon the 

right of political asylum is not yet clear, 

Operation of the system presupposes a general conviction the:t there is a class of 

crime which, .even though committed for p-olitical ends, is so heinous that persons who 

are accused of it shall be denied political asylum and extradited. In the last century 

a number of attempts were made to identify such a class of crime. After the attempt 

of a French citizen in Belgium on the life of Napoleon in 1854, and French demands for 

his extradition, Belgium in 1856 amended its Extradition Law, which previously had 

exempted all those granted political asylum, to provide that exceptions be made in the 

case of political refugees who had made an attempt on the life of a head of state or 

a member of his family. After the murder-of Tsar Alexe~der II in 1881 Russia sought~

succ-essfully) to promote a treaty th2.t :"'ould provide. for compulsory extradition of 

political criminals who had committed murder. · In 1937 twenty-three states undertook 

in a treaty concluded under· the auspices of the League of Nations the obligation of 

compulsory prosecution or extradition of political fugitives accused of "acts of 

political terrorism", Can aircraft hijacking be vi8wed in this way? 

The same problem of promoting the solidarity of governments in condemnation of a 

particular kind of crime, irrespective of its political purpose or complexion, arises 

in connection Ylith·the kidnapping of diplomats or other foreign citizens. With two 
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qualifications, the correct strategy for a government to follow in dealing with kid

nappers is to refuse entirely to meet their demands, The first qualification is that 

this holds true. only if the principal objective is the long-term one of eradicating 

kidnapping as a technique, rather thEn the short-term one of securing the release of 

the hostages. If the latter is taken to be the objective, the results so far are that 

when a strategy of no concessions has been followed, the diplomat has been killed on 

four occasions and released on five. When a policy of concessions h<.s been followed, 

the diplomat.has been released on all eleven occasions. (ll) The second qualification 

is that the moral problem of deciding which of these objectives should take priority -

the long term one or the short term one- will be different according to the numbers 

involved. When, as at Dawson 1s Field in September 1970, hundreds of hostages have been 

taken the moral problem for the government will be different for that which faces it in 

risking the life of one or two diplomats. To take the extreme case, the millions of 

hostages held by the nuclear super powers for one another's "good" behaviour, the 

short term objective of avoiding execution of the threat is ·bound to be prior to the 

long term one of curing the habit, 

In these kidnappings the hand of the kidnappers in bargaining vli th the government 

is strengthened when pressure is :mt on the latter by the foreign state whose repre

sentative or citizen is in danger. A ciassic case was the kidnapping in Tangier in 

1904 of· an American business man and his stepson by the brigand Raisuli, who sought 

to bring pressure-to bear on the Sultan of Morocco by causing outside powers to bring 

pressure to bear on him. This they did: President Roosevelt sent to Tangier a fleet 

of seven warships, and the price exacted by Raisuli for release of his captives in

cluded £11,000 ransom, dismissal of the Governor of Tangier, the release of Raisuli's 

fellow tribesmen from·prison, imprisonment of pro-government sheikhs, disbandment of 

the .Sultan's Northern Army and the grant of four provinces to Raisuli,(l2) 

In combatting the Latin American and other diplomatic kidnappings it would seem 

essential ths.t the foreign governments involved should ~esist from bringing pressure 

to bear on the local governments- to resist the demands of the kidnappers, subordina

ting whatever feelings they might have about the lives of their officials or citizens, 

(ll) These figures are an updating of the count provided in Raimo Vayrynen: "Some as
pects of Theory and Strategy of Kidnapping", Instant Research on Peace and Violence, 
Tampere Peace Research Institute, Vol. I, NQl, 1971. . 

(12) The details of the Raisuli affair may be read in ~he Times, May - June 1904. I 
am _grateful to RobertsVt'ohlstetter for drawing my attention to this precedent. 

• 
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or about the justice or otherwise of the urban guerrilla's struggle, to the overriding 

long-term .consideration of preservation of diplomatic immunity and protection of the 

innocent, 

One final aspect of the problem of international private violence is the responsi

bility of states for the acts of civil factions operating inte:cnationally from bases 

on their soil, Groups like the Arab guerrillas operating from Jore~n and Lebanon or 

African guerrillas operating in Rhodesia and the Portuguese African territories from 

bases in Zambia and elsewhere are unlike privateers in that they do not carry letters 

of marque providing them with governmental authority for the violence they carry out, 

and operate against states with which the state of which they are citizens is at peace. 

On the other hand the Arab and African governments concerned provide them with facili

ties and are sympathetic to their objectives, while denying responsibility for specific 

violent acts tha.t they carry out, 

The existence of a class of international actor, able to resort to violence on 

what is sometimes a large scale, but also to escape responsibility for their actions, 

creates an intolerable strain on the international order, illustrated by the torment 

of Israel in 1968. At the tL1e of the attack by Lebanon-based Arab guerrillas on El 

Q aircraft in Athens, for which Lebanon denied responsibility, Israel had to choose 

between foregoing any reprisal and carrying out a reprisal against the state of 

Lebanon; when she did the latter by destroying 13 Arab aircraft in Beirut, she was 

condemned by the Security Council for aggression. 

The traditional international law required governments to seek to prevent its 

subjects or other residents in its territory from committing acts injurious to other 

states, and to punish them for doing so. This principle has fallen into decay and 

the restoration of it, as in other aspects of this problem, presupposes a return to 

the solidarity of states vis a vis civil factions challenging their monopoly of 

lGgitimate violence. 

----oOo----
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War throughout the ages - up to the. invention of the nuclear 

bomb that is - had both advocates and opponents; civil war, internal 

violence have been until recently less popular.. vlri ting. almost two 

thousand years ago Lucan in his Pharsalia included the following 

prayer: 

"Make us enemies of every people·on earth, but save us from 

ciVil ·Waro" 

Many centuries later in an evocative passage commenting on the year 

1793, Victor Hugo wrote: 

"A foreign war is a scratch on the arm,. a civil war is an 

ulcer which devours the vitals of the nation." 

The last few years have witnessed a sharp upsurge all over the globe 

of collective violence, urban and'rural guerrilla warfare, political 

assassinations, kidnappings, hijackings·and various other acts of 

terror. It would be much easier to list the countries which have 

been spared such turbulence than those who ,,ere afflicted by it: 

Luxemburg has been relatively quiet, so have Scandinavia, Australia 

and New. Zealand. I co;tnnot think o:f many other countries outside 

the Communist world - and those living under Communism have undergone 

other forms of political violence. 

From the suppression of the riots in East Berlin and Czecho

slovakia in 1953 to the invasion of Hungary in 1956 and o:f 

Czechoslovakia in 1968, and most recently the uprising in, Poland, 

the Soviet leadership has faced repeated violent challenges to 

its power. It has not hesitated to deal ruthlessly with these 

challenges, and today the Communist regimes present a front of 

strength. Yet no one can be certain about the depth of dis

satisfaction, the lack of loyalty, and the resentment hidden 
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behind this facade, It is one of the characteristics of a 

dictat.0rship that ·it always seems more purposeful and effective, 

in other words stronger, than a democratic regime - until the 

very moment of its doWnfall. Moreover, natiomilist dissension has 

had a strong impact on the Communist wor:Ld as.well as on the West. 

The monolithic bloc.which existed in Stalin's days has gone 

forever. 

It is surely no coincidence that the present conference is 

devoted to a study of political violence - five years ago, or ten, 

this would not have been the case. How to explain this sudden 

sprouting of internal war and other forms of political violence? 

Is it a novel phenomenon, unique and inexplicable, or'simply a 

repeat performance with some new ingredients? ·Is there a common 

denominator to the various manifestations of political violence? 

And what eff'ect is it likely to have? I am a historian and I believe 

that to most members of my profession this wave of violence has not 

come as a total surprise. When Harry Eckstein wrote his s·tudy on 

internal war some·ten years ago he complained that social scientists 

have neg!'ected the study of violence. This was no doubt connected 

with two facts - that violence is not the most attractive of 

subjects, and that it is not ideally suited for the application of 

quantitative techniques and other social science methods. I don't 

think historians can be accused of similar sins of omission; for while 

we may not have the answers, we know that at the very latest since 

Adam left Paradise, the history of mankind has been to a large 

extent one of political violence,· ·The anthropologists have reported 

about the Arapesh in New Guinea, the Lepochas in Sikkim and other 

tribes which know no aggression. Happy are these people, but they 

have remained outside history, As for the rest of mankind; 

historians and philosophers alike have taken a dim (or should I 

say- fairly realistic) point of view for a long time. When.Kant 

wrote that 

"War ·requires no particular motive - it appears ingrafted 

on human nature" 

no one had as yet heard about modern psycholo~J and the frustration

aggression syndrome, The progress of civilizati'on has been 

agonizingly slow·; there have ·been ups and downs, and violence and 

terror have never been far from the surface. It has been only of 

late that some students of human behaviour have come to regard 

peace, goodwill, civi·lized and humane behaviour as the norm and 

collective violence as a temporary deviation; as a result they have 

been both perturbed a11.d puzzled by recent events, 
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A little history should have taught them differently; we were 

spoiled by,two decades of relative calm when the economic damage 

caused by the second world war was not yet repaired, and when the 

political and psychological effects of the great blood-letting 

were still palpably felt. Du:in.g this period, the preconditions 

for a fresh upsurge in political violence did not exist. But 

the post-war era is over: i.t may be more helpful and ,illuminating 

to compare this new age not with the one preceding it but with others 

more distant in time, such as, for instance, the last centuries of 

the Roman Empire. I refer.to the period of Roma saturata, when the 

Emperors pegan to engage in philosophy rather than make war, 1vhen 

a J1ew str:ange sect appeared on the scene preaching: Hake love not. 

war, when banditry spread and when the bandit leaders were venerated 

as saints. Does it. not sound very topical when we read in 

Tertullian that it ~as been observed that heretics have connections 

with very many magicians, itinerant.charlatans, astrologers and 

philosophers, o,r when another contemporary historian reports that the 

leaders of what we 1•ould no'" call guerrillas were not slaves or 

oppressed peasants but men of free birth and wealth. This was the , 
period when oracles triggered off' rebellions, when visionaries 

announced the impending dmmfall of Roman rule (I am quoting 

Rams ay HacHullen: li:nemies of the Roman Order); The rule of the world 

would pass to a saviour coming from the East - an angel 96 miles high 

and 16 miles wide. The leading ideologists of the day predicted 

that there ·w·ould be a general breakdown with all-l<as ting fires, the 

sun checked in its course, the moon bloody, mountains levelled, 

rivers filled with blood and eventually the last judgment. It sounds 

very modern, certainly to the student of present day radical lit

erature. There have been similar such manifestations throughout the 

ages but their origins have been. insu;ficiently explored. 

The subject of my paper is varieties of civil .violence, There 

is an almost unli~ited number of varieties, lfuat Tolstoy said about 

marriages seems to apply a fortiori to this subject: all happy ones 

are similar, but each unhappy ~me is unhappy in a different way, 

Som~ of' these varieties have no apparent motive; there was an 

anarchist group in :C:ussia before the first world 1var which called 

itself The ~1otiveless Ones. But most pursue certain political aims 

and they can be subdivided broadly speaking, into two major groups, 

traditional fu,d modern, The various national liberation struggles 

against colonial powers, such as the fight of the FLN against the 

French in Algeria or the campaign against the Portugese in Africa, 

are no doubt traditional in character even though they include not 
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infrequently new elements. The same ref~rs · to natio'nal dissension 

in South-East Asia, in Niger:l.aahd .Cyprus, or to give some other 

illustrations, to the reawakening of' old tensions in ·Ulster, in 

Belgium·, in Canada, and elsewhere. Communists, Trotskyi tes, Maoists 

and the New Left may infiltrate these movements to make political 

capital, but basically they are nationalist in character. To the 

same group of traditional conflicts belong certa1n violent manifesta

tions of the class struggle such as peasants' atta~ks against land,.. 

owners, industrial violence and sabotage etc. Such movements have 

been frequently described and analysed, and if I do not deal with 

them in what follows, this' does not imply that I want to belittle their 

impact or to underrate their prospects. Unless central state power 

asserts itself, some of these separatist movements (to give but one 

example) may cause the disintegration of more than one country, big 

or small, in Asia and Africa. BUt essentially these trends do not 

constitute a new departure in· politics and ·there i's little one can say 

about them except that national separatism is a constantly underrated 

factor and that minorities, if they feel themselves discriminated 

against, tend to resis·t. This has been going on for a long time in 

many parts of the ''orld and while it no··doubt deserves further study, 

it is tl<e other type of civil violence, guerrilla warfare and organ

ized acts of terror in the revolutionary context, which preoccupies 

us much more these days. 

Individual and collective terror are not exactly new; political 

murder was common in ancient Greece and Rome as well as in the 

Islamic world and in Chinese history. If the tenn guerrilla was 

coined only some 160 years ago, the thing itself, warfare carried out 

by irregular forces, is certainly as old as the hills. If the re-· 

surgence of political violence has nevertheless caused su1~rise and 

shock in recent years, it is no doubt mainly because most of us 

thought that it had been overcome, at least as far as the modern 

industrial societies were concerned, because: it l'ras both immoral and in

effective - to put it somewhat crudely. 

The extreme left dissociated itself long ago from the use of 

terror. Commenting on the recapture of Vienna in 1848 by counter

revolutionary forces, Karl Narx l'rrote that ti>ere was only one way to 

shorten the agony of the old order and the bloody birth-pangs of 

the new - revolutionary terrorism. But he modified his views later 

on, and when Engels wrote in 1895 a new preface to l'larx's 'Class 

struggles in France' he said that the time of surprise coups, of' 

barricades and street fighting to be carried out by small elites 

leading amorphous masses lacking class conscience, was over once and 
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for all. The development of modern arms had made street fighting 

obsolete. The situation in Russia was different, The programme of 

the Narodnaia Volia (People's Will) in 1879 stated that terrorist 

activity consisting in destroying the most harmful individuals in 

the government, in defending the party against espionage, in 

punishing the perpetrators-of notorious cases of violence and 

repression on the part of the' govenunent; was highly desirable·.· 

It aimed at undermining the government's power, demonstrating the 

possibility of fighting the government, arousing in this manner the 

revolutionary spirit of the people and its confidence in the 

success of the cause, and finally giving shape and direction to the 

forces that were to carry on the fight. This programme reminds one 

almost textually of Guevara's writings but then there is not that 

much new under the sun. The Anarchist Cookb.ook recently published 

in New York, which gives fairly detailed practical advice _on how to 

prepare detonators and bombs in one's kitchen, draws heavily on 

another such text written 70 years earlier by a German immigrant, 

Johannes Most, the full title of' wnich was Science of Revolutionary 

Harfare, a handbook of instruction regarding the use-and manufacture 

of Ni troglyce:;cine, Dynamite, Gun Cotton, Fulminating.. Hercurz, Bombs, 

Arsons, Poisons etc. The essential novelty is that the new manual 

includes a lohg section on electronics, a field-unknown in Most's 

days, and an even longer one on drugs which seventy years earlier 

were not considered part of the revolutionary heritage. But even the 

combination_of hashish and political murder is not unprecedented; I 

refer to the medieval Assassins and their exploits. Having quoted 

the programme of the 19th century Russian terrorists, I ought to 

add in :fairness that they never claimed that their doctrine was 

universally applicable. On the contrary, when President Garfield 

was assassinated in 1001, the Central Conuni ttee of Harodnaia Volia 

sharply denounced it: in a land where the citizens are free to ex

press their ideas, political assassination reflected a despotic· 

state of mind and was therefore to be denounced, 

P.ussian terrorism was effectively suppressed-by the Tsarist 

reg·ime. On the ideological level it ''as decisively refuted by· 

Plekhanov in a famous tract. Lenin, l'lekhavov's pupil, took a 

more ambiguous view of revolutionary terrorism: he justified it in 

certain circumstances - for instance in Latvia in 1905 - and emphas

ized.that the rejection of partisan warfare by the socialist 

movement was a matter of e;cpediency, not of principle. If it app-

eared that terror achieved results, one should not reject it out of 

hand. These views were uttered at the time o:f revolutionary up-
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surge; in later years Lenin agreed with Trotsky, who wrote in 

1911 that a pinch of powder and a slug of lead were not sufficient 

to change the social order, A terrorist attempt could at best 

cause temporary confusion in the 1~ling circles; But the capitalist 

state does not:rest upon ministers and cannot be .destroyed together 

with them • the mechanism remains .intact and continues to 

function. Communist strategy ever since, wit}). some notable excep

tions, has been not only against indiv,idual terror but has taken 

a dim .view o:f.putschism and guerrilla warfare, urban and rural 

alikeo 

Orthodo'' Communists continue to stick to this line but others 

no longer believe that terror does not pay. It cannot be denied 

that personalities are sometimes of decisive importance :• had Iii tler 

been shot in front of the Feldherrenhalle in November 1923, or if 

Lenin upon 'his arrival at the Finland Station had met '1-lith an 

accident, twentieth century history would almost certainly have 

tru,en a different course. It can be argued that these vJere except-

ional cases and that by and large individual terror does not work -

certainly not in the developed nations. If a new, more successful 

G:uy Fawkes appears. on the scene and managed to blow up the appropriate 

buildings .in London or Uashington .he ,.,ould c·ause ·a week 1 s confusion 

but not the overthrow of the system. But some of the advocates of 

the ne'" terrorism such as Fanon or Guevara have developed their 

strategy outside Europe and North America, in underdeveloped 

·countries that were or are ruled by small oligarchies and in which, 

therefore, the chances for· a quick, violent coup or protracted 

guerrilla warfare are much better, Some of these advocates of 

revolutionary violence argue moreover that the application of terror 

morally cleanses and purifies the people or peoples ·concerned; such 

suggestions are not parti.cularly novel, they appeared first around the 

turn of the century and '"ere taken up by fascism, Those who preach 

terror in the industrially developed countries have done so out of 

despair; they have given up l~ope of attaining their aim by poiitical 

means. Unlike the Connnunists they do not believe any longer in the 

revolutionary potential of the working class, and the peasants have 

become a counter-revolutionary force par excellence. Like Bakunin, 

they believe that the working class has been corrupted, and that it 

is only frpm the flotsam and jetsam of society, the Lumpenproletariat 

the outcasts of all classes, that they can hope f'or any mass support. 

But do they need any mass support? They have cor;Je to believe, 

not altogether v1rongly, that the more sophisticated society becomes, 

the more vulnerable, the more exposed, it is to the actions of' a few 
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dedicated determined revolutionaries. There are differences be

tween the various theoreticians of guerrilla warfare: Hao and 

Vo Nguyen Giap are still closer to Lenin, they do not regard 

partisan warfare (which should abvays be directed by the party) as 

the only possible·road to victory. 'In their view it is essential to 

mobilize- the: masses in this way f-or the lutte finale, The Latin 

-American guerrilla leaders, on the other hand, are openly con

temptuous of' the p·arty but put all their hopes on the foci -

revolutionary armed bands. They dissociate themselves from Marxism 

in as much as they pay no attention to objective conditions: an 

insurrection is always possible, provided those involved are brave 

and ~ell organized. These revolutionaries are more in the tradition 

of the Latin American pronunciamentos than of Harxism. There are 

further differences between the various exponents of guerrilla war-

fare: Debray paid hardly any attention to urban guerrilla warfare, 

Guevara conside,;::ed it a possibility but did not give it l1.igh prior

ity, '"here as the Brazilian NarigheJ..la regarded the cities as the 

most promising battleground by far, The defeat of Debray and 

Guevara on one hand, the spectacular exploits of the Tupamaros, 

and to a much lesser extent t:1.e ALNX in Brazil, has caused a swing 

du:ring the last 3-4 year" of guerrilla warfare from the countryside 

to the towns. The cities offer so much better protection to the 

insurgents than the pampas or mountains where the arms and 

techniques of counter-insurgency can be applied by the government 

with far greater ease. 

The proponents of guerrilla warfare believe, lilce Nao, that the 

road to victory in the developed country is through the Third 

1Jorld. Such belief is based on tl1e mistaken assumption that the 

industrial Uest will be lost '"ithout the markets and- raw· materials 

of the Third llorld, But the industrially developed nations do not 

depend on the Third c!orld; it has been said that if India and· Brazil 

were no longer part of. the world economic system, this 'vould cause 

a temporary shortage of.tea and coffee, but little other incon

venience for the rest of' the ~rorld. 

l'hat about the prospects of the urban guerrillas in the United 

States and the other highly industrialized countries? The chances 

of achieving results in terms of' political and social change are 

virtually nil. There were some 4,330 bombings in the United States 

between January 1970 and April 1971, but Mr Nixon is still President 

and l'Ir Agnew his deputy. The-result w·ould not have been different 

even if there had been ten times as many attacks. But if victory 

is as remote as·ever, the chances for at least· temporarily paralys-

J 



ing life in the country are much greater, creating a climate of 

insecurity >vhich will. result· in economic .recession: permanent 

chaos rather than permanent revolution, The leaders of the 

urban guerril·las assume that as a result of continuous attacks 

the· old order>Vill either collapse or, more likely, try to defend 

itself by extreme. means, to do away with civil liberties, become 

fascist. This in turn will cause further polarization, the guerrillas 

will gain the support of many liberals believing that the cure is. 

worse than the disease, 

I suspect that these tactics~e largely based on miscalculations. 

The prospects for uban. guerrillas in the llestern world are not that 

good: true enough, modern cities offer a great many advantages to 

the attacker- but not in the long run, :for they may well find 

themselves in total isolation. ·Hhat.has been easily destroyed is 

often easily and quickly repaired; it may even act as a spur to 

a sagging economy. Lastly, the urban guerrilla ><ants to achieve 

quick success; if he does not see 'any spectacular progress he loses 

courage, there will be internal splits, 'mutual recriminations. The 

:fate of' the lleat""ennen and the Black Panther ·are an obvious illustra-

. tion. And since the guerrilla, unlike the orthodox Nar;dst, 

negates the political struggle, this may well be the end of his 

revolutionary career. One should not rule out urban guerrilla 

victories in certain countries vrhere political circumstances are 

particularly favourable; But even there, the most the guerrillas 

can hope for is to act as pace-makers for the traditional parties 

of the left, especially the Communists, as, :for instance, in Uruguay 

at present. They may take up arms against a national-revolutionary 

or left-wing government as in Ceylon ru"d perhaps tomorrow in Chile, 

if their expectations are not fulfilled, But on the whole they are 

finding it easier to get publicity than to disrupt society, let alone 

to bring about social and political change. 

The media, television irt particular, have greatly helped the 

progress of' small, insignificant groups by giving them a 1.ride hear

ing. The constant need for sensationalism is one of the inbuilt 

features of modern mass media - the more extreme one's views or 

actions, the more newsworthy they are. But the media Hith their 

bias for the extreme, unlike King Midas, do not turn everything 

they touch into gold; on the contrary, their kiss is ver] often the 

kiss of death. They need seven-day wonders; today's cultural hero 

is bound to be tomorrow's bore, Television, moreover, is a cruel 

medium: it has probably damaged more reputations than it has 
created, If the opinions aired on television strike viewers and 
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liste:qers as outrageous, such e;<posure, far from helping the 

cause, effectively destroys it. 

Nevertheless, there has'been a dramatic upsurge in violent 

politics in recent· years, and the questi·on remains: . how to explain 

it? Is there a general unified theory of violence? There is no\v 

a great deal of literature on the subject which I have studied, 

I admit, with mu'ch initial sc·epticism. Historians do not see eye 

to eye about the:origins of the-French revolution or the causes 

of the American civil war, indeed some of us now argue that strictly 

speaking there never was a French revolution. · Ho\.r much less lil<ely 

is it for satisfactory answers to be found for more recent, even 

more complicated, developments. This is not to say that all that 

has been written by social scientists on the subject of revolution, 

guerrilla warf'are and other forms of civil violence is \.rrong and 
. ' 

c~n be safel-y ignored. Eckstein's observation in 1963 was quite 

orrect: scarcely anything in the French ancient regime has escaped 

blame by one \vriter or another for the revolution. But if it is 

true that many conditions can generate internal war - economic 

crisis as well as economic prosperity, social mobility as well as 

its absence, social change as \Yell as stagnation - then less 

attention should be paid to the so-call·ed objective conditions and 

more to the people who engage in politica1 violence, the intellectual 

and voluntaristic factors, the. personality of the• leaders, the com

position of the followers,_ their political orientation, and so on. 

These are interesting questions, but since there is no room for 

the rigorous analysis and controlled experiments that social 

scientists demand, it is more than doubtful whether we can expect 

from them more than occasional insights. Perhaps it is the process 

of modernization which disrupts s<;>cial balances and undermines . 

traditional society? Several writers have argued that precisely 

for this re.ason peasants have usually rebelled. Yet others sharply 

disagree: peasants do not rise \Vhen they are poor .or when things 

get worse, they are always with those who have the powero 

One of the first to engage in the comparative study o:f· civil 

strife was Pi.tirim Sorokin, '"ho :found that in 'Europe the thirteenth 

century was the most violent one as far as the average level o:f 

disturbance is concerned. I shall not go into the finer points: the 

differentiation between turmoil, conspiracy, internal war, and so on. 

Others have. followed in his tracks, -but this again is a f'ield in 

whic:1. quantification is only of' little use - for what good are 

theories in which, say, the French and the Russian revolutions 

count as much as some Paraguayru1. pronunciamento ·which lasts for a 
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day, a week,· or even a month? Let me give but one example, ~ 

History of Violence in /~erica, a report to the National Commission 

on the causes and prevention of violence, provides on page 652 a 

table concerning political violence profiles of 84 countries cor the 

period 1940-1966, . .According.to this table, Finland and Luxemburg 

have the lowest profile, so 

has the highest score, 190. 

to speruc, they score nil - and Indonesia 

Ny doubts arose.when J: gathered that 

France scores almost five times higher than Italy, Lebanon ten 

times higher than Israel and :JJ times as high as Saudi Arabia, 

and the United Kingdom tvrice as high as Afghanistan and Ireland. 

I do not know on what ingenious schemes such tables are prepared, 

but they are (to put it as mildly as possible) open to doubt, 

It has been known for a fil.irly l·ong time that there ·is a 

connection betlfeen frustration and aggression, and the concept of 

relative deprivation has been introduced by some students. It has 

been sho'm tnat overcrowding stimulates aggression - among lemmings, 

rats as well as human beings. But all these theories explain at 

best part of a complex reality which obstinately defies generaliza

tion: the iru1abitants of the most densely populated countries -

such as Egypt, :Iolland, Belgium - are not necessarily more aggress

ive than, say, the Hongolians, and while life in a big city has no 

doubt many draw·backs it remains to be shown that city d"ellers are 

more aggressive than farmers. ~elative deprivation is not of much 

help either because· there are relatively deprived people all over 

the world at all times, perhaps no less in Sweden and IJJadagascar, 

notably peaceful countries in our time, than in the United States or 

Colombia, Hore sophisticated is James C, Davies' concept of the 

J-curve which postulates, very briefly (:following Tocqueville) that 

revolution is most l'ikely to occur when a prolonged period 

of rising expectations and rising gratifications is followed by a 

short period of sharp reversal during which the gap between expecta

tion and fulfilment widens and becomes intoterable. The author of 

this thesi·s has studied in detail the American civil war, Hitler 1 s 

rise to power and the present turbulence in the United States. But 

what if ~1e had studied instead the Russian or the Chinese revolu~ 

tions?. There l-rere no rising expectations in Russia ·in 1917 or in 

China before 1949. J.lany social scientists have detected a causal 

correlation between social and economic change and political violence: 

'"'hen traditional means of production and time-honoured occupations 

have been superseded by more modern ones resulting in unemployment, 

when traditional habits and beliefs have undergone change, this has 

resulted in confusion, demoralization and very often violence, But 
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in some places the level of political violence l1as still been 

relatively small, in others exceedingly high. The Industrial 

revolution, the greatest social revolution of· recent centuries 

has hardly any;•here resulted in major political revolutions, whereas 

lost wars frequestly have. Soine have detected a. causal connection 

bet,veen violence and modernization as vJell as· social. mobility. 

According to Ivo and Rosalind Feierabend the highest and .lowest 

points of the modernity continuum will. tend to produce maximum 

stability in the political order, whereas a medium position will 

produce maximum instabil-ity. In o·ther words'- ·the most and the 

least developed societies are ·the inost integrated and therefore 

relatively ·immune to manifestations of political·- violence. It stands 

to ·reason- or 'so.it seemed,- until recent events in·theUnited 

States and other highly developed countries made us doubt it. As 

for Latin America, it is· my impression that the most bac::nvard, the 

most developed countries and those in between have been more or 

less equally hit by insurgency'and other turbulence: if there is a 

general pattern of political violence it cannot be discerned with the 

naked eye. Profess'or Lucian Pye of lvJIT '"rote in his book,Guerrilla 

Communism in Malaya, that it was alinost impossible for political 

controversies vii thin higl'lly complex industrial societies to develop 

to the point of- sustained and organized violence. He should have 

added: Provided that they also happen to be- totalitarian dictator

ships - in· '"hich case there may not be political controversy in .the 

:first place. Pye wrote his book in 19 56; we are sadder and t>'iser 

now. 

There are 9 in short 9 many theories about the origins~ the 

character and the :function· of political v'colence. Some see it as a 

rational, others an irrational, phenomenon, some regard it as 

permanent, others as transitional, some as mainly caused by socio-

economic 9 others by psycho-social 9 causes. Some interpret it as an 

instrument to eliminate baclct,rardness, others, on the contrary, as 

a tool to spread barbarism. Of the various ·theories of political 

violence that have been submitted a."ld discussed in recent years, :fetv 

have been rejected outright, most have been simply discarded and 

forgotten. Many contained a grain of t1~th, but tried the impossible: 

to find a magic formula, a key to a phenomenon for wh:'.ch, alas, 

there seems to be no simple anin;er and no common denominator. 

Perhaps ·one day we shail have theories on political violence; I ·am 

:fairly sure there will. not be'one theory. 

I shall conclude v-1i th. a f'ew obserVations on the :future of' 

political violence and some generalizations of my own about ~1hat can 
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be learned from the e;cperience of many years. For the future, 

I waver between cautious optimism and peslilimism. I do not 

believe for a moment, as some social scientists.do, that it is 

somehow possible drastically to reduc.e the amount of political 

violence. However just· the. so·cial order, however· perfect the rulers 

there will always be disaffected, alienated, and aggressive people, 

claiming that the present state of affairs is intolerable, th~t 

every phange would be for the better, and that only violent change 

will be effective. Admittedly, the number of such people and the 

violence of their behaviour varies from country to country. More.-. 

over, as far as one can see into the future, there will be 

despotism and injustice. Nevertheless, the prospects for 

guerrilla warfare are not too good. Only two years ago, the Palest• 

inian irregulars seemed an irresistible force - today they are in 

very poor shape. In 1962, Venezuela was on the briruc of disaster -

it had the strongest, most experienced guerrilla movement and the 

weakest political and social order. Castro and his friends thought 

it would be the next country to fall. Seven years later the move· 

ment has virtually ceased to exist. The same happened in Colombia 

and Peru. The only Latin American country in which the extreme 

left has come to power is Chile, which is also the only country in 

~1hich there vlas no sizeable gue.-rilla movement. Human beings do 

learn, however reluctantly, from historical experience: potential 

guerrilleros will draw conclusions not only, and perhaps not mainly, 

from their setbacks in recent years but also from the political 

futility of their actions. Since Cuba, they have as yet to win a 

decisive victory, and the Cuban example has lost much of its 

attraction for them. All this is not to say that t~e guerrilla 

movement is everywhere doomed, that it may not have spetacular 

successes in one country or the other. But I have been preoccupied 

with the rule, not the exception. 

Hhat conclusions, if any, can be drawn from recent history 

about the deeper reasons for the large scale revival· of movements 

sponsoring political violence? Above all, it rEfl.ects·the weakness 

of the established order. For such movements spread only if there 

is at least some chance of success - if there are no guerrilla 

movements in the Soviet Union this is not the result of the absence 

of conflicts, but the presence of a strong government which would 

suppress without compunction any attempt to challenge its authority. 

Revolutionary movements succeed not because objective conditions 

are ripe - to a certain degree these always exist, fully they are 

never present. They succeed because their enemies are weak. Pal-
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itical regimes·· fall, not because they are wicked, but because they 

are ineffective. No regime, however abhorrent, has been overthrown 

as a result of the magnitude of its crimes, but a great many fairly 

good ones have fallen because its leaders have lost faith and 

nerve, because they_no·longer believed in the rightness of their 

cause, because, to the fanaticism of their enemies, they had noth

ing ·to· juxtapose but tired scepticism. ''leakness i admittedly, can 

have a· great many· causes .- a lost -war - or even a victorious war -

if it• caused many victims and much· disruption, a deep structural 

economic crisis or even some major natural disaster. But our age, 

lil<:e some previous ones· which were characterized by a high level of 

political violence, is remarkably free of such catastrophes, and 

therefore the deeper causes of the weakness, the tiredness, the 

scepticism, are connected with the spiritual crisis of our time: 

the loss of faith, be-it religious or ideological, the depreciation 

of traditional values which have resulted in pessimism, emptines:s.• 

boredom and in various curious manifestations sometimes of a suicidal 

character. I am of course aware that the situation in the developing 

countries is different, but in the developed industrial societies 

this seems to me the core of the problem that will preoccupy us at 

this meeting: the ](ey is not in the GNP, nor in the level of 

material expectations, but in the minds of men, 

vJhat mal<es civilizations become unsure of themselves, doubt 

their raison d'etre? There are, of course, always objective factors 

- political, social, economic - and we shall ignore them at our 

peril. But economic reasons do not suffice to explain why democracy 

in Germany succumbed to its enemies and why an even more severe 

crisis did not have the same effect in the United States. If the 

instinct of survival has been "eakened, even minor challenges seem 

overwhelming, insurmountable. "·'hat causes a weakening of will? I 

do not profess to have an answer, but, if one is lvanted, this seems 

to me the most promising direction for further exploration. Afflic

tions of the instinct for survival, of the will, are not necess

arily fatal, they tend to appear like a bolt from the blue, and 

occasionally they disappear with equal suddenness. In France, 

around 1290, it was de rieyeur to argue that the country was finished: 

observers referred to demographic stagnation, military weal<ness, 

the high consumption of alcohol, the pz·evalence of decadent trends 

in literature and in the arts, general demoralization - everything 

pointed in this direction. Everyone was beyond despair, Finis 

Galliae was the generally accepted slogan; as one ieading economist 

wrote: France is going under like a lump of sugar in the ocean. 

Incidentially, this was also the heyday of anarchist attacks, of 
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Ravachol and Emile HenrY, of bombs thrown in coffee houses and the 

Chamber of' Deputies, of ·the murder of President Carnot. Fifteen 

years later, without any forewarning, everything cl:mngerl almost 

overnight - the preoccupation with eroticism gave way to the newly 

fashionable outdoor sports, the natural sciences and technology 

attracted the young generation. The.-lilanly virtues.were again 

extolled by writers and artists·. France was at last her~?elf again 

to quote a famous best-seller of those days, she became almost 

aggressively nationalist. bbjectively nothing had changed: the 

birth~rate had not gone up, the French economy was still falling 

behind its neighbours, alcoholism had not "decreased, and church 

attendance had not gone up. But whereas in lC-90 these had seemed 
' 

fatal qiseases, fifteen years later most people were inclined to 

dismiss them as of no great consequence. I am not sure l1hether 

we are ·entitled to draw far--reaching· conclusions from the French 

example. Perhaps all it teaches us i·s this: since the human factor 

is so important, and since human behaviour is so unpredictable, we· 

should be very cautious in our predictions. 



QUESTIONS RELATING TO "CIVIL VIOLENCE IN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES" 

1. Has the revival of civil violence.been general in industrial societies? 
Is it limited to particular problems and countries whereas in other 
areas it is rather less than it has been in the not so distant past? 
If so, what lessons can be drawn? 

2, \fhat are the observable limits on civil violence? Why, despite 
their potential vulnerability, have urban societies been so little 
threatened by sabotage? Are e,g, the search for political popularity, 
the revulsion against extremism, etc., constraints on violence? 

3. Must malaise and grievance breed violence, or only in certain 
historical situations? \fhy should this period be marked by the renewal 
of violence? 

4, \fhat is new in the revival of violence in industrial societies! 

is it a revival of old demands for equality (the Blacks, 
Ulster, decolonisation)? 

is it a new form of protest~,g. influenced by new styles of 
international communication) for what are essentially old-style 
demands? 

is it radically new, a 1Cultural Revolution' e,g, related to 
the youth culture and affecting the middle class? 

5, Is violence a symptom of a 1pre-revolutionary 1 situation (Martinet) 
or of a cultural malaise - due e,g, to the ending of externally imposed 
constraints such as poverty, ignorance etc. -· v1hich cannot be resolved 
primarily in political terms? 

6, Is political participation meaningful in a pluralist society? 
Is the revival of violence merely one way of playing the pluralist game 
and as such absorbable in the system? Or does the impatience of 
constraint behind it threaten the \lestern political tradition of 
politics by public debate, and Parliamentary representation? 
\fhat part can violence play in an authoritarian society? 

7, \fhat will the impact of civil violence be on the policies of industrial 
countries, individually and collectively? 

on economic prosperity? international economic co-operation? 
the 'Community of developed nations' (Brzezinski)? 

on the capacity of governments to pursue foreign policy or defence 
goals? on the vulnerability of societies to subversion? on their 
porousness to radical influences coming from poorer societies than 
themselves? 

on collective security? on the eruption of crises and crisis 
management? on radicalism at home and nationalism, even 
imperialism; abroad? 


